




SATELLITE DICEST
TOP OF THE MONTH

ANTENNA MOUNTS/a peek atthe
mechanics involved in making your
antenna system stay straight and true
gets an editorial look this month. part
o f  the  long te rm concern  is  the
strength built into the mounting sys-
tem and what happens as the system'weathers.' Another, newer, concern
is how do you cope with a satellite belt
that is getting wider and wider all of
the time? Older style 'push movers'
may not be able to reach the full belt
width as the belt itself becomes en-
larged.

WITH the Niagara Fatts STT|show
coming up later this month (June 121
13114 on the US/Canadian border)
we felt it appropriate to talk about'How' you attend a show to get the
most from the show. Too many peo-
ple attend and then somehow miss all
of the really important stuff. We try to
teach you how you spot the 'hidden
goodies' this month.

COOP trots out a proposal where-
by dealers wi l l  get together under
CSD sponsorship to test and evalu-
ate, and rate (!) equipment, in his
Comments this month. Read it, espe-
cially if you plan to be in Niagara Falls
where an open forum on just this sub-
ject is planned.

AND SMATV system planning con-
tinues with a look at the sometimes
mysterious world of 'cable amplifier
powering.' PLUS, we take a new look
at some of the latest hardware in the
rebroadcast world concentrating on a
new UHF down converter from Sat-
Tec.
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OUR COVER/ Thomas p. Harr inq-
ton, one of the industry's quiet'gen"t-
lemen'. Retired once, perhaps twic-
e; father of Coax Seal. A brill iant
career in chemical engineering, a
graduate of 'Entrepreneurship 

U',
nominated to the SPACE board in
1983, and, the industrv 's best 'Gem
Finder 'and most experienced show
attendee (see page 50 here). To
know Harrington is to have a fuller
life.
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The BR Fututeproof" Waranty.
It Protects Something Mote Valuable Than
Equipment: Yout RePutation.

Word of mouth advertising from customers am
make you or break you. So make sure you get

i"#,'*ilji";1ff ,ff S?HH.-with
five-year warranty. It's the
first opportunity for TVRO
customers to buy an extended
protection plan for their sYs-
tems at the time of purchast
just like they buy for their
cars.

As a BR Satellite Commu
nication dealer, you can Pffer"Futureproof"" coverage for a
minimal cost to your customers
(and a profit for you).

Backed by one of the world's
largest insurance companies, BR
Safellite will guarantee all electronic
components against any manufagturel
defects for a total of five years (Includlr
the first vear which we cover automati-
cdly). Contact us to discuss all the details
-then "Firtureproof "'" your reputation

The "Futuleploof"- Decal-a Sl$n of
Success.

If you've got it, flaunt it! The "Ftltureproof"

warranty sticker in your store window could be your'
best salesman. We'ii send brochures and in-store

to run and brochures to educate customers.
Famous Names. For Dealers OnlY.

Toll-free ordeilng. Same Day Shipment.
Every product we distribute is in stock at all

times. If vbu call our toll-free number before 2 PM,
we'll shipyour order the same duy 4"! unlike some
distributors, we're happy to ship C.O.D.

*All oroducts and items discontinued during warranty penod
not subject to imediate replacement.

Our Standard WarantY-Stlll the
Ultimate, Stlll Free.
Every piece of equipment we sell is
backed by our unconditional replace-

ment policy for a full year.*
It's an irresistible sales tool, and it
won't cost you or your customers
a cent.
We'll ship a replacement viaUPS
Blue Label, at our expense,the
same dav vou call us. We ask
only thdt you ship the defec-

MTI
ECI Antennas
NORSAT LNAS
Chaparral
Earth Terminals
Wilson Microwave SYstems
USS Maspro
Dexcel

tive unit, at your expense,
within 5 days afteryoute-

no "turnaround" waiting
time. And only a bare
minimum of your valued
customer's down time.

We Dlstrlbute More Than
Equlpment: Free Ads,
Brochures and More!

Arunta
Sat-Tec
Seavey Engineering
Newton Test Generators
Satellite Ground Components
ERI LNA Jumper Cables
Earth Station Accessories
Coax-Seal

;il th;';qh;;'d;. O
At BR Satellite, there ts

Our total dealer suPPort Program
can provide you with ad art, ready for you

displays, too.

'We Distribute Ttust." 1-800-424-20L0



BR SATELLITE is the only distr ibutor in th is ind
lace any defective TVRO product with a new

unit .  We' l l  ship a replacement v ia UPS Blue Label ,  at
our expense, the same d
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- Uni4ue all GaAsFe, a
four stage d.esry (no bi-
polars) with min. 51 db gain.

T otal w eatherproofing-

nilll T Low rc[t Amfrrn
@ 3 !  ' i  t i n r A l  " , , ,

United States for Norsat LNAs, and one of only
three distributors nationwide.

Quantity Prices Auailable.o
3

With Norsat's LNA, Your Gustomers Will See Less Noise.
With Our lYear WarrantV, You'll Hear No Noise

I From Them.

lntroducing the quiet one-the remarkable
Norsat LNA! Norsat has combined years
of experience with traditionalJapanese )
manufacturing excellence to produce a r
low noise amplifier of exceptional quality. r

Quiet quality, for better pictures
even on todays smaller dishes.
Degree for degree, dollar
for dollar, the Norsat is
simply the quietest, most
efficient LNA ever made.

precision milled recessed top couer;
comfuter-milled aluminum b o dy.

Groundpd input probe for

Loou VSWR resonator for transparent
irnped"ance match into the firsl GaAsFet stage.

Sep arate pow er supply board featuring
ultra-stable regulation with built-in protection
against p olarity reu ers al, u oltage fluctuation,
and static discharge.

Auailable in 100", 90", 85", B0o, and 75"
noise temperatures.

a t ,
for the price

BR Satellite is
proud to be the
only distributor
in the Eastern

\ I It all adds up
to quiet confidence-

the knowledge that your
./ customers are getting the

best LNA performance

We Distribute Ttust."
Dealers Onlv.
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CHUCK Hewitt . . . a tough row to hoe.

assured him that the only way it could break even was if the account-
ing for the publication was being 'doctored' by the bookkeeping de-
partment. SPACE started Satvision because somebody wanled to
compete in the magazine business, and because they wanted a forum
to speak to members. There is only one way to make SatVision pay
its own way and that would be a gamble; hire a professional editor and
stafi, hire people to sell advertising, and go head'to-head with every
other publication in the industry. l'm not so sure, my own sellish
survival interests aside, that is a wise course of action for SPACE to
fol low. I  told him 'Neither the NCTA (National Cable Television Asso-
ciation) nor NAB (National Association oJ Broadcasters) try to pub'
lish their own magazines. Sure, lots of trade associations do (such
as the plumbers and air condit ioning people) but invariably such
publications start out with the best ol intentions, and end up being a
temporary forum lor the party-in-power at the moment' I didn't
believe that the industry needed another magazine and I told him so.
'Turn Satvision into a bi-annual special publ icat ion, '  I  suggested'
'coming out just ahead oi the two SPACE trade shows each year.
Make it a super-giant program-for-the-conventions and assign it to
the convention department within SPACE. You st i l l  get a forum' you
get a top-notch product that way, and with the enthusiasm surround-
ing a show you will actually make money on two special, show-
relaled program-issues, where struggling along with the monthly
overhead of an editor and staff , you will either not make money or just
barely break even at best.' Some would consider those suggestions
seltserving; they were not made from that perspective.

One ol my suggestions that did evoke a positive response had to
do with state and regional trade associations, I pondered why in this
industry, unlike virtually any other I am aware of, we have one,
national, trade association and no state or regional associations.
Hewitt picked up on this. 'l believe that many of the problems the
industry faces would be better dealt with at the local or state level,' he
noted. 'The zoning situation may just be the tip of the iceberg,' he

HEWITT lmpressions
In our May 1 5th edition of CSD/2 we published a lengthy'interview'

with SPACE'3 new'general manager, '  Chuck Hewitt .  Chuck Hewitt  is
impressive. He is bright, quick in mind, and not l ikely to get boxed into
a corner by anyone who has not done their homework. He worries
about two things; whether he can 'straighten SPACE out '  in the six
month time frame he has given himself to show improvement and
whether he can get the industry to get behind him and SPACE.

His first crack out of the barrel occurred this past May 9th when a
special Board of Directors meeting, which he called in Denver, consi-
dered his proposals for establishing 'priorities'for the trade associa-
tion. Some members of the board considered the meeting 'unneces-

sary,' in advance. lt will be interesting to see how many agree it was
'unnecessary' after the fact.

Hewitt has a tough job ahead of him. He told us, in CSD/2' that it
wi l l  be up to him to establ ish the ground rules for the working rela-
tionship he must attain between his office and that ol the outside
General Counsel. He made i t  plain to me that the General Counsel 's
office should, in his mind, be nothing more than a 'contractee' to
SPACE, submitting advance estimates for a year at a time on how
much funding i t  would require to do what had to be done in the legal
arena. Taking the check book out of the hands of Brown and Finn, and
moving it to Hewitt's office could have interesting side effects.

One of his first priorities would be the creation of a'master plan'
to involve more people in the operational process of SPACE In his
mind, the industry is r ich in talent at al l  levels; talent which has never
been tapped for projects that run the spectrum from home TVRO
promotions for the whole industry to special committees to study
equipment standards and interfacing. We talked at length about the
latter, otf the interview 'record.'

I  explained to him what lwanted to see happen;to getthe dealers
directly involved in an equipmenttesting program (see my Gomments
in this issue) and to get the dealers to put forward suggestions (i.e.
requests) for better compatibility for inter-connecting pieces of equip-
ment. He reasoned that 'where possible, we should try to work in
areas such as this at the private level with the trade Association
providing guidance and direct ion, where needed and when so re-
quested.' lt was refreshing to me to see a man in his position not
advocating that SPACE have every concession in town including toilet
oaoer.

Hewitt views the ultimate role of the trade association much like I
do. His concept is that a trade association should bring together
expertise and talent and then provide direction for it. 'But" he cau-
tions, 'the trade association does not need to be directly involved
in everything that is done. That creates bottlenecks when every-
thing must end up funneling through one or two individuals. '  He
envisions a'lean and mean' trade association team and I don't think
he is an emoire bui lder.

He brought up the subject of publications. 'Do you think" he
asked, 'lnside SPACE is a necessary publicatioh'? Inside Space
goes to the Pioneer members and the Board. Some copies also
sprinkle into various Congressional offices. Hewitt clearly is not in-
tending that he become a publisher. He has taken a quick look at
SatVision (the monthly SPACE Journal that seems to come out every
other month) and he pondered whether or not it was breaking even. I
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LET DEALERS SET STANDARDS
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STTI/SPACE Settlement Terms

As announced in our May | 5th edition of CSD/2, the show battles
are past. SPACE VP Chuck Hewitt and STTI's Rick Schneringer
hammered out an agreement which was presented to the SpACE
board for ratification May 9th and although there was a bare-quorum,
a unanimous vote followed discussion and the show wars were over.

This year and this year alone, the show schedule will be as
follows:

1) June l2l14: STTI's Niagara Fal ls 'Can-Am' show.
2) September 2/5: Joint sponsored STTilSPACE show; Nash-

ville.
3) November'18/20: STTI'Pan-Am' show; Dallas.
Starting with 1985, STTI and SPACE will co-sponsor the annual

Vegas gathering (within the February-March time frame), SpACE will
hold its own annual gathering in June/July, and STTI will hold its own
Nashville show. The contract covers a three year term, through 1987.

Schneringer, obviously 'high' on SPACE's new Exec VP Chuck
Hewitt (see CSD/2 for May lSth), said "l am very pleased with
SPACE's selection of Chuck Hewitt. He is a fine fellow and a good
businessman."

Discussions between Schneringer and Hewitt began early in April;
lirsl a several day session in Washington, then a meeting in Atlanta.
They were hung up on the transition year and Schneringer credits his
wife and business partner Gloria (Schneringer) with the break-
through.

"She suggested that we co-sponsor the Nashville show, this
year only, and that made it all possible," remembers Schneringer.
He adds, "l think everyone is going to win on this one."

Hewitt had admitted privately that he may have had his 'new job'
on the line wilh the negotiations. While it was not likely that he would
have been terminated had he failed, he certainly stood to gain if he
was able to gel an agreement which the SPACE board would accept.
Anxious to launch a complele overhaul of SPACE's inner chambers,
getting the Schneringer problem resolved is bound to make his task

easier in the early days. The SPACE board met in Denver coincidental
with the lightly attended EXPO '84 (sponsored by Channet Guide).
Hewitthad prepared a 60-page plus agenda +'exhibits packet for
each director. Accustomed to being handed a single-sheet of paper
with a bare-agenda outline at Board meetings, many of those on hand
were 'overwhelmed' 

by the amount of material they were being asked
to study, consider, and act upon. Hewitt sought to direct their aitention
to a diverse schedule of items. includino:

1) Resolution of the SPACE/STT| rn'atter;
2) Re-organization of SPACE (new three year terms for directors,

ending consumer reps on the board, experimentinq with a
dealer-sub board called a 'council,' expanding the E-xecutive
Committee to five, establishing a ,track, from Secretary to
President to Chairman to past Chairman which all luture offic-
ers would follow):

3) Establishing committees (education, standards, statistics, fi-
nance, shows) to report to the board;

4) To beef up the publications area by hiring a full time editor and
staff for SalVision, putting out an annual membership direc-
tory;

5) Establishing state and regional 'chapters, for SpACE, to en-
courage dealers to form smaller groups to handle more local
problems:

6) To launch a comprehensive educational program with multiple'course levels,' accreditation for course completion, and a'graduate level' of courses which would be administered
through a separate,'non-profit' corporation.

Forced to cut their Denver meeting short because many Board
members had unrelenting airplane schedules, they did agree to next
attempt bringing together a quorum at the Consumer Electronics
Showon June 5th in Chicago. After typically 3 to 4 board meetings per
year, the fast track from Hewitt (three meetings in 10 weeks) was a
certain sign that SPACE was moving again.
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s^qSSgqted. I wondered if he meant that we are only getting notice, at
SPACE, of a few of the actual situations where reslrictive zonino is
being proposed. 'Possibly. Or, what is ahead is far worse than what-we
have now.'

. .We talked about how you would get dealers to work together, in a
state for example, to form their own 'state trade associatioi.' ,Legisla-
tion is coming,' I noted, offering the recent bill introduced in Alasla (it
attempted to ban TVROs; period) as evidence. ,There is only so muih
you can do from Washington when ldaho or Alaska decides thev want
such a bill passed. lt is far more etfective for a dealer organization
made up of state constituents to fight such a bill than for a national-
trade-association thousands of miles away to write letters and make
telephone calls. Some state legislators resent being told what is right
and-wrong by someone from Washington'

lmade.the.suggestion that his bffice prepare a ,pamphlet, (l
1o!qe!. using the word 'book' or booklet because of past efforts by
SPACE) which could be distributed to deaters. ,Tell them how t6
Start a state trade association, give them a sample set of bylaws so
they can avoid heavy legal fees in setting up a non-profit state trade
?ss9clgtio.1, and suggest to them how toconduct a meeting and get
the ball rolling.' He liked the idea and made a note ol the suggestion.

I would carry it a few steps further, now that I have had a few weeks

dozens more out there and this is the type of 'talent reservoir' which
the industry has available, and which to date we have largely ignored.
In the marketing end, there are people like Hans Giner of Luior who
can hold any audience enthralled while they explain why you don't
meet a new prospective customer by popping oul of a 1949 pick-up
truck dressed in greasy coveralls.

. O.v9ra!1, I am 'high' on Chuck Hewitt. I woutdn't want his job, nor
the difficult months he has ahead. He is a self-professed ,jobk' who
participates in quite a list of sporting activities. I don't think his volley-
ball game is going to get any bettei between now and the first of the
yeat.

MESH Antenna Integrity
Well, the battles are starting once again; mesh versus solid. Cana-

dian pioneer David Brough took computer keyboard in hand (see this
month's Correspondence section) to draw our attention to the now
infamous Las Vegas 'wind storm' that sent twenty or more antennas
tumbling across the Riviera parking lot like sage brush, this past
March. Brough ponders why mesh anlennas thlt have been sub-
jected to extensive 'wind-tunnel-type-tests' 

where testing results
appear to 'prove'lhat wind blows right through ,mesh surfacei' should
lumble over like their solid counterparts in Vegas.

There are many possible answers, of course-. Maybe the antennas
were not properly anchored to the parking lot; one bag of sand where
four would have been better. Those possibilities aside-, Brough raises
a bigger questioni how people who design and manufactuie mesh
surface dishes can expect to 'get away with flimsy mounts' and
back support surfaces? He touches a sensitive area; lightweight
antennas may well lack the slructural strength to hold up in heavy
winds or under ice loading even if they are stiipped of their surfaces!

Paradigm conducted tests this past summer and those tests told
us that high wind speeds (75 MPH) hitting the windward side of the
dish result in almost as high winds (72MpH) exiting the leeward side
of the dish. Recent wind testing of a similiar mesh antenna by Con-
tinental Satellite Systems came to similar conclusions. The popular

to think about it. I know that several of the OEMs are working right now
9n.s9m9 high quality videotapes illustrating everything trom proper
installation techniques to how to market systems.-Suci tapes would
make excellent'draws'for a state association ,dinner meeting.' I would

break loose some of the 300 hours (plus) of ready{o-witch CSD
lage fo1 a state group such as this. Anything we can do, at the

level, to get such state trade associations off and runnino I am
100 percent.

Many of the OEMs and distributors also have excellent personnel
lace whom I suspect would be delighted to corhe to a state ,dinner
,ting,'sit at the head table, and after the usual speeches put on a
show about some aspect of being a better dealei. Brent dale, out

rcephere, for example is one very sharp engineer who is not
to stand in front of a bunch of people and explain why you can't

RG-59 between your LNA and your downconverter. There are COOP CONTINUES/ page 98
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NOW FORTHE FIRST
TIMEYOU CAN I

O

*RATE AS OF OCTOBER 5. I983

SITEILITE TINANGIAT
PUNIIIIilG G||RP|IRAIII|N
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkwav
Columbia, Maryland 2 I 044

Zip Code

City

ADVERTISING
100u/o BANKRATE
FINANCING* PLUSAtt

PARTS &LABOR
GUARANTEEDFOR
THREE YEARS.**
oNo Down Payment
oNo Collateral Needed
.Vp To 6 Years and Longer Repayment Period
o Flexible Paymepl5* * {<
o LOw MOnthly Paymenls{< {<*{<
oNO CompliCated Paperwork*{<*t<*
oAll Current TVRO Equipment
Covered Under The Warranty Program

rUpon Approved Credil
rrrcustomer Can Change Mode of Pryment Without Penrlty
't$40.00 Deduclible - See Sample Wrrrrnty
rr**l l luslralion: A Typicrl S25ffi.f i) System with 3 Year Warranly -g65.50 per Month

J::l':t! gtr9'e32:Drslf gg'rfl3'.!:'h"g"dr' ip-f'gl-P'.,a'�. - - - - -
SATELLITE FINANCIAL PLANNING CORPORATION
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkway
Cof u mbia, Maryland 21 O44

Please send me information regarding linancing and extended limited warranty
for the home TVRO user.
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COPING WITH

DISH MOUNTS

SATELLITE DICEST

interest us in the TVRo field.
Most people call the (modified) Polar Mount simply a polar Mount.

lf you don't really understand why a Polar Mount is called a polar
Mount, then it is easy to drop the (modified) since you are not sure
why a modified and an unmodified Polar Mount differ in the first olace.
We will hope, before we are done here, that while we will undoubtedly
continue to call all (home TVRO) mounts simply'Polar Mounts'that
actually they had better be the 'modified' version or we don't wanl
them in our yards at all!

TRACKING Through The Sky
All of the satellites of interest to us are located in a specific ,flight

belt' in the sky. We refer to that belt as the ,Clarke Orbtt Bett' and ii is
convenient to picture this 'belt' as a circular freeway or turnpike
located directly above the earth's equator. The belt or sateilite_
freeway has certain physical paramelers, for example.

1) lt has a specified (and carefully calculatedj ,height' above
-. ground (generally referenced as 22,300 miles),
2) lt has a specific shape (circular, ,almost'the ,mirror image'of
_. the Equator itself, only much larger in diameter, and in spice),
3) lt has a specific 'width, (genelally ptus or minus 70 miles

meaning the freeway-width extends 70 miles north and south
of the equator).

From any location on earth, located at any latitude between
approximately 80 north and 80 south, some poriion of that ,belt' or
freeway can be'seen'extending above the horizon. Beyond g0
north.and 80 south (ie. closer to the north and south poles, respec-
tively), the considerabte height of the arc (22,300 miles) is still not
sufficent to allow an observer on the ground to ,look south' (or,look
north' if south of the equator) and still ,iee' any portion of the belt. The
belt is hidden behind the 'bulge' of the earttr iiself.

The belt, then, is an 'arc' in the sky from any suitable ,viewing
location'. lf you can see the arc, your antenna can see the arc. if
there is a satellite located within that portion of the arc your antenna
can 'see', and if that satellite is transmitting/broadcasting in your
direction, you should be able to receive that satellite's signals. This is
why you are advised, when selecting a location on earth for the dish, to
avoid spots where the dish antenna is,blocked'from viewing some (or
all) of the arc. A tall building, a clump of trees, a hill will ,gei between'
your anlenna and the belt, and microwave signals are not powerful
enough to 'push their way through' such obstruClions. In effeci, if some
portion of the arc is hidden from your antenna,s view, reception from
any satellites located in that portion of the arc will not be oossible.

.. The primary job of the antenna mount, in the simplest of terms, is to
affix the antenna so that it will point squarely at the (Clarke OrUiti Oett'arc'or'arch'from 

one earth horizon (east for exampie) to the opposite
earth horizon (west for example). lf the antenna ,tracks' from oie enO
of th.e belt to the opposite side or end of the belt, as seen from your
localion, you have a'tracking mount'. And, any satellite meeting the
criteria for. operating power, operating frequency, and transmitting
antenna direction will be received by that dish antenna.

NOT Very Popular

. Perhaps the least glamorous, least interesting aspect of a TVRO is
the collection of metal which we routinely caf ,the' mount. And,
judging from the relatively small amount of competition within this'sub{ield'ol TVROs, that interest also follows intoihe business com-
munity of TVRO as well. We suspect that if you deal in antennas your
lack of interest in mounts may be rooted in your lack ol understaniing
of the importance of a mount, and your inability to distinguish when i'poor mount' may in truth may be the cause ol your ,poor antenna'
system. We hope lo correct your lack of interest, and your mis-
conceptions, concerning mounts here over the next couple of months.

Let's list what a mount is supposed to do:
1) lt is supposed to hold the antenna above the grouno;
2) lt is supposed to point the antenna in a very specific direction;
3) lt is supposed to allow you to rotate or move the antenna from

one specific direction to another specific direction;
4) lt is supposed to hold the anlenna above ground, pointing in

one or more specific directions under conditions of heavy
wind and perhaps ice;

5) lt is supposed to be 'safe' under specified conditions, not be an'attractive nuisance', and not be so heavy or unwieldy as to
make antenna installation unusually difficult.

. None of that appears, on the surface, to be an ,exciting part' of
what we do. lt also does not appear to require all-that-much t,echnolo-
gy since the celestial mechanics of pointing into space at a specific
point are well known and quite easily undeistood, Why, then, do so
many mounts supplied, with or for, so many antennas ,fail'to do their
intended job? Perhaps, just perhaps, the celestial mechanics which
appear to be 'so simple'on first inspection are more complicated than
we have been led to believe.

TYPES o| Mounts
By category, there are but two types or families of ,mounts'which

are suitable for TVRO use. Only one ol these has gained any favor in
our field because it has been shown to be the least-expensrve svstem
to employ in mass produced antenna systems. This says, simply, that
virtually every mount you are likely to encounter works on and follows
exactly the same principles ol celestial mechanics as every other
mount you will ever find in the field. To the complete novice that mav
seem like an untrue statement since casual inspection of the mountino'systems' employed would appear to suggest that there is a great dedi
of diversity out there. Some mounts coniist ot simple piec6s of pipe
with various attachments or arms; other mounts seem lo be glginiic
grasshopper or praying mantis 'forms' spread over considerible ex-
panses of lawn. ln the commercial and semi-commercial world, still
others look like military vehicle shells about to spring to life. Examples
are shown here.

The '(modified) Polar Mount' is the universally adopted antenna
support system in our industry. There are reasons for this as we shall
see. An unrelated family, which we shall pay no attention to here at all,
is the Azimuth Over Elevation mount (abbreviated Az-El). One of the
photogr.aphic examples here is an Az-El mount. Without being speci-
fic, we'll touch in general terms on ,why' the Az-El mount does not
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pressure 'builds'the resistance ol the ,sail'to that pressure increases.
At some point the pressure built up on the sail surface exceeds the
design limitations of the antenna and/or mount. Something ,gives'
and the system fails. One of the more common points of failuie'is ghe
pipe itself; either the pipe was not carefully selected for overall
strength (the wall thickness is too 'light') or the pipe simply begins to'migrate'or rotate around within the concrete stand it was mounted. A
suitable solution to this problem is to add some ,grab rails' for the
pipe; attach a pair or horizontal steel rods through tie pipe down near
the underground-base of the pipe so that they will ,dig in' to the
concrete and prevent the pipe from spinning on its own axis.

Anolher equally common failure is the point of attachment
between the pipe and the antenna's custom mount assemblv. Manv
antenna mount'systems'come with a ,col lar 'which 

al lows you to st ip
the full antenna mount down over, and onto, the pipe. The collar has
the same round shape as the pipe, but the collar's inside diameter is
slightly larger than the pipe you have utilized for the ground-mounted
piece.This allows you to 'drop' the collar section down over the pipe
section. Normally, there are lhree or four heavy ,set screws' lactuaily
3/8" or larger bolts) which screw in through thecollar and ,dig into'the
surface of the pipe itself. The concept is that the set screws bind the
collar to the pipe to prevent the collar, to which the antenna is
attached, from twirling around on the pipe in a heavy wind.

These set-screw bolts usually thread through nuts welded onto
the collar. The designer hopes that the flat, blint-ended set-screw
(bolt) will be tightened up sutficienfly that it will ,dig'or,gouge'into 

the

AZIMUTH/ELEVATION MOUNT/ This AFC-Microdyne 16 tooter is
nota 'polar mounted' antenna. The elevation adjuits with the two
(individual) diagonal bars coming from high up tb the cage below.
All thread 'fine tuning' allows the installer to peak the elevation
where he wishes. The azimuth or east/west rotation is on'Teflon@ skids' and the entire cage rotates on the circular track at
the bottom. To 'change birds' requires upwards of 30 minutes and
two men,

MOST Basic Polar Mount
The most basic polar mount is simply a piece of pipe, stuck into the

ground, sothat it is perpendicular (at a right angle) to the earth it sits in.
All alone, however, that piece of pipe is nolrdatty a mount; it is a'stand for a mount' since the pipe has no special properties which
allows an antenna connecled to it to ,track' ine Clart<e Orbit Belt.

Common sense should tell us that a piece of pipe, stuck into the
ground, 'topped'with 

a large physical structure such as a dish antenna
will be subjected to considerable 'pressures'when 

the wind blows or
the ice forms on the antenna. There is a ,strength'factor here which we
will ultimately look closely at. Many antenni,mount svstems' either
supply that piece of pipe, or the manufacturer of the mount gives you
written specifications telling you how to select (locally) a suitalle pilce
oJ pipe. They tell you how long the pipe must be, what the outer
dlameter of the pipe should be, and how strong (defined as wall
thickness and pipe grade or'schedule,) the pipe miuit Oe. This is all
lmportant information and you should lollow it precisely if you
wantyourantenna to be capable of surviving strong winds and storms.

-A satellite antenna, including 'mesh, types, i! basically a glant
rall. Depending.upon the direction of the wind, the ,sail' is capaSle of
Catching a considerable amount of wind ,pressure' and as that wind

lf,lOUNT./-'modilied.' Now perhaps the ADM,grasshopper
looks a lltlle more like the pipe mount vou are iccustomeaIrooxsa tm|e more llkethe pipe mountyou areaccustomed

!-n!:-Thls (1981 vintage) SatFinder mount has everything in
ADll grasshopper mount has.

POLAR MOUNT/'modified.' This 20 foot ADM antenna may not
look llke the plpe or post mounting system you are accustomed
to, but everything you have in a pipe-mouniis here as well. Can
you spot the 'pipe equivalent' in the system?

outer metal surface on the pipe, binding the two together. A system
thal uses a pair of these set screws is usially guaranieed not to bind in
a strong wind; three may bind or they may gradually ,slip' allowing the
antennalo rotate on the pipe. Four is no absolute guarantee that the
coilar wtfi not slip at some wind speed.

.lntelligent designs sharpen these set screws (bolt) tips to a point
so that the set-screws have a sharp point to dig into tire pipe surface
rather than a blunVflat surface that rides agains[a slighily convex pipe
1{q* Even that is no guarantee that the collar wilibind to tne pipe,
and in winds of 40 MpH and higher even this can and will slio.

An even more intelligent approach is to drill a hole that allows
y9y]g'.":"rt." bolt through the collar, and then through the pipe. This is
called 'pinningl and it provides a far stronger bond between the pipe
and the collar. Don't do this yet, however; you only do this after'you
have the total antenna system ,tracking, tne Clar'ke orbit belt since
rotation of the collar on the pipe is part of ihe set_up exercise! Once the
two have been pinned together, no additional ,fine tweeking' of the
antenna's north and south adjustments will be possible. We,ll return
to that point later in this senes.
LoOK Up

Virtually every working satellite antenna you ever saw, or are likelv
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GROUND
LEVEL

MOST BASIC POLAR MOUNT IS A PIECE
OF PIPE STUCK INTO GROUND.

GROUND
LEVEL

THROUGH
PIPE 'ARMS'

TO PREVENT
ROTATION

.,PINNING''  THE PIPE INSURES D]SH PLUS PIPE
CANNOT ROTATE ON THEIR OWN (PIPE) AXIS.

to see, points'up'; into the sky. Recall that the Clarke Orbit Belt is itself
above ihe equator and if that is the 'freeway' where the satellites
'run', it follows that your antenna must also point 'up'.

The amount of 'up' is determined by your latitude; ie. how far north
or south your location is from the equator' Plcture thls. You live on
the equaior. A satellite located at the same longitude as you would be
directly overhead. Your antenna, theretore, to receive signals from
that p'articular satellite, would have to 'lay on its back' and point
straight up. Now picture this; you are located as far to the north (or
south) as you can be, and still 'see'the Clarke Orbit Belt'sticking up'
above your horizon. Remember that microwave signals will not go
through obstacles and if you are so far north that the satellite belt
cannot be 'seen', the earth itselt becomes an obstacle since the
satellites will be 'below' your horizon' Now your antenna will be
pointing almost directly at the horizon and the satellite signals arrlvln-g
it ttrblar north or fai south location will come to the antenna barely
sklmmlng over the horlzon itself.

This ii called 'look (elevatlon) angle'; the 'angle' which your
antenna must point'up'to in turn point at the Clarke Orbit Belt. And
now we have a new requirement for the mount system; it must be
capable of 'tipping' the antenna, at the appropriate 'look angle' to
coirespond to thelngle that matches the location of the Clarke Orbit
Belt.

SATELLITE DICEST

SET SCREWS/ are Intended to 'bite into' the PlPe mount and hold
the collar secure to the plpe after the antenna's azlmuth adlust'
ment has b€en completed. However, under heavy wlnd loadlng
lhese set screws can sllp.

Remember that from any location, the Clarke Orbit Belt will be an
'arc'or'arch'. lf you stand in your yard and look directly to the south'
the arc will be highest (tallest) above your horizon in that (south)
direction. However, because it is a giant letter U, upside down in the
sky, as you turn and tace to the southeast (or to the southwest) the
loiation'of that belt in the sky in those two directions will now be far
lower down, closer to the horlzon for you in those two directions.
This should tell you that as your antenna plus mount'scans the skies'
from a location due south to a belt location east or west of south, the
antenna wlll be 'dropping' down, closer and closer to the horizon
itselt.

Tracing this arch, from one horizon to the opposite horizon,
through a 'maximum height' peak directly due south of your location' is
the most critical part of your mount's design and installation. lf you can
make it do this, properly, you have 75% of the 'mount battle' won.

Now, the complication.
lf we simply tip the dish back so that it will point into the sky at the

intended angle for a satellite due south of us, and then we roll the dish
lett (east foinorth of the equator; west for south of the equatofl we
would hope that as the dish 'rolls' it will continue to 'track'the Clarke
Orbit Belt. Unlortunately, that is not what happens unless we make
certain modifications in the dish mounting system. There's that word;
'modlflcation'.

Another word for (antenna) elevation is 'declination'. That's one of
those astronomy phrases and since telescopes were scanning the

P|I{NING/ by drllllng a hole through the collar, and thlough one
wall of the pipe, a heavy boll can be Inserted through the two
'pinning'the collar to the pipe. Now the opponunfty for the collar
to trrlst or rotate on the pipe ls dlmlnished.
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DISH MUST BE 'TIPPED' UP TO FIND CLARKE ORBIT
BELT (A ANGLE); THE AMOUNT OF 'TtP' BETNG A
FUNCTION OF YOUR LATITUDE (DISTANCE NORTH
oR souTH OF EQUATOR). TH|S lS ALSO CALLED.LATITUDE ANGLE', OR, ELEVATION.

skies long before satellite antennas, much of the early terminology
from the visual astronomy world has followed us into the TVRO world.

A dish simply tipped back so that it points into the Clarke Orbit Belt
and directly at a satellite due south of your location will for all practical
pu.rposes only point directly at the belt for a location due south of you. lt
will not 'trace the path of the belt' for satellites east and west of
due-south. lt may come close, but close is not good enough when you
want to get high quality, maximized reception from each potential
satellite source in the sky. lf simply tipping the dish on its back to the
appropriate 'look angle' is not sutficient, what 'modification' is re-
ouired?

It ls called 'declinatlon offset' and it is a svstem that recoonizes
that from your location (any location) there are'slight variations-in the
apparent actual 'shape'of the Clarke Orbit Belt, caused by the earth's
equatorial 'bulge'. The belt, as seen from the ground, 'flattens out,
slighlly from the true circular 'arc' we would expect to find if we simply
drew the earth and then made a circle around the earlh's eouator
which was 22,300 miles higher than the equalor.
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Declination offset is a not very complicated 'correction proce-
dure' but it is often mis-applied by people installing antennas. The
concept is this. Let's assume the full antenna is mounted to the pipe
mount by laying in a steel cradle. The steel cradle in turn attaches to
the dish on the front side and the pipe type mount in the middle.
Without declination offset, the rear of the dish would attach directly
to the cradle, surface to surface, flush.

In this mounting fashion, the dish can be adjusted to point properly

.OFFSET' ANGLE IS A FUNCTION OF
tE, FROM 0"AT EOUATOR TO 8.5"AT 75.
oR souTH.

for a satellite due south, a satellite southeasl or a satellite southwest;
but, it cannot be adjusted to point properly at all three of these
satellites by simply rotating the dish from easVwest or wesveast. The
dish will 'cut its own arc(hf in the sky and that arc(h) will not align
with (match to) the Clarke Orbit Belt. Examples are shown here. TFe
dish will 'cut across' the belt at a couple of points and for part of its
travel from one horizon to another horizon the dish will point ,above,
(higher than) the belt, and for part of its travel it will travel lower than
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the belt. A dish that does this will catch certain satellites just fine; it will
catch others with reduced performance and it will miss still others
totally.

Enter declination offset.
Now we modlfy the mount by raising the end furthest from the

equator (north end ior north of the equator; south end for south ol the
eduato|. We leave the end nearest the equator snug to the cradle, but
'oifset' (as in lift up) the opposite end by some calculated amount' In
effect, as we do this, the end furthest from the equator'pivots on'the
end closest to the equator and we end up with an 'otfset'; ie. the dish is

SATELLITE DICEST

no longer parallel to its cradle. lt is tilted as well as being tippedl
And this modification (ie. "Modifled Polar Mount") is declination

otfset. This is not intended as a tutorial in celestial mechanics so why
this works out for us is of no interest; only that yes, indeed' it does
pretty much cure our tracking problem. Now the dish will come very
close to tracing its own arc(h) in the sky which will almost exactly
match the arc(h) of the Clarke Orbit Belt.

We said 'almost exactly' and we don't wish to belabor iust how
precise the tracking will be after you have made this.bfiset modification"
ilowever, you sh6uH be aware that it is posslble to still be oft

POLARAXIS * DECLINATION OFFSET ANGLE
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by between 0.05 and 0.1 degrees in elevation even with a perfectly
designed and perfectly performing modified polar mount. In other
words, the technique of conecting your mount in this fashion is not
perfect (if perfect would be 0.0 degree'off') although your individually
'modified' mount may be working perfectly. For anlennas smaller
than 25 feet in diameter, this error range of 0.05 to 0.1 degrees is
never going to be noticed since your antenna's 'beamwidth' is so
much greater than 0.05 to 0.1 degrees that you will not even 'see' (as
in notice) that type of imperlect'tracking'. For large antennas (25 feet
in size or more), yes, you can 'see' this type of built-in-enor which
comes with ALL'modified' polar mount systems, and, some additional
correction may be required.

HOW Much Declination Oftset?
It is premature, yet, in our discussion of mounts to get into a

detailed description of mount installation and alignment techniques;
although we shall before we are finished. However, this would be a

HINGED END/ ot the declination oftset on a Hero dish. This acts
like a 'hinge' on a door allowing the full antenna to pivot upwards
for the declination offset amount required.

SATELLITE DICEST

good point to provide a table which will become important to you, later,
as you are grappling with the antenna installation steps and the
mount.

The table provided here is an angular measurement. lt says to
you that when you know your proper antenna-cradle 'tip' or 'tilt' angle
(you do not know that yet; it is coming), you will then correct the tip or
tilt at the rear (furthest-from-equator-end) of the antenna by some
(stated) 'otfset'. For example, if your look angle ultimately is deter
mined to be 40.65 degrees (that will, as we shall later see, correspond
to a location that is 40 degrees north lor south] of the equato0, then

zo
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POLAR MOUNT ANTENNA TRACKING ARC
WITH DECLINATION CORRECTION.

your'declination oftset' angle will be 5.63 degrees. In the table
presented here, you have your latitude in degrees (left hand column),
your polar axis elevation (or tilVtip angle) in degrees (center column)
and finally the column of interest at this point, the declination/otlset
angle. We'll put them all back together before we get done.

Most antennas you will encounter provide a relatively simple
method to'offset'the antenna's appropriate end. All-thread rod (that
round rod that has threads from one end to the other) is welded or
bolted into a position so that it sits between the antenna'cradle'and
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the mount frame. Nuts, run up and down the rod, allow you to adjust
the amount of 'offset angle' between the cradle and the mount frame'
At the front of the antenna, as shown here' the entire equator-end of
the dish is swinging inside of a pivot' lt is like a giant door with hinges
and the 'hinged enb' is towards the equator. There is a considerable
amounl of itress' possible on these all-thread rods so you usually
have a pair to adiust; each taking 50% ol the weight plus stress of the
antenna surface.

We'll deal with the tools ol antenna measurement (inclinometer et
al) later in this series, but must point out at this point that when you

have two offset adiustment rods, each ol which bears the load for
roughly half of the antenna, that the antenna must be 'offset' using
theie adjustments equally on both adiusting rods. lf it turns out'
that you measure 3.1 inches of distance between the cradle and the
lrame and thal corresponds in your situation to the proper offset
'angle' as defined here, on one side of the two rods, you must have
exaitly the same amount of distance (3.1 inches)also showing on
the setond rod as well. The dish must end up'flat', offset and tipped to
be sure, but parallel, between the cradle and the frame. Otherwise
your dish surface will in etfect have a'warped' shape which will cause
you no end of tracking and performance-peaking.problems as your

attempt to make the system perform to maximum. We'll also return to
that point.

MOUNT Stability
A piece of pi[e, stuck into the ground in scme concrete, is in all

TWO APPROACHES/ to setting the 'Offset DecJination' or extta
'high-end-tip'otthe dish to compensate lorthe Clarke Orbit Belt's
truie shape. In top photo, we have a set of all thread rods which
adjust the top of the antenna away from the mounting frame. In
th6 bottom airangement, we have a slide-up slot and a single bolt
that clamps the antenna's offset angle into a tight position (Hero
above, Paradigrn below).

SATELLITE DICEST

FINDING YOUR PROPER ANGLES
This table will be especially important when we discuss, in Part

Two of this series, the tricks associated with making an antenna
'track.' In the left hand column you have your own latitude in degrees

(north or south of the equator). In the middle column you have your

t".X-tt"t" "f"vation angle (l'e. tne amount your dish will tip forward

lor a satellite due south of your location). In the last column we have

the magic'declination offsei" angle discussed in the text Calculations

courtesy of South River Metal Products Company (P'O' Box 394'

Matawan, N.J. O77 47 | 2O1 1566-7087) -

Dish Elevation/
'T ip 'Ang le

5.12"
10.23 '
15.33"
20.43"
25.51"
30.57"
31.59 '
32.60'
33.60"
34.61"
35.62'
36.63'
37.63"
38.64"
39.64'
40.65'
41 .65'
42.65"
43.65'
44.66"
45.66"
46.65'
47.65"
48.65'
49.65"
50.64'
55 .61 '
60.56"
65.49"
70.41"
75.32"
80.22'

Note: An excellent tutorial guide to polar mount systems is pro-

viOeO UV Soun River. Intended as an installation guide lor many of

the i rpopu larser iesmounts , i t inc ludesaccura te ,c lear ly i l lus t ra ted
eximiiJs ot tne entire mount system and.how you make it work for a

perfect tracking of the Clarke Orbit Belt. Their address and telephone

number is given above.

honesty a pretty poor substitute for a suitable dish foundation' Howev-
er, you can't knock success-ratios and a very large percentage of all
antennas now sold for home TVRO installation employ iust such a
mount. Let's see why we make this statement, and what you might do
to improve the situation.

Remember that when you have the dish mounted to the pipe' you
have a large'sail';a device that catches wind. Arguments about mesh
and solid antennas offering various degrees of wind loading aside,
there is always some loading when the wind is blowing. When the
wind blows on the dish, the dish resists the wind. lf the force of the wind
increases, sooner or later something in the mount system is going to
have so much force pushing on it that it is going to'give'or move. We
have already touched on insuring that the pipe does not rotate on its
own axis inside of its concrete pier; you insert some steel (rebar)
pieces lhrough the pipe to'grab'the concrete and keep the pipe from
twisting/turning on its axis.

No matter what the pipe you have selected is, at some point that
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Your Location/
Latitude in Degrees

5'
10"
15 '
20"
25"
30'
31 '
32"
33'
34"
35'
36'
37"
38"
39"
40"
41"
42'
43.
44"
45"
46"
47"
48"
49'
50"
55'
60'
65'
70"
75"
80'

Declination Offset
Angle
o.77"
1 .54"
2.29'
a , n  "

3.73"
4.40'
4.53'
4.66"
4.79"
4 .91 '
5.04'
5 . 1 6 '
5.28"
5.40"
5 . 5 1 '
5.63"
5.74"
5.85"
5.96'
6.07"
6 . 1 8 '
6.28"
6.38"
6.48'
6.58'
6.67"
7  . 1 1 "
7 .51"
7.84"
8 . 1  1 '
8.33"
8.48"
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pipe will give away. lt may not happen until the antenna has been
'stripped' from the mount (i.e. disappearing in the wind), or it may
happen before the wind has stripped the antenna clean like a buz-
zard. lt is the latter situation which begs discussion.

Pipe can, and if pushed hard enough, will, 'bend.' Sometimes the
installer, not recognizing what he is doing, finds himself in a spot. The
pipe length supplied, or recommended, is I feet. He linds he needs a
ten foot length of pipe to be sure the antenna will 'clear' a fence or
some other obstruction that presents 'look angle' problems. OK, stow
the I loot piece and go and buy a 1 0 foot piece of the 'same exact
stuff.' Yes, we all know it is now going to place the antenna 2 feet
higher above the ground. But that can't hurt that much; can il???

Let's assume the original pipe was going to be buried in the ground
three feet. That left five feet above ground. Now let's assume we have
a ten foot section of pipe and it will now be seven feet above ground.
That is an above-ground increase of 2i 5ths or 40%. What does that do
to us?

Given the worst case (best cases don't get us in trouble!), we
could now have 40olo more wind load pressure on the pipe, at its
weakest point Uust where the pipe disappears into the concrete; the
folcrum point). Now, if the OEM building the antenna had calculated
that with an I foot pipe the particular grade (schedule) of pipe would
hold the antenna upright up to a 100 MPH wind (at which point he
didn't promise anything!), when we add 4O"/o greater wind force to
the pipe with a two foot extension, we now have to reduce the pipe
breaking point by 40o/o', Aow we are at 60 MPH. Humm.

The pipe, any pipe supporting any antenna, is a pivoting folcrum'
That means it is like a long pry bar you might pick up to move a rock in
your yard. Your logic tells you that if a short pry bar won't move that
rock, you can find a longer pry bar; increase your own 'leverage,' and
perhaps now move the rock. The very same principle exists here;
raise the antenna up just a couple of feet, and the 'pry bar etfect' on the
bottom of the pipe, where it goes into the concrete (an unmovable
object) just got greater.

Snap; the pipe creases, and the antenna falls to the side'
There are solutions of course. ll you are good with calculations,

you could select a replacement (longer/taller) piece of pipe which
would have greater strength; in this case we'd like to see 40% greater
(wall) strength to compensate for a 407o increase in 'pry bar leverage"
or pipe length above ground (the part below ground is not of concern at
this point). Finding a stronger piece of pipe, one that will still allow you
to slio the antenna's collar-mount over the pipe, 40% stronger, could

\T
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MOUNT STABILITY AFFECTS PERFORMANCE. !F THE
MOUNT ALLOWS THE DISH SURFACE, OR FEED, TO
.WANDER,'THE NARROW FOCAL-BEAM WIDTH OF
THE DISH GYRATES LEFT AND RIGHT, OR ABOVE
AND BELOW THE BIRD'S LOCATION
IN SPACE.
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TUBULAR BASE SUPPORT/ South River mount for Harris Delta
Gain antenna adds additional support to the 'pipe' to prevent 'the

wobbles' under heavy wind loading.

be a good trip. There is another possibility, but we will leave the exact
calculations to those who are comfortable with such things.

In our limited example, we have the pipe bending and failing
because we have elevated the length of the pipe and raised the
wind-load-sail 40% higher above ground. This has increased the wind
loading (go higher and the wind blows harder), and more important,
this has made our'pry bar longer' so we now have greater'leverage'
being exerted on the bottom of the pipe at the 'concrete joint.'

There are two solutions commonly employed in the industry:
1) Strengthen the pipe by making i t  r igid. You can do this, i f  you

are reasonably careful,  by packing the pipe with some
substance which is itself rigid. Comcrete is a trequent choice;
simply mix up some concrete which has 2,000 pounds or more
'busting strength' and fill up the pipe. That will (when the
concrete sets) insure that the pipe will stand rigid under most
to-be-expected forces.

2) Or, strengthen the pipe by giving it reenforcement. An example
is shown here. The pipe itself , if strengthened as South River
makes many ol their mount products, has a set of steel support
'wings'or rods spotted to the pipe proper. This has the effect of
stopping any side to side 'swaying' of the pipe under adverse
wind loading conditions. While the mount shown is intended
to be attached totally on top of a concrete pad, the same type of
support system could also be adapted to an in-ground support
'pipe' as well .

There are two reasons why'pipe wobbles'are to be avoided. First
of all, if the pipe wobbles and sways in the wind, you will sooner or later
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PERFOWED
PERFECTION
NOW, A CLEARLY SUPERIOR SEE.THROUGH DISH
Moke the breok from mesh to o higher quolity see-
through dish, Toke o look ot Winegord's perforoted
oluminum 1O-footer. There's nothing else like it on
the moket,

Winegord's new dish hos o shorp, cleon look of
quolity, lt's o new level of dish technology offering
odvontoges other see-through dishes con't deliver.
Like 39.5db goin, F/D "Deep Dish" rotio of 0.283,
lightweight yet rugged construction, super-simple
ossembly, onodized protection, high performonce
ond o look of closs thot your customers will
oppreciote. Whot more could you osk for?

A TRUE PARABOTA
The ultimote gool in designing o sotellite dish is to
creote o reflector thot is o "true porobolo" -
providing "neor-perfect" efficiency.

Winegord engineers hove developed the truest
porobolic dish of ony of the see'through cotegory.
Eoch petol, rib ond outer ring is stretched-formed to
o porobolic shope with specs so tight it took months
to perfect the process.

Our exclusive extruded rib ond locking system hos
simplified ossembly, eliminoting ihe need for
hundreds of bolts, nuts, woshers ond fosteners. Every
time vou ottoch o bolt, screw or fostener to o dish
you odd onother stress point, distorting the shope.
With Winegord's exiruded rib ond locking system, the
stress is uniform ocross the dish, mointoining its true
porobolic shope ond integrity.

WHY SPEND HOURS ASSEMBLING AN

ji

ANTENNA WHEN YOU CAN DO
IT IN MINUTES?
Winegord's 1 O-foot perforoted
dish is shipped in four
quorters. Totol weight is
only 92 pounds. lt's eosy
to hondle ond tronsport.
All thot's required for finished
ossembly is fostening the moin
ribs together with 16 stoinless
steel nuts & bolts; plocing four
tension-strops into the outer rim;
ond securing with 8 screws. Just o
20 to 30 minute job for two people.

LIGHMEIGHI BUT RIGID PERFORAIED
ATUMINUM
Not only is the Winegord perforoted oluminum dish
lightweight ond eosy to hondle, but it is extremely
rugged, duroble ond well constructed. You con
octuolly see through the perforoted petols which ore
constructed of ,040-gouge onodized oluminum. The
extruded oluminum moin ribs, which provide the
bosic structurol support, ore 1f8" thick, The locking
ribs ore.070" thick ond lock the perforoted
oluminum petols tightly in ploce. A double-wqlled
outer rim provides on oreo to insert tension strops ot
oll joints for perfect olignment ond odditionol
strength.

Wind-looding copobiliiies ore outstonding with o
wind sulivol rote of 125 mph. And, becouse the
oerforotion eliminotes 36% of the surfoce oreo ond
the onodized surfoce is pre-etched, the dish reflects
very little heot into the feedhorn, keeping the noise
temperoture of the LNA down,

ANODIZING. . JHE ONIY TRUE WEATHER
PROIECIION
Winegord revolutionized the outdoor ontenno
industry yeors ogo with the introduction of onodized
oluminum elements - now we bring this process to
the sotellite industry. The onodizing process octuolly
penetrotes the oluminum with o protective cooting
thot resists rust ond conosion, virtuolly tripling the life
of the oluminum, lt's the only permonent protection
ogoinst odverse weother ond ideol for coostol (solt
sproy) oreos,

FOUR COMPLEIE
.IO.FOOT SAIETLITE IV

PACKAGES
Winegord offers

four complete 1O{oot
perforoted sotellite sYstems

thot include ontenno, pedestol
or post mount, bock-up structure, Polorotor l,

24-chonnel receiver, LNA, wire ond o choice of
motorized or non-motorized.

Winegord perforoted o new stondord of excellence.



SO PUT OUR LNA TO THE TEST
Try the Winegord SC-8101 on your next

instollotion ond compore it with ony olher
100' LNA on the morket.

We guorontee you'l l be impressed,

THE EXTRA EDGE!
WINEGARD'S NEW ,IOO" LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER

Four GoAsFFIs ore utilized in lhe stote-of-the-ort
circuitry designed to meet the rigorous requirements
of 90"/o of oll home TVRO instollotions, Performqnce
ond reliobil i ty os good os the bestl Circuit is fully
protected from reverse polority voltoge, surge
vol toge ond l ightn ing.

Model SC-8101 combines extremely low noise figures
with low inpui ond output ond the goin slope/group
deloy chorocterisiics vitol to TVRO performonce,
Eoch LNA is foctory-tested for noise figure, noise
temperoture ond goln, ond the test results ore
pocked with eoch unit. Goln figure exceeds 50dB

Wrile for deloiled l iferolure.

THE WINEGARD
CHROMSTAR ",IO''

MODEL SC-{0,r8-

o  r 9 8 d.-- [vvrNEffiN-.,iore-,r-e-ois 
tfls

P R I N T E D I N U . S . A .  W I N E G A R D C O M P A N Y . 3 O O O K I R K W O O D S T R E E T .  B U R L I N G T O N , I O W A 5 2 6 0 I  .  ( 3 1 9 ) 7 5 3 - 0 1 2 . I
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MOUNTS/ continued from Page 18

have a failure of the pipe proper. That will require replacement of at
least the pipe, and perhaps the entire antenna if the pipe bends so
severely as to leave the antenna smashed into the ground or some-
thing else equally unforgiving.The second reason you don't want the
pipe to have'the wobbles' is cuslomer viewing satisfaction. Sure, if the
pipe fails, all viewing ceases. But, belore it fails, the pipe will sway

SATELLITE DICEST

back and forth and this will cause that precise alignment between the
antenna's beamwidth (boresight) and the satellite the dish is sup-
posed to be pointing at to vary. ln etfect, the picture will fade in and out
(or'pop' in and out) as the antenna sways about in the breeze. So no
matter how or why you justify securing the pipe mount from 'the

wobbles,'you have at least two good reasons to be a'better installer'
and do something about it before you leave the job site.

The series will continue in CSD.

Part 5:
SMATV PLANTS/

Powering

1) RG-59/U Foam / 3.98 ohms per 1,000 feet
2l .412 aluminum cable I 2.43 ohms per 1,000 feet
3) .500 aluminum cable / 1.68 ohms per 1,000 feet
4l .750 aluminum cable / 0.76 ohms per 1,000 feet
These are nominal numbers and will vary slightly from manufactur-

er to manufacturer. We'll return to this shortly.
The basic CATV (SMATV) power supply provides either 30 VAC or

60 VAC to run the plant amplifiers. The power supply is housed in a
weatherproof enclosure and typically mounts on a utility pole in the
space between the top most power service lines and the somewhat
lower telco/cable lines (see CSD for April plus the May portion of this
segment). To serve the CATV power supply, the power utility
must connect the primary or input side of the power supply to a power
steo-down or'service transformer.'The power company will treat the
CATV power translormer as a customer service point, just as they
would a home. lt may be metered (which would be read by the power
company monthly so a bill can be computed), or they may accept
calculations as to the actual (constant) current load of the power
supply and lorget the meter; billing you for the power used based upon
the calculation.

The CATV cable line, typically a trunk line although it could be a
feeder line as well, comes to the power supply and plugs in. The CATV
line'loops through' the power supply and goes on. As the CATV line
'passes through'the power supply, the 30 VAC or 60 VAC (secondary)
voltage from the power supply is added to (or duplexed onto) the cable
l ine.

Here the system designer has two options. Internal to the
power supply are jumper bar connections. He can elect to send AC
power both ways, that is, back 'up' the line in the direction of the
headend, and, 'down'the line in the direction of the plant ends; or, in
elther directlon alone. This option is important because you cannot
always locate a power supply exactly where you would like to do so.
Perhaps there are several blocks where the power company does not
have or refuses to make available a'commercial power drop'to your
amplifier. So you have to go past the desirable point for the power
supply and in doing so, you have an amplifier or two'back upstream'
from the power supply which must be powered, as well as those 'down

stream.'We look at how that works separately.
When we elect to send power in both directions, we have RF

AC Before RF
lf the baslc premise of distributing RF signals via coaxial cable is

now understood, we must now move onto the sub-topic of powering
our plant amplifiers. Recall that the coaxial cable plant is capable of
carrying not only TV (BF) signals from the headend to the subscriber
locations, but it is also capable of carrying an AC operating voltage
from the one or more 'amplifier power supply locations' to the cable
connected amplifiers.

Coaxial cable is a relatively good grade of power cable. ll' it is also
a relatively good grade of RF cable. In other words, lhe larger the
physical size of the conducto(s) in the coaxial cable, the better it will
also be in carrying AC voltage to run our plant amplifiers. All cable has
something called 'loop resistance.' lt is measured in 'ohms'which is
the basic unit of resistance. Cable manufacturers usually specify 'loop

resistance' as so many ohms or parts of ohms per 1 ,000 feet. Remem-
ber that RF 'losses' in cable are usually specilied in so many dB or
parts of a dB per 1 00 feet; and that the operating frequency or channel
atfects the dB loss oer 100 feet.

The smaller the physical diameter of the cable, the greater the
'loop resistance' per (1000) feet. For example:

CATV TRUNK/
FEEDER

PREMISE OF CATV 30/60
VAC POWER SUPPLY IS
THAT IT  "DUPLEXES' '

L INE AMP OPERATING
VOLTAGE INTO TRUNK
OR FEEDER CABLE.

117 t
220 VAC
INPUT

TO- nenoEruo
TO PLANT

ENDS

30/60
VAC

30/60
VAC

WHILE RF FLOWS ONLY IN ONE DIRECTION (AWAY

FROM HEADEND TOWARDS'L INE ENDS' )  AC CAN
(oPT|oNALLY) FLOW lN BOTH DIRECTIONS TO
POWER LINE AMPS IN EITHER DIRECTION.

i
i

i
r l
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117 I
220 VAC AC STOPS

H E R E

HEADEND

RF AND AC FLOW
ON SAME CABLE IN
OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS.

RF ONLY
(NO ADDITIONAL
L I N E  A M P S  O N
THIS "LEG' ' )R F

AC
R F  A N D
A C  I N
S A M E
DIRECTION

AC POWERING CAN BE
SToPPED (SHUT OFF)  AT
ANY AMPLIFIEB LOCATION,
OR BY PLACING "AC BLOCK"
ON L INE ITSELF.

RF ONLY (NO
A D D I T I O N A L  L I N E
A M P S  O N  T H I S
FEEDER . 'LEG")

traveling lrom the headend to the ends of the plant in one direction
(coming towards the power supply), and at the input to the power
supply we have AC going in the opposite direction. No problem; the
electrons don't realize they are going backwards and since they don't
belong to any union you won't have pickets out there protesting.

The opposite (so-called output) port of the power supply has RF
going on towards the ends of the system, and AC as well. Both are
traveling in the same direction in this case. In the example shown
here we have a few amplifiers spotted to show how the RF and power
flows work.

1) Notice we have a 'trunk' amplifier ahead of the power supply
(left hand side of illustration). The RF flows from lefl to right
while the AG flows from right to left.

2) 'Afte/ the power supply we have a'bridger amplifier.'This is a
special type of amplifier which extracts signal out of the trunk
and then amplifies it in one or more output ports to connect to
customer-service'feeder lines.' The bridger amp doesn't am-
plify the trunk signal (if it did, it would be known as a 'trunk/

bridger amp'); there is a very high quality 'directional tap' inside
of the bridger which samples the RF signals present to 'feed'

the 'feeder lines.' Note that AC power flows through the bridger
on down the trunk (to right), as well as out of the bridger amp at
the top towards a line (extender) amplifier. The line amp is a
customer (feeder) line amplifier designed to boost the signal
levels on the line which customers tap into. The power stops
at this line amp because in our example there are no amplifiers
beyond this point so we have no need to send AC power
beyond here. We'll see how this works, shortly.

- .lf9!.o1"_91 the design criteria for the AC powering ,portion' of the
CATV/SMATV plant is something called 'voltage dropl The premise is
this:

Whenever AC voltage flows in wires, there is resistance to
that flow from the wires themselves. AC voltage ,drop' is
slmilar to dB 'loss' in cables. Just as coaxial cable ,loses siqnal'
the lurther the (TV) signals flow through the cable, it ilso'loses voltage.'The more cable you havebetween the voltage
source (power supply) and the voltage load (amplifier), the
greater the voltage 'loss'; or 'drop' as it is known in the trade.

. Voltage drop concerns us because every amplifier in the system
hassome minimum voltage level atwhich itwillfunction. A numb-erlike
18 volts is common to many types of amplifiers (assuming we nave a
30 VAC powered amplifier system). Therefore we muit know, in
advance, how far we can carry the original (30 VAC) voltage before we
end up with less voltage available than it takes to run an amplifier.

As you might guess, there are electrical formulae to help us figure
this out in advance. One of the ingredients in calculating the voltage
loss or drop is the resistance of the cable. And we have already
discovered lhat cable manufacturers will tell us what the 'loop resis-
tance' of the cable is in some increment such as 1,000 foot lengths.
There is one other ingredient to calculating voltage loss or drop; the
current being drawn or consumed along the way.

The formula first:
E = l R

lf this is your first experience with electrical formulae, do not panic.
This one is very basic and understanding it is very simple.

There are three ingredients in any electrical circuit.
1) Cunent, which is abbreviated I
2) Voltage, which is abbreviated E
3) Resistance, which is abbreviated R
The formula E = lR tells us that the voltage (drop) in a circuit will be

equal to the current being drawn through the circuit (l) times the
resistance of the circuit (R).

We already know how to compute or calculate the resistance: if
there is a certain length of cable (such as 1,000 feet) and we know in
that certain length of .500 cable there is a 'loop resistance' of 1.69
ohms, then we have a total 'R'of 1.68 in our example circuit. Now,
what about the other ingredient; the current?

For tunate ly ,  every  manufac turer  o f  every  CATV/SMATV
line/bridger/trunk amplifier will tell us, on their data sheet, how much
current the amplifier will use. That sounds easy enough; we take the
current of the amplifier (say .5 amps) and multiply it times the resist-
ance in the cable (say 1.68 ohms) and that will be our voltage drop
(1.68 x .5 or 0.84 volts).

Life is more interesting than that, however.
See our illustration headed 'Calculating Voltage Drop On Trunk

and Feeder Lines.'
Here we have created a segment of a small SMATV/CATV plant.

In the upper left we have the (now) familiar power supply. For simplici-
ty, we only show the 'output side' of the supply although we now
understand that there could be another section of SMATV/CATV'plant' to the left, on the 'input side.'

The power supply illustrated has a 30 VAC output and it has a total
current capacity of 1 2 amps; a common type of power supply. Coming
out of the power supply we have a .500 (inch) trunk line which extends
500 feet to a bridger amplifier (marked (2) ). Following on beyond the
bridger is more trunk cable which connects to a trunk amolitier

SMATV CONTINUES/ page 26
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which ofthese saginaw $teering Gear
HiTeG 90 +'Antenna Positioners

hasthe Acme SGrGw?
You can tell at a glance!

SeveralTVRO equipment manufacturers have asked us

to produce an Acme Screw version of the Saginaw

Steering Gear HiTec 90+@ Ball Screw Antenna
Positiorier. That's because they need a positioner to

handle eight foot and smaller antennas' They want a

foiii ion"itnat will give them the same rugg-ed, reliable

i"ttort"n." they get now using the HiTec 90+ Ball

b.r"* Positionei riitn tneir larger antennas' Of course'

they also want lower costs to be more competitive'

Because the HiTec 90+ is so widely accepted by the

TVRO industry, these manufacturers want their
distributors and customers to instantly recognize the

Acme Screw version as being a product of the
engineering and manufacturing-capability which

deiigned and produced the HiTec 90+ Ball

Hltr
Manufactured DY

saq|lnau, =iEeertng Gclar tr|lvlslon
G E N E F I A L M O T O F I S c o F I P o F I A T | o N . S A G | N A W , M | c H | G A N 4 8 6 t ] 5 . t 5 1 7 ) 7 7 a - 4 1 2 3

S0 ldandD is t r i bu tedou t s i deUn i t edS ta tesbySag inaws tee r i ngGea rD i v i s i on ,Gene ra lMo to r sove rseasD is t r i bu t i onco rpo ra t i 0n

Screw Positioner. So our new Acme unit is a twin in
most aspects.
The covers for the gear box are identical' Look for the
"Road S", which hal been a logo for Saginaw Steering
Gear for more than 30 years' Only quality products from
Saginaw Steering Gear may use that logo' Each cover
als6 identifies thJunit as a "Performance Pak", made by
the "saginaw Steering Gear Div' of General Motors
Corp". ihe gear boxes are identical. The motors are the
iar". Actuitly, the only visible difference is the color of
the thrust tubes!
The Ball Screw positioner comes with the well known
gold colored thrust tubes. The Acme Screw twin comes
with silver colored tubes'

Which positioner has the Acme screw? Now, you can tell
at a glance ! '  Reoistered Trademark ol saornaw steenno Gear Drv GMc
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SMATV/ continued lrom Page 23

(marked (3) ) and then after 1,OOO more feet of .500 cable' to another
irunk amplifier (marked (4)). lgnore, for now, the bridged outputs
feeding the 'feeder lines' out of the top of the bridger'

Th6 lR losses (i.e. voltage drop) will be most severe to the last

trunk amplilier shown (4). WhY?
Two reasons.
1) The cable distance between the power supply and the number' 

(4) trunk amplifier is the grealest distance diagrammed' Since
voltage dropor loss is a partial function of cable resistance, and
cable resistance is a partial function of cable length, the more

cable we have, the greater the losses.
2) In between the number (4) amplifier and the.power supply' ls

trunk amplifier (3) and bridger amplifier (2). Both of these

amplifiers ALSO use AC power.'They consume current and
you will remember that the formula for voltage drop is a product

of the resistance (in the cable) to the amplifier plus the cunent
drawn along the way. lf we have amplif iers (2) and (3) drawing
current before amplifier (4), we have two 'lumps' of voltage

SATELLITE DICEST

cable plus 500 feet of .5OO cable. The losses per 1,000 feet in
.412 dre 2.43 so we have 1 .7 (1700') t imes 2.43 or 4 13 ohms
looo resistance.

2) We also have the 500 feet of .500 which works out to 0'84
ohms. The sum of the two loop resistances is '84 plus 4 13 or
4.97 ohms.

3) The cunent drain per line amp is 0'25 amps and we have three
line amps. That totals 0.75 amps.

Which brings us to the calculation.
E=lR or  E:0.75 (amps) x  4.97,  or ,  E:3 '73 vol ts '
What about the bridger amplifier? ls that not'between'the first

line amp (5) and the power supply? Does it not also use current? Did
we forget it?

Th6 bridger is between the power supply and the line amps' The
bridger does use current. We did not forget it'

How's that?
Remember that the 30 volts we are using is AC; alternating cur

rent. That means it has hvo parts to its cycle; a'positive' part, and' a
'negative' part. Those clever CATV plant amplifier design engineers
areireated power supplies which (in our example) only use half of the
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NO AC THIS L INE CABLE
(NO AMPS)

CATV
POWER
SUPPLY

+ 30 VAC
(12 AMPS)

500' .500
TRUNK

TRUNK VOLTAGE DROP:
4  -  TRUNK AMP CURRENT = .5  AMP

3  _  T R U N K  A M P  C U R R E N T  =  . 5  A M P

2 -  BRIDGER AMP CURRENT = .4  AMP

700'
.412 .412

1000' .500

TOTAL
oURRENT =  1 .4  AMPS ( - )

E = l R
VOLTAGE DROP = CURRENT (X)

RESISTANCE
g = .75 (AMPS) X 4.97 OHMS
E = 3.73 VOLTS
E AT 7 = 30 - 3.73. OR,26.27 VOLTS

1000'/.41 2 1 . MS PER 1000'/.500

500'
.412

lR LOSSES TO TRUNK AMP 4 =
2500' .500, oR 4.20 0HMS
(2.5 X 1.68) .

E = l R
VOLTAGE DROP = CURRENT (X) RESISTANCE
E = 1 .4  (AMPS)  X 4 .2  (OHMS)
E - 5.88 VOLTS
E AT 4 = 30 ' 5.88, OR, 24.12 VOLTS

CALCULATING VOLTAGE DROP
ON TRUNK AND FEEDER LINES

RESISTANCE: 2.43 OH

@ soo'

68 0HoMS PER

@

IR LOSSES TO LINE AMP 7 -

1700' .412 0R 4.13 0HMS
(1.7 X 2.43\; PLUS, 500;
.500 (.84 oHMS).

. (3 )  L rNE AMPS . 7 5  A M P S  ( +  )

drop in front of (4).
Now let's calculate.
On the lefl hand side of the illustration, we see that trunk amps (4)

and (3) each draw 0.5 amps of power. And that bridger amp (2) draws
0.4 amps of power. We sum those current uses since they all atlect the
calculation for the voltage drop at/to (4). That is 1.4 amps of current-

To the right, we see that the loop resistance (lR losses) to trunk
amp (4) is 2,500 leet ol .500 cable. That's 2.5 (loss is in 1'000 foot
measurements, remember) times the actual 'loss' per 1'000 feet' or'
2.5 x 1.68. That is a loop resistance of 4.2 ohms.

Now we have the two elements for our equatlon'

E: lR, or, E:1.4x4.2.That works out to 5.88 (volts). That means
the voltage drop, caused by the resistance of the cable and the current
drawn by the three amplifiers, will be 5.88 volts. lf we started out with
30 VAC, then the aclual operating voltage to the (4) trunk amplifier will
be 30.0-5.88 ot 24.12 volts. lf the amplifier has a (manufactureO
specified 18 volt AC 'cut off,' you are safe here'

Now let's return to the other portion of this mini-system; the trio of
line (extender) amps above the bridger, in the illustration. The process
is repeated, with one new consideration.

1 ) The lR losses to the line amp (7) are found in 1,700 teel ot'41 2

cycle; they have decided (in our example) to power all of the bridger
and trunk-amps with the negatave halt of the cycle, and all of the line
amps with the positive half of the cycle' That means that we can
ignore the cunent being used by the bridger since it is not in the same
portion of the AC 'cycle' as the line amplifiers' Pretty clever.

That also means that we really have a 24 amp 'capacity' power

supply, in etfect. We can draw 12 positive amps and 12 negative
amii Uetore we 'saturate' the power supply. By having one type ol
amplifier using the negative side (trunk/bridger) and one type of
amplilier using the positive side (line-extender amps) we can better
'balance' our power load factor on the power supply'

And the voltage drop to line extender amp number (7)? lt is
30.0 - 3.73 volts oi26.27 volts to that amplifier. Again, on the safe side
of the typically 18 volt minimum for such an amplifier (*).

') Not all line amplifiers follow this approach; check the specifica-
tions with each manufacturer before performing your own calcula'
tions.

So getting power to the amplifier equipment is no big deal' Just a
few calculations and you know, in advance, how it will all turn out'

SMATV CONTINUES/ Page 30
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Smooth easy operation and uncompromising video
quality have led the EARTH TERMINALS receiver to
be called the "Mercedes" ol home satellite receivers.
Even the most discriminating videophiles tind it an
impressive performer. Here's why.

Unmatched Video Reproduction
Accurate high resolut ion video ensures last ing value.
Specif icat ions alone can't  show the vivid dif ferences
in video quali ty. Compare picture qual i ty before
you buy.

Automatic Fine Tuning
Hrgh performance AFC provides drift-free channel
selection automatical ly. No "f ine tuning" required.
Full Remote Control
25 foot remote control al lows easy channel select ion
and volume level adjustment. (Channel select ion
automatical ly selects correct feed polarization.)

Convenient Sound Selection
Eliminates the need to manually select the audio in
most cases. System uses fixed (6.8 MHz) and variable
(5.5 to 8.5 MHz) audio modules and automatical lv
selects audio subcarriers.

Full Function Metering
Continuous monitoring of Signal Strength (dB) and
Center Tuning (MHz). Allows accurate check of system
performance (CNR) without addit ional equipment..
Versatile
Dual conversion circuitry and a remotable downcon-
verter permit mult iple receiver systems with a single
antenna. (Less sophist icated single conversion
receivers require costly interference isolaters.)
For more detai ls about our products give us a cal l
or wnle.

EARTH TERMINALS
Department 103
One Microwave Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242-9502
513-489€200

EARTH TERMIJ{AIS"
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SMATV/ continued from page 26

Now, what are the dangers?
1) Maximum power supply capacity. All (CATV) power supplies

have a maximum current handling capacity. 12 amps is com-
mon but there are other numbers.

It turns out that as you lay out a plant, you will usually run out of
'voltage' before you run out of current. That is, your total voltage drops
will sum faster than your current loads so you usually end up either just
even or slightly ahead in current as the voltage drop gets you.

2) Half cycle loading. We touched on this; you might be selecting
amplifiers which power otf of one, or the other, of the power
cycle halves, lt is possible lo run out of negative half current
before you run out of positive half cunent. You must calculate
the total current consumed on both halves, or the total for each
half, to be sure you won't be drawing too much on one or the
other.

+ 30 VAC

LINE (EXTENDER)
AMPS ARE

BY USING OPPOSITE HALVES OF AC POWER CYCLE,
DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF SMATV/CATV PLANT
AMPS RECEIVE THEIR PRIMARY POWER.

Again, it usually turns out that you won't do this to yourself since
plant layouts all fall into pretty standard designs. The exception to the
rule would be if you had many closely spaced high rise buildings
requiring an unusual number of line amplifiers (extenders). The'out'
here usually is that you go into such a complex from your line with a
single drop and then wire thal facility with its own mini-distribution
system and its own ampliliers. Typically, you will get power for those
in{acility amplifiers from the local AC service, using amplifiers which
have their own 1 17 VAC powering systems.

3) Hum bars. Anytime AC lines get upset, or somehow get cross-
ways to your RF lines, you get an etfect called 'hum bars.'
That's when you have a faint white and a faint black (as in grey)
bar chasing each other up (bottom to top) or down (top to
bottom) on the screen. This can come from improper half cycle
loading (drawing an imbalance of AC on one side orthe otherof
the supply), from a defective power supply, or a defective
filtering network in the inboard 30 VAC power supply inside of
each (or any) amplifier.

lsolate the problem. ls it occuning on all of the amplifiers fed by a
common power supply? Start at the supply. ls it occurring only in a
segment? Start at the first amplifier where it shows up and suspect its
internal 30 VAC supply. Once you screw up the RF with hum bar
modulation, every amplifier down stream from that point may be
atfected.

4) Each amp has a power supply. Remember, this is not a DC
powering system. The CATV/SMATV line amplifiers operate
from DC, not AC. But, they get their DC from the 30 (60) VAC
source sent through the cable. That means we have a rectifier
network (turning AC into DC) inside ot each of the line ampli-
fiers. Individual rectilier circuits can (and do) go bad, affecting
only that amplifier. When this happens, service may still con-
tinue down stream (after that amplifier) although it the failed
supply takes out the RF amplifier operation in the atfected
amplifier, you won't have TV pictures beyond that point. We'll
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deal with system trouble shooting in a separate part of this
senes.

CONTROLLING The AC
lf we have all of that AC (30 or 60 volts AC) running around in our

coaxial cable plant, how do we protect ourselves and our customers
from getting'zapped'?

Remember that most states (and local municipalities) have ordi-
nances which establish a'voltage boundary'; anything above 60 (75)
volts AC is considered a'power distribution system' and to run wires
about town with those excessive voltages on the wires requires that
you act like an electric utility. That's why the cut ofl at 60 VAC for most
CATV powering systems; to stay just under the limit.

Either 30 or 60 VAC can harm you. Especially if you are standing
in a pool of water and the water is at 'ground potential.' Which is
another way of saying "Don't mess around with CATV power sup-
plies"; you can get injured or worse.

Since that AC is runing up and down the trunk and feeder lines, we
want to protect ourselves and our customers from getting lolted. Let's
see how we control the AC. In the 'AC Power Control' illustration
here, we first examine how the AC inside of an amplifier is routed. The
amplifier will have some system to allow you to connect up an 'AC

AC POWER CONTROL

IMPER CENTER TO
FOR AC FROM OUTPUT
SIDE.
J C E N T E R  T O ' I N '

FORAC FROM
INPUT SIDE.

our
JUMPER BOTH

FOR'POWER THRU. '

BRIDGED
FEEDER

OUT
(NO AC)

TRUNK
I N

(AC)

BRIDGED
FEEDER

OUT
(AC)

TRUNK
OUT

(NO AC)

JUMPER ON TRUNK ACCEPTS AC POWERING FROM
INPUT; JUMPER ON FEEDER LINE @ COruNCCTS IC
POWER TO THIS FEEDER LINE FOR POWERING TO
LrNE AMPS (EXTENDERS) ON THrS OUTPUT. NO
JUMPER ON FEEDER LINE O KEEPS AC POWER
OFF THIS LINE.

TRUNK
INPUT
(AC)

(AC)

(NO AC)

POWER "BLOCK" ON OUTPUT LEG @ OF OUTDOOR
PLANT SPLITTER KEEPS AC OFF THAT LEG

AMPLIFER
(LINE OR TRUNK)

BRIDGER AMP
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routing line' internal to the amplifier. This may be a terminal strip with
three screws, a switch with two or three positions, or a set of jumper
wires or a plug-in jumpered-module. The idea is the same in all three.

1) The AC power might come to the amplifier from the input
connector (RF), or it might come from the output (RF) con-
neclor.

2) The AC power may come to that amplifier and stop there (i.e.
no requirement for AC power beyond that point), or, it may go
on,

The concept is that you can connect, for AC purposes, the input
(RF) to the output (RF) in one wiring position or switch or module
plug-in position. Or you can accept power from the output connector
but 'block' the input connector from power; or vice versa. In the end,
you decide which way you want power to enter the amplifier, and
what you want the power to do after it gets there.

In the real world most amplifiers are powered from their input side,
and, they pass power through on 'down stream' towards the next
amplifier in the line. The exception is the last amplilier in a line; by
making the appropriate connection inside of the amplifier, you'block'
or shut otf AC power to the output connector.

A bridger amplifier is a special animal, as we shall see next month.
It goes on the trunk but it is not (by itself) a trunk amplifier. lt is actually
an 'active tap'; that is, it taps or sucks some signal out of the trunk,
amplifies that signal with an amplifier and then splits that signal
(typically) into two or four parts so that two or four separate 'feeder

lines' can go from the bridger down two or four separate streets in the
town.

In our example, we have the trunk coming in and the trunk going
out. We have elected to make this bridger the last amplifier on this
segment of plant so we have the 'jumper' connection hooked up so
that the bridger gets power from the input, but does not allow it out the
output. Then we have a pair of feeder outputs; one (top right) must
have one or more feeder line amps on it since we have elected to
connect the powering for that output port so that AC will pass
through. The opposite bridged-output, upper left, has no power
through connection telling us we will have no AC leaving through
that oort. The reason? The teeder line is so short that we will reach the
physical end of that line before we need to install another (line)
amplifier. No line amplifier; no AC power requirement.

Then there are lhe passive plant devices; such as the two-way
splitter shown. As we will see next month, we may have a trunk or
bridger output which must be split to feed RF signals down two (or
more) streets. You find these at street corners. In our example, we
have the trunk line input (left) and two trunk line outputs. The passive
(non-electronic) two-way splitter passes the RF (after splitting) into a
pair of output ports. lt also connects the AC to both ports as well.

Now, there are splitters like this available which have internal
power cut otf connections inside; in which case if you did not wish to
have AC on one of the two output legs shown, you would lift the top
and make the appropriate connection change. In our example, we
assume this is not such a unit so we have installed a 'power block'
outside of the splitter, on the bottom leg, shown. This will stop the AC
at this point, but allow the RF to continue on down the line. In this
instance the RF would feed some number of homes or whatever,
without any AC. ln the case of a trunk, we might have another power
supply feeding power back from the opposite direction at the next
amplifier location on this particular leg, and to be'double sate'with the
AC system, we installed the power block so the two separte AC
powering supplies can never get together even if somebody screws
up atthe next amplifier location on this leg. The key is a power block; a
device that stops AC but allows RF to pass through.

Now, what about the customer? What protects his equipment?
The directibnal tap device which connects into the teeder line to

suck out just enough RF energy to produce clean TV pictures inside
home has an 'AC isolation' network inside: a miniature Dower

which insures that no matter what happens, you don't get the 30
60 VAC service down the customer tap line to the TV set bevond.

obviously desirable.

But there is one other opportunity for problems; the customer's
televlslon receivel. That's because we have somethino called

television sets: also known as'Gutless Wonders' or'Trans-
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AC POWER BLOCKING
ON SUBSCRIBER SERVICE LINES

CUSTOMER OUTPUT L INES

DIRECTIONAL
TAP

FEEDER
OUT

(RF + AC) (RF '+  AC)

AC BL_OCK|NG (CAPACTTOR)AT @
AND (B PREVENT 30 VAC (NOMINAL)
LINE VOLTAGE FROM REACHING SUBSCRIBER
TV SETS.

RF FROM
I  orRecrronRl

TAP
RG.59/U, RG-6/U

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

AC BLOCKING
(cAPACTTORS)
A T @ , @
PREVENT AC
FROM L INE
REACHING TV SET
AND,  INSURE "

cHASSTS"  (NO

300 oHM
TO TV SET

TRANSFORMER)
TV SETS DO
NOT COUPLE 117
VAC BACK TO
CATV SYSTEM.

These TV sets have been designed so that one side of the TV
(metal) chassis is hot. Hot means not-warm, but active with AC. you
are right; that is not very bright, but they get away with it anyhow. Even
UL approves!

Given the 'right' (as in WRONG) circumstances, the AC on the
chassis can link back out of the TV set into your cable drop line and
then back into the system. Assuming this doesn't injure or kill some-
body, you have a problem. The best protection is to only buy (and use)
high grade matching transformers to connect your 75 ohm coaxial
cable line to the 300 ohm terminals on the back of the TV set. Such a
lransformer has a pair of built-in miniature blocking networks de-
signed to insure that AC that might get into the drop line side of the 300
ohm connection does not get into the 75 ohm side. As the illustration
here shows, the matching transformer has a 'balanced'300 ohm side
and an unbalanced 75 ohm side. The block could be on either side but
we'll assume it is on the 300 ohm side for our illustration. When in
doubt, ask if the matching transformers you have selected have 'AC
blocking capacitors' inside. In other words, they cannot pass AC even
if some happens to get onto the 300 ohm side.

Well, powering is quite a sub-subject within the CATV/SMATV
planning exercise! We have touched on all of the important concerns
here although this general overview is hardly a textbook, in such
abbreviated form. Next month as this series continues in CSD, we,ll
look at the RF portion of the plant and how all of those trunk, bridger
and line extender amplifiers layout for maximized service to your
customers, and minimized plant costs for you.Sets.'
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poor information to work with, and as
tney say ln the computer biz, "garbage

in equals garbage oltrt." So in 1948 the
garbaged allocations table came home
to roost, frightfully close to Washing-
ton, D.C. (see March CATJ, Page
13). And that shut the industry's
growth down.

Then followed a period of nearly four
years in which the Commission found
every possible excuse not to get televi-
sion moving again, finally deciding that
a new allocations table would haue to
be based as a start on the then enisting
107 television stations authorized and
on the air. Ohce again, "garbage in
equals garbage ou,t," and the alloca-
tions table released by the Commission
in 1952 had plenty of garbage going in.
F or example:

(1) VHF and UHF channels were freely
inter-mixed in many (most) markets,
and the world wes not then ready for
UHF (some say it still is not ready!);
The Commission tried to build an allo'
c&tions table around the concept that
every &ree thould have its own (local)
television outlet; a false premise if
there ever w&s one, bec&use of the
complete failure to consider the eco'
nomics of building end oPereting a
television station in Ely' Nv.;
Pressure from educational broadcast
interests forced the Commission to
give away many valuable VHF chan'
nels in markets where the VHF chan-
nel was much more imPortant to the
successful development of a viable,
competitive local television service
than it was (or would be) to the de'
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THIS SERIES traces the history of television broadcasting and
regulation in the United States. The present TVRO 'boom' is directly
fueled by the decisions ol the FCC in the 1 948'60 era; decisions which
established for all time the present three-network (plus PBS) terrest-
rial television system. This approach to a nationaltelevision gri{n the
US created th6 foundation which today is leading us into the TVRO
'age.' This series was originally published by Coop in the 1974/5 era
when he published the cable industry's CATJ magazine' To appreci-
ate our'heritage' is to be better equipped for what will surely be some
form of federal regulation of TVRO activity in the years ahead'

WHY CATV EXISTS

In the March issue of CATJ we re-
counted the history of FCC handling of
television allocations. The Commission
variously attempted to provide (a) one
television channel service to every
American home, (b) two television
channels of service to as many of' these
homes as possible, and, (c) three, four
or five (or more) channels of service to
as many of. these homes as possible.

With-some pride (or ignorance), the
FCC today points at the present state
of the television broadcast industry
with a "see how well we did" attitude.

Well, the Commissi,on ilid' not do
usell; not when you consider how 'much

betterthey could have done. The Com-
mission started with a clean slate in
1945-46. Unfortunately, they had very

(21

(3)

CATV EXISTS BECAUSE THE
FCC DROPPED THE BALL!!!
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velopment of a Perfectly adequate
ETV/PBS service;

(4) The Commission adopted rigid regule-
tory postures in handling any and all
deviations lrom the sacred allocations
table oI 1952, and refuses to &ccePt
(or admit) to this day that the alloca'
tions table is substantially the cause
of many (or most) of their Problems
with CATV and adequate television
service (an objective to shoot at) lor
rurel America.

The Commission's allocations table
started out with the premise that the
top 140* marketing centers of the na-
tion should have (if possible) four com-
mercial TV channel alloeations. Where
possible, these would be VHF alloca-
lions; where not possible, they would
be UHF. Initially, VHF and UHF were
mixed up on the (false) premise that
UHF would work just as usell as VHF.
Now calculating the top 140* market-
ing centers in the nation should be no
big trick: simply take population cen-
ters, measure the economic activity in
each, and rank them according to the
people-dollars spent annually in each.

If the initial 140+ market centers
the Commission worked with were ev-
er defined for outside scrutiny, such a
list has escaped our editorial research
here at CATJ. We believe, however, it
is reasonabl,e to assurne that the top
140+ market centers of 1949-1952
would not be the same as those which
ARB, or others, set forth todaY. A
market center in 1975 is variously de-
fined as "the trading area served by
one or more television broadcast sta-
tions." In a very real sense, the exis-
tence of trading areas in 1975 (i.e. mar-
ket areas or market centers) is almost
uhollg dependent upon the combined

SATELLITE DICEST

couerage areas of three or more on-the
-air television stations. In the eyes of
most market research people, anytime
you have a "cluster of three or rnore
teleuision stations prouiding three net-
lDorks of seruice, Aou haue a rnarket
area."

Some of these clusters are Pretty
idiotic, and they stretch credibility just
a tad. For examPle:

(1) Hartford/New Haven (Ct.)-Market
number 21. From the center ol Hartlord to
the center of New Haven is 59 miles' &cross a
good part of Connecticut. Hartford has I pop'
ulation in excess of 158,000 and New Haven a
population in excess ol 137,000. Hartford is
allocated channels 3, 18 and 61 (sufficient for
three network stations), while New Haven is
allocated channels 8 and 59 for commercial
use. When New llaven's 8 and 59 are grouped
with nearby Bridgeport's 43, New Haven also
has three cornmerciel channels, again' suf'
ficient lor three network stations. But the
merket is inter'mixed (i.e. VHF and UHF), so
channel 3 VHF became CBS' channel 8 VHF
becane ABC, end two stations (one serving
Hartford and one serving New Haven) on
UHF became NBC. The wide erea coverege
of the channel S CBS station and the channel
8 ABC station make this a single m&rket in
the eyes ol people who calculate such things,
even though NBC requires two UHF affili'
ates to cover the "market."

(2) Harrisburg/Lebanon'York-Lancaster
(Pa.)-Market number 53. Il you left Harris-
burg, drove to Lebanon, headed south to
York, back through Lancaster, to your stert-
ing point in downtown Harrisburg, you would
travel l39 miles. The "market" has one ABC
station (in Harrisburg), one NBC station (the
only VHF station in the market), and three
(count them friends!) CBS stations (one each
in Lebanon, Harrisburg, and York). lVhat
makes this 139-mile round trip circuit a "m&r'

ket"? Probably the wide area coverage of
Lancaster's channel 8, although its large
VHF coverage area is filled-in by bits and
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ROOTS/ continued from page 42

pieces of up to three competitive network
affiliates (CBS).

In the top L46 markets, there are 22"markets" created by the happen-
stance location of VHF (or UHF) sta-
tions that provide the three basic net-
work services, that include two or
more distinct and separate communi-
ties with these communities located
50 miles or more apart. (There is also
the 30-mile separation of Plattsburg,
New York and Burlington, Vt. - Mar-
ket number 120 - where to travel be-
tween the two towns in the market you
must ride a nine mile ferrv across Lake
Champlain!)

But the really gross misuse of feder-
al power shines through in North Da-
kota, where the statisticians have cre-
ated the "Minot/Bismarck/Dickinson

Market" (number 136). For those who
have never traveled this part of the
world, about the fastest (i.e. good
road) route from Minot to Dickinson istt\st>\SsssN.\wN,,\Ns,\s
Bismarck is a mere tlz miles. On to
Dickinson, however, is another 93
miles, malttng a total of 205 highu:aE
mil,e,s to travel from one of the three
cities in the "market" to one of the
other cities in the "market."

Naturally, even in North Dakota
with tall towers, no singlc stat'ion can
deliver Grade "A" pictures into all
three towns. But the North Dakota
broadcasters are pretty sharp. And it
goes like this:

(1) KFYR, Bismarck, NBC operates two
satellite stations. KMOT serves Minot

with IUBC progran s (I{F YEt sa tellit e),
while KUMV servea north western
North Dakota with KFYR-NBC pro-
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grams.
(2) KXMC, Minot, CBS/ABC operates

satellite station KXMB, which serves
Bismarck, and KXMD, which serves
the same are& os Bismarck's KFYR-
operated satellite KUMV.

(3) KDIX, Dickinson, ABC/CBS doesn't
own any satellites (yet), so it just
serves Dickinson and the surrounding
wheat fields.

Now between KFYR, KXMC and
KDIX, the Washington statisticians
figure they have a morket; even
though dual-affiliates KXMC Minot
(CBS/ABC) and KDIX Dickinson
(ABC/CBS) may both be carrying
CBS's Maude at the same time (there-
by leaving the "market" without an
ABC program for that period). To rub
salt in the wound of the local residents,
neither KXMC Minot nor KFYR
Bismarck euen reaches into Dick'inson
with as much as a Grade "8" signal, so
the Dickinson part of the three-part
market doesn't even have two (not to
speak of three) network service. Na-
turally KDIX Dickinson does not reach
into either Bismarck or Minot, so they
\>w$\s$\wss$ss\ss$"sast*rs,
a time.

The examples of statistical misuse of
"market designations" abound in the
television allocations table. The
Bismarck/Minot/Dickinson example is
one of the most flagrant examples of
misuse of statistical power. The FCC
wants a rnarket to be an area served
by at least three networks of service.
Obviously someone stretched a few
facts in the North Dakota example;
they traveled over a 205-mile highway
route to find three stations that have
three separate network affiliates ond
called it a marhet. What makes mat-

ters worse is that Bismarek has alloca-

BOOTS COwT,IIIUES/ page 5O
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ROOTS/ continued from Page 46

tions for channels 5, L2 and 17 (i.e. one
for each network), Minot has alloca-
tions for channels 10, 13 and I4 (i.e. one
for each network), and Dickinson has
allocations for channels 2 and 7 (i.e. one
for each of two networksl. But as lnng

SATELLITE DICEST

as the FCC propagates the absurd def'
initi,on of the 205-mil,e-l,ong "market,"

none wtll euer see three netusorks of
Local seraice.

THIS series was originally created for CATJ magazine as an
'educational course'for Congress and the FCC. lt documented, forthe
first time in print, the 'fall-out' resulting from FCC actions in television's
formulative vears. lt will continue in CSD.

THE SMART WAY
TO ATTEND

A TVRO SHOW

ANOTHER Opening/Another Show
The summer show for 1984; Niagara Fal ls, June 12, '13 and 14'

The show promoter; STTI. Track record . . . good. Past history ol the
summer shows . . . most recent summer show was Minneapolis in
June of 1983. That was billed as a Canadian-American event and it
coincided with an announcement in Canada which seemed to clear,
once and lor al l ,  the Canadian' legal status'of home TVROS. Attend-
ance was not up to national show standards and Canadian attend-
ance was light.

The solution? Move the show to the northeast. History of shows
in the northeast? No major show has ever been there before and, no
major show has ever been held close to the populous Canadian east.
Prognostication: the Niagara Falls show may turn out to be one of
the surprises of the year. lt looks good for an unusually heavy attend-
ance.

Anyone who has attended a satellite industry trade show is aware
that manufacturers and distributors are lhere to sell; dealers are there
to buy, and 'spies are everyplace'! Not everyone has figured out how
you profit from a show, how you get the most information and the
most help for your particular business activity area from the one' two
or three days you spend in the surging crowds. That's what this is all
about; some practical tips on attending a show, and getting the most
out of a show.

SEPAfiATING Value From New
Most oroduct excitement centers around one of two words; new'

or, cheap. The two usually do not happen at the same time, and if they
do, that is one of those 'danger signs'. We'll explain why'

Let's deal with'new'first. Most manulacturers who have an estab-
lished product line will use shows to introduce new product' They may
also be announcing the same 'new product' in their trade magazine
advertising for the same month, and if that happens and il you have
the trade publication(s) prior to going to a show, you can 'plan' what
you wanl to see, or, pass up. lf you are an establishe( dealer, if you
handle a product in the area which the new products fall, you should
always obey the 'First Rule Of Showmanship'. Which is? Always'
always inspect every new product offered no matter how much you
may believe it will not interest you.

An example. You sell receivers (most dealers do). You sell only
Drake receivers and you like Drake receivers. lt comes to your atten-

tion that Sat-Tec has a new receiver line. You once had a bad
experience with a Sat-Tec so you are pre-disposed to simply ignore
the new Sat-Tec product, passing it off with a shudder as you recall a
previous experience. That's a mistake. No matter how much you
believe you may dislike Sat-Tec products, you owe it to the survival ot
your business to at least look at the new product line. Maybe, just
maybe, there is some significant change in the new product line and
even if you don't want to deal with them again, you will be a smarter
'competitor' for having inspected their new product.

Which brings us to the 'Second Rule Of Showmanship'; don't
waste time looking at anything which does not directly affect your
business. Let's assume you refuse to handle outboard modulators.
You will only purchase and resell receivers with built-in modulators. As
long as that is your philosophy, why even slow down when you are
passing a booth which otfers a (new) line ol modulators? lt simply is
not 'product'. And that brings us to starting otf with a master game
olan.

Anyone who attends a show and stays two or three full days should
never have time on their hands. lf you find yourself sitting down
wondering how you can kill a couple of hours, you have nol properly
prepared yourself to attend a show. You should be there to learn and
from day break to midnight there are multiple opportunities to learn
wherever you turn. Your real problem should be that you have to
figure out an intelligent advance schedule for the limited time you have
available!

There are four malor sources of new information at any show.
They are:

1) The inside exhibit booths,
2) The outside antenna displays,
3) The (scheduled) seminar sessions, and,
4) Informal discussions.
To that we must now add a new trend at shows; special one/two/

three hour mini-seminars staged by various exhibitors, usually in a
suite away from the exhibit hall area, where they will teach you (with
sales pitches thrown in, of course!) about some special aspect of
TVRO systems. The LOCOM training sessions during the Las Vegas

DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME/ talking with some antenna exhibitol
if by 'day 3'their antenna is sti l l  not working!
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show week this spring, where they scheduled training periods for
people interesting in learning about block conversion and multiple-
home (set) distribution techniques, is an example of this new trend.

There has been one other recent trend, which on lhe surface
might not seem intended for you. Many of the manufacturers, recog-
nizing that we now have a substantial 'trade press' group, have figured
out that they can call a 'press conference' and make some important
announcement and/or answer questions about their products or op-
eration during a trade show. Some press conferences are just that;
press conferences for the press and they will 'guard' the door to
insure that only real press people get in. Others are not so selective
and you can sit down at the back of the room and often learn about
some important announcement'first hand'. lf you are really tortunate,
the company holding the press conference may even be serving
cocktails ai\d goodies and you can 'skip a meal'by sliding in the door!
The real value in getting into a press conference is that it will give you a
special insight into the particular problems a supplier may be having.
Luxor, at Las Vegas, 'laid it on the line'. The meeting was 'guarded'

and you would not have gotten in withoul being recognized as a
member of the press. But, il you can slip in, and it the firm holding the
conference deals in a product that interests you, you will be one of the'first to know' and it might give you a leg up on the competition in your
area.

1 ) Inside Exhibit Booths: The exhibit booths aretvpicallvstatted
by the ' f i rst l ine' sales types: guys and gals that know how to
romance you with their products, their charm, and their,soecial
deals' .  A bit  of advice here; anyone wil l ing to give you a,special
deal' right there in front of anyone else within earshot is not
giving you a very special deal.

Use logic. An established product, doing well in the marketplace,
i_s being 'discounted'.  Ask yourself 'why'?. l f  product del ivery is,t ight '
( in short supply), ask yourself 'why'?? twice. Then ask the guy withihe
offer:

A) Does this include the FULL lactory warranty?
B) Can you SHOW me where I send the product when it breaks,

for reoair?

if'-
.ff i
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C) Are the CLOSING out this product (ie. no longer making, or
getting ready to discontinue that model's production)?

2) Outside Antenna Displays: Many people think the outside
antenna displays are merely an 'extension' of the booths in-
side. Not true. First of all, some firms will ONLy take an outside
area (skipping inside) it that is available from the show promo-
ter. That means if you skip a close inspeclion of outside, vou
will miss some of the firms altogether. Next, other firms, espe-
cial ly those with antennas, wi l l  put al l  ot the top people outside
and maybe leave only a token staff of a perhaps not too
knowledgeable person inside. Again, you have to go outside
and hunt down the corresponding antenna display. Even if the
outside antennas are supposed to be operated along with an
inside booth, tradit ional ly, f i rms that 'sign up late'for displaying
at a show, when the exhibit  hal l  area is ful l ,  wi l l  end uo with an'outside-only'display. Many people bel ieve the antennas are
al l  that you wil l  f ind on display outside in the antenna area.
Again, not true. Traditionally, this is where you will find the
majority of the new, innovative receivers as well! How's that?
Well, many new receiver designers will align themselves with
an antenna exhibitor, perhaps because they came in late or
don't think they are ready for a big-time booth ol their own.
They'll provide a receiver or two, outside, and use the outside
exhibit area as an opportunity to gauge the eftectiveness of
their product. The 'trick' here is to look closely at the receivers
in use outside; when you see something you don't recognize,
stop to investigate. When you see two or more people ,bent
over'a receiver outside, maybe they are looking closely at a
new receiver or one that has been 'modified' in some special
way. Stop, and find out what is going on.

The trick outside, since after a few minuids all antennas seem to
a into a big blur in the sun, is to look for crowds ol people. Make
crowd bigger; join the crowd and find out what has attracted the

lt. There is a second trick outside as well, to be oracticed with
show-goers, not with anyone associated with any of the

GEM FINDERS/ like Peter Sutro (right) are the best ,operatives.'

'stranger', say to him (or her) "What's the best looking and best
working (f i l l  in size you l ike) antenna out here today?". In other words,
turn everyone you talk to into an intelligence gathering operative for
you.

3) Scheduled Seminar Sessions: you will find these in the
printed program. The listing will usually give the tiile of the
session, and the name of the presentor. lt may also give the
name of the firm he represents. This is a mixed bag. lf you are
new to the field, almost any session is worthwhile. lt you have
greater experience, you are looking for 'new ideas', not a
re-hash of something you already know about. The biggest
and most exciting sessions are traditionally put on the sche-
dule the morning of the opening day, just after the lunch break
on the opening day, and the first thing on the second day. The
lesser-rans end up getting end-of day slots UNLESS the guy
doing the session has asked for such a slot because he is
working his 'booth' and the time-slot together. A firm that wants
to 'hype'their session will often ask for an afternoon, day-two
time slot hoping that during the first day, and morning ot the
second day, they can get enough people into their booth to'shoo' them to the session they plan to do the second day.

Sessions have been roundly criticized for being 'too commercial'.
This is because in the very early days of the industry, there was
virtually no such thing as a 'commercial session'; all of the speakers
were people who talked about the 'mechanics' of a TVRO, or the
satellite system. They may have had a corporate or business interest
in the field, but they rose above it for their session. Then some not so'high plane' sessions worked their way onto the schedule and the'purists' in the crowd complained that the sessions were turning into

As you wander about and find yourself standing next to a TRADE SHOWS CONTINUES/ page 54
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ANTENNAS/ are often complete BEFORE you arrive. . .

show, a high percentage of the antennas are 'in', complete' and
the crews are in some bar.

2) The antenna installation crews may NOT be the people you
want to talk to, anymore. lf the company is decent size' the
guys installing antennas probably have experience limited to
antennas, and their experience is just as likely to be limited to
THEIR antenna. You can't get a well rounded education
from a guy who only puts together Paraclipse or Winegard
antennas.

3) Higher level technical people are beset with practical show
problems:getting twenty-seven booths attached to their 6 foot
dish, running coaxial cable over 3,000 feet of overhead tram-
ways, tearing apart a motor drive that worked fine for seventy-
four days before the show but reluses to work at the show,
getting 120 volt AC across an interstate treeway without
killing somebody, or getting killed; and so on' They, inspite of
words written to the contrary, do not want to answer a ques-
tion like "How come those guys over there use a 30 dB gain
LNA?".

4) You should not be able to gain entry to the exhibit hall proper.
The truth is that up until the actual morning of the day the show
opens, you can probably walk right in because there is a
steady stream of peopl'e going in and out hauling boxes'
cablei, something to drink, or chasing women. That would
seem like an excellent opportunity to 'sneak in' and wander
around the aisleways where the equipment is being installed.
You will be disappointed. There is nothing inside but chaos.
Complete chaos. And even Maxwell Smart could not make
sense of it. You might get inside, but you won't tind anyone
that wants to talk with you except some other guy that
shouldn't be in there either.

Our advice? Come just early enough to pick up your registration
badge late on the day before the show opens. Avoid the 'opening day
line' at the registration booth, and go see the talls the day before if you
have extra time!

LISTEN First
The only time you should speak up, early in the game, is when

everyone else is quiet. That's when you ask "Anybody know how to
make a Sky Eye 5 . . .". Otherwise, be nosey! lf you see three or more
people gathered and talking, be a spy. Slide over and listen. lf it is a
private conversation, you'll figure out that quickly enough and you can
move on. lf not, here is a new opportunity to make an acquaintance
and learn something.

There are certain people at any show who are literal fountains ol
information. They have some specialty they know a great deal about
(John Ramsey of Sat-Tec on receivers, Kingsley Hastings of
LOCOM on LNAs, Doug Dehnert of USS/Maspro on antennas and so
on), or, they have a tremendous, broadly based experience history
(Bob Luly, Taylor Howard, Clyde Washburn, Jim Halley and so
on). People like Ramsey, Dehnert and Hastings can be found in their
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'commercials'. Slowly, over the years the people presenting the ses-
sions figured out they were making a mistake by being blatantly
commeicial, so they voluntarily toned their sessions down. There are
some that still reek with the stench of commercialism, but in most you
can learn quite a bit nonetheless.

Sessions run in the morning, before the exhibit hall opens, should
be 'must go' for you. There is no better use for your time and they will
prepare you for a busy day of 'booth intelligence gathering'.

To this we must add the new'private seminar' system; firms that
rent a suite and schedule (usually announced by signs in their own
booth) regular sessions (60 to 120 minutes in length) on some special
topic. These tend to be small (under 50 people typically) and if you are
a'question-asker' this is the type of session you should look for. In a
small, informal gathering, you can really ask questions and get your
questions answered. The'system' for making such'private seminars'
well known is not yet perfect and it behooves you to ask other people
around you "Hey, who is putting on any private in-suite seminar
sessions here?". You might find out!

4) Informal Discussions. Anytime you are standing in line' sit-
ting in the cotfee shop, waiting lor an elevator and you see
someone else with a badge on, say something to them.
"How's it going?" might be a good opening' A better one would
be "See any exciting, new product here?". Pretty quick you
will have the guy (or gal) 'calibrated' and you may lind they
know something about TVROs you don't know! Since a show is
a giant 'learning curve exercise' anyhow, anything you learn
th;t will make you better at what you do is a worthwhile experi-
ence.

Another good trick, if you are (say) selling KLM receivers, is to use
a crowd-standing-together opportunity such as this to say in a loud
voice "anyone sell KLM receivers?". You'll get a response or two.
Move ovei towards them and start asking your own questions (such as
"Do you know how to get the Sky Eye 5 to tune the lower channels?")'
You will usually find that if the other guy doesn't know either, between
the two of you, somebody who does know can be found. Again' what
you are really doing is spreading out your own intelligence gather-
ing operation, turning people you 'bump into' into 'operatives'tor you.

SET UP DAY Blues?
Show goers are often advised'Come Early and watch them set-up

antennas'. The theory is that if you show up on 'set-up day' (such as
the 11th lor Niagara Falls), you will have the opportunity to'watch'
people wrestling with machines and steel and aluminum. The second
part of that theory is that BEFORE the show starts, you will have a
better opportunity to 'talk' with people.

That was, once, true. lt is no longer true and here is why coming a
lull day early is no longer a wise investment.

1) Firms that exhibit now send in crews of antenna installation
people three or even four days early. By the day before the

d Cunt 1i;'6 i : I

SUITES ON WHEELS/ good, quiet, places to talk. . .
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respective booths. People like Howard and Washburn will probably
not be found in their booths. We have a list here of people who, if you
get the opportunity to meet them, (even if only to stand to the side ind
listen wiile they talk with others) you will benefit from having heard
speak. They should not become part of a ,hit list', but you would do
well to lamiliarize yourself with the list and then keep an eye out for
their name badges.

HOSPITALITY Suires

. Hospitality suites are relatively new to the TVRO Industry; otherbusiness.groups have been conducting ,all of their imponant busi-ness' in the suites for years.

,^_ Il_"1131" two.rypes of suites; those that back_up a booth (SFpC
Ior exampte) and those that are really for after-hours hospitality. Thefirst type, first.

Some firms know that they cannot conduct business In an 8 by 1Obooth. Odom Antennas, as an example, will bring a motor home ortwo to.a show and when you want to sit down and"talk, they,ll hustleyou out of the crowd into the motor home; a ,suite on wheels., A soft (or
other) drink, a chance to sit down and relax, and an opportunity to talkwrth-outjnterruptions. lt's good business. SFpC, forblamplej knows
ll"lr^tllil9ilt.program is compticated to somebody just teaining about
ll;,ig.ll3y-!lTf suile with peopte who do know the answers, aid tneywu even schedule mini-seminars at regular intervals in the suite. Thii
:: ,?^:r9:: :9!yj"n rhe .'privare seminars' and rhe ,pure hospitatiry
surte . I he booth may not be impressive to you; the suite probably wiit
De.

., A!eg;l.t9u.rs hospitality suites are a mixed bag. Some firms make
:,"Af,I li1t.'untess.you have been invired, and they pass outpnnreo Invrtations from their on{roor exhibit or in the antenna iot. rf you
cant find an invitation, and want to meet and talk with someboOir in
..Jll lli3:,lustgo ro.rhe suite door and ,ask' ro Ue let in. Theyire
:191:,]gi i""ill"ss, and if you exptain rhat you want ro tatk business,you{,Ir u$laily get in. They are nol there to otfend anyone!

utner tirms.simply hold an ,open house,for a lew hours althoughsome open their suites at a certain hour and keep them open until t6elast free booze hound has stumbled out the door. I nospitatify suite
3fft 19_,?l 

night is probabty no ptace ro tatk business; neither you 1ifyou.onnK) nor the guy you came to see are in any condition io taitousrness anvhow!
.. Perhapsihe best time to catch somebody associated with a firmthat has a suite is immediately after the exfriOlf naii closes. Firm
!:f:"T"|,.y:^rllly 9.?ther for 30 minutes or so to discuss the day,sacilvfles, Just after the exhibit hours are completed, and other thanrunnrng a guy down in his room, this is your best shot.

FINDING Gems
Every show has some hidden away, quiet, ,gem'. perhaps it is a

f*::lih,':l"scapes rhe artention dr tie ourri of the show goeisjpernaps tt is an announcement, made in the wrong place, anl few
Tljll ]lgJl.l,,.since you are at a show to find thiijs rhat can hetpyour oustness, is to learn about these ,gems' while theie is time left foryou to investigate them properlv.

,^,^fIlg.!r^911on-s arevery opponunity (,,What's the MOST exciring
[13]::^1q^.:91-(grhealdl here"?) is a start. There,s a betrer wayi
::l1ei"_opr." h?v.e a.speciat talent for searching out gems; they seemr0 De experts at finding things that most peopie overloox.

une or rne most talented gem finders'in the trade today appears
9i:{fiTt g9y9r rhis,month; Tom Harringron. Dressed casualy, butilKe rne successful businessman he is, Harrington has tearnedthrough several decades of show going how to ,worliashow,, where tolook for'clues leading towards gehs, how to turn overa iock and findg0o oeneath. This word of advice concerning Harrington, and, people
like them:

I ) Do not ask them before the second day where the gems are.They need time to find them!
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'BRlcHT PEOPLE'Guide
Finding 'therigtrt person, to answer your question concerning

:?T9 9.q9"1 oj TVRO system design or operation can be frustratingl
Ine tist which follows includes many of the more experienced, ,brig6_
ter' people in the industry, or, simply those who have, by the schoolof
naro KnocKs, been around long enough that they can (if they don,t
have your answer) steer you in one-step to someone who does. We
take no responsibility for the completeness of this list, and no,sleight,
is meant for those who did not make the first sucn list CSD 6as
prepared. We'll update it ahead of the next show-period as a guide to
those who want to make the most of precious ,show time.' 

-

Specialty Areas:
1) Antennas

Dan Berge (Continental Satellite)
David Brough (Commander)
Frank Casten (paradigm)
Dale Curtis (Hasrings)
Doug Dehnert (United Sateltite)
Jamie Gowen (ADM)
John Kaul (Kaul-Tronics)
Lewis Larsen (Larsen)
Randall Odom (Odom)

2) Block Down Conversion
Mark Anderson (Anderson)
Hiro Sugiyama (DX)

3) LNA/LNB/LNCs
Kingsley Hastings (Locom)
Jacob Inbar (California Amp)
Yozo Satoda (Gould/Dexcel)

4) Marketing Assistance
Peter Aucoin (Spectrum)

5) Mounts
Boy Cohn (South River)

6) Receivers
Ted Anderson (Automation)
David Barker (KLM)
Norman Gil laspie ( lnternational/ l .S.S.)
Ed Grotsky (Arunta)
Jim Halley (lntersat)
Andy Hatfietd (AVCOM)
Steve Koogler (R.1. Drake)
John Bamsey (Sat-Tec)
Jon Spisar (Spisar)
Clyde Washburn (Earth Terminals)

7) Terrestrial Interterence
Bill Johnson (Microwave Filter)

General (No Specialty)
George Bett (MiA COM)
Steve Bland (Hoosier)
Guy Cayton (National Microtech)
Bobert Coleman (Spacevision)
Bob Cooper (Coop's Sateilite Digest)
Guy Davis (Uniden)
Nelson Ethier (Commander)
Brent Gale (Echosphere)
Mike Gustafson (STT|)
Tom Harrington (Coax Seal)
Taylor Howard (Chapanal)
Robert Luly (Luty)
Chris Schutteiss (Sateltite TV)
Peter Sutro
Rod Wheeler (Norsat)

. .Now, put on your best reading glasses and head into the crowds
looking for badges that match up to these names!

KNOWING When To Back Off
Everyone wants to talk with a Taylor Howard or a ,Cooo,. That

2) Don't force yourself on them for long conversations; if you tie
them up too long (five minutes would bb a long time) you are

_. taking away from valuable gem locating timel
3) Share with them. One of their,tricks' is to-ask others what they

l3y? :9"" thar 'tooks good'. Teil them somerhin! ano tney
wilt teil you Something in return. TRADE SHOWS CONTTNUES/ page 58
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TRADE SHOWSi continued from page 55

creates a situation where the people who have the information begin
to feel 'pressed in', unable even to break awav for the men's room!
Yes, you have come a long distance to learn everything you can, ano
yes, you have one burning question you MUST get answers for. So
does everyone else standing around, or in l ine to talk with, the indus-
try's super-information-sources.

.lf you see a person on our 'priority-list' walking down a hallway
and you think this is your chance to grab them for a minute, chances
are they are walking down that hallway because they have someplace
to go. And a time schedule to keep! The courteous thing to do is to
offer to 'walk along with them' ("Can I walk along with you and ask a
question?") rather than attempting to bring them to a halt  in the
hallway. Your chances of getting some time are far better this way.
They have to walk to where they are going; they might as well be
talking while they are walking! But i f  they stop, well ,  somebody at the
end of their walk may be wondering what happened to them.

The same advice applies when you see someone on our l ist eating
or obviously involved in a private conversalion. Just step back and
wait to see if the situation changes. None of these people are 'media

stars'  and this is not an autograph-seeking situation. Interrupting them
while they are involved with others in a conversation is not only
impolite, it is a good way to not get your question(s) answered.

One final courtesy. When you catch somebody who is hard to
catch, you might ask "Do you have t ime for (three) (two) (one; plug in
appropriate number) questions?". Let THEM quali fy you up front by
responding. l f  they have t ime for three, and you hive three, they' l l
appreciate the courtesy ot your asking. lf they have time for one, and you
try to drag it to three, you will be just like the guy that wants them to

FOR NEW COMERS/ ALL seminars are worthwhile.

stop in the hal lway, rather than asking i f  he could walk along with them.
They do have their own schedules to maintain amd when you 'push',
you start to inflict yourself into that schedule.

FOLLOW Up
This at-home bit of advice. The biggest, mosl common, most

frequent, most often repeated MISTAKE people make at shows is to
get all excited about something, and then get home and tail to
fol low up on i t .  A show is seldom a complete (educational) course in
anything. You have merely opened the door a crack and if you are
REALLY going to prof i t  from a show, you should take the t ime while
flying home to make a list of everyone you saw who gave you informa-
t ion or assistance which is either not complete, or, for which you are
real ly grateful.  Now, when you get home, sit  down and write them a
short note. lf you are not a letter writer, even a one-line "Thanks for the
help at Niagara Falls" on the back of your business card, mailed to
the person who helped, wi l l  insure that the next t ime you need some
help, you are likely to be remembered. Anyone who talks with lots of
people at a show develops a 'blur'1or individual names and faces. lf vou
got some inside information from Steve Bland at Hoosier Eiec-
tronics, let him know you appreciate it AFTER he gets home, with a
simple note. Chances are he will be 'glad to see you' and ready to'share more with you' at the next show if you leave him with a
positive impression.

And, if you talked with somebody who PROMISED to send you
some special information AFTER they returned home, remind them
of it. Keep a note book of your entire show and write down everyone
whom you asked to help you with more information. Then when you
get home, drop them a business card or short note and both thank
them AND remind them of your addit ional request. We guarantee you
will get much better results this way than if you wait around for them to
remember to send you what you asked for.

NO SHOW ls A Bad Show
TVRO shows have been beset with rain, ice storms, snow, high

winds and labor strife. No show has ever been a bad show lF you are
smart enough to treat the show as one of the great opportunities of
your lifetime to 'get smart'.

Buy a spiral notebook and label it 'STTI Niagara Falls Show'.
Purchase the type you find with little pockets inside the front and rear
cover and use the pockets as a place to keep business cards (front)
and data sheets that have special informalion on them (rear). Write
down anything you might later forget.

Start each day by allowing yourself an extra 30 minutes, in your
roon before you head out for the day, to review everything in the
nolebook to that day. And then make a list on a fresh page of the
booths, events and people you want to see that day. During the course
of the day, as events unfold, go back and re-read that list, modifying
it  as need be. Make this your dai ly 'batt le plan' and st ick to i t !  l f  you do
these things, you will go home certain that every penny you spent
attending the show was a wise investment and you did not, indeed,
lose any money nor time by attending the show!

RE.VISIT OF
RE.BROADCASTING

Sat-Tec's
Down Converter

A Review
In our November, 1982 CSD, we reported on the complete

system employed in the Turks and Caicos lslands for the distribution
of TVRO signals to all of the population centers of the country, using
both VHF and UHF (microwave) relay techniques to transmit the
satellite delivered programs to individual homes. Subsequently, in our
November '1983 issue we reported on a newly developed 'broad-

banded technology' which transmits the still-FM format TVRO signals
from one polarization of a single satellite (such as F3R) through the air
in their block-down-conversion frequency spectrum (450-950 MHz in
our test system) to home-style TVRO demodulator/receivers located
in homes.

The art ol 'sharing' TVRO reception is rapidly developing and
recent tests for both technologies indicate that the equipment avail
able to 'do the job' is improving each year. This is a re-visit to a

RE-BROADCASTING CONTINUES/ page 62
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segment of that field; the transmission, using UHF frequencies in the
300 to 1,500 MHz region, of single satellite channels of service to
viewers who are equipped with home style (suitable) UHF receiving
antennas plus some form of frequency 'down converter' device to
allow standard television receivers to tune-in the UHF range signals.

Here in the Turks and Caicos lslands, we distribute a trio of signals
in the 400-450 MHz region. We have been utilizing ten watt (peak
pedestal power) transmitters manufactured by PC Electronics (2522
Paxson Lane, Arcadia, California 91006; 2131447-4565) and have
found these low cost (typically under $800) rack mounting transmitters
to be'tough,'rel iable, and suitable for low-cost signal sharing. Recent
tests of another type of transmitter have begun and in a subsequent
issue we will explain the problems we have had (not with the PC units,
but the system concept) and how we have resolved those problems to
our satisfaclion. The PC units, by lhe way, are now available lor most
of the standard VHF (2-13) television channels as well, and a very
substantial number are in use in Central America delivering VHF
channel service to whole communities. and they too are fed by
satellite receiving terminals.

In our case, while we DO use the standard VHF channels for
program distribution (channel 4 on a 'national' basis, channel 7 lor
local programming within distinct island-communities), our'premium
program services'(i.e. those not paid for by commercial sponsorship)
are distr ibuted on channels such as 415.25, 427.25,439.25 and
451.25MH2. None of lhese four channels can be directly received by
a standard television receiver (*) and this allows a'form of security' for
the system since the typical viewer cannot merely erect a suitable
(UHF) television antenna and tune in the 'premium channels'wi lhout
some type of 'frequency adapter' box. We call that unit a'WlV Micro-
wave Descrambler' although the astute reader will notice that the
only real form of 'scrambling' is the frequency of transmission; like
MDS in the United States, there is no actual on-carrier scrambling
taking place.

For the first 15 months of operation or so, after a suitable testing
period, we were using a companion 415-460 MHz 'tuneable down
converter'trom the same PC Electronics which supplied us with the
ten watt transmitters. We found the converters to be of high quality,
experienced a less than 2/o f ailure rate in a typical year of operation,
and the average consumer was able to tune in each ol the three
channels with the front panel tuning knob (having set his or her TV
receiver to VHF channel 3 or 4 as a suitable 'lF') with a minimum of
problems. However, against the units was the following:

1) They were (and are not) 'cheap,' averaging $80 each per unit;
2) The manufacturer 'insists' on silk screening his name and

address on each unit and that of course leads to people
attempting to bootleg the units by buying direclly, thereby
causing 'security problems'with the system;

3) The units have a type BNC input fitting which requires a $2
adapter tor feeding with standard RG-59/U cable, and every
'little' additional expense adds up.

We discussed all of this with John Ramsey of Sat-Tec during one
of his visits to the island and together we 'blocked out' what we telt
would be an 'ideal'custom-designed down converter for anyone who
is attempting to use the 300-1,000 MHz trequency range for'local
television distribution.' We gave John the following 'desirable fea-
lures' for our 'dream unit':

1) lt should be fixed-tuned, not knob tuned and the installer
should be able to pop the top off of the box and adjust some sort
of 'hidden' control to set each of the in-use channels onto one of
the down converter switch positions.

2) We wanted a minimum of 6 'UHF channels' built-in to provide
for up to that number of over-the-air channels.

3) We wanted a 'bypass switch' built-in, so that when the cus-
tomer turned lo either a seventh position on the front panel

*/ Newer 'cable ready' TV receivers aside, a few of which
WILL step-program all the way to 439.25 MHz because their
nasty oriental designers didn't know when to 'pull the quartz
synthesis' programming plug!

SATELLITE DICEST

FRONT PANEL/ Sat-Tec 'WlV Microwave Converter' unit;
six separate programmable reception channels.

channel selection switch, or, turned lhe unit's power otf, he
automatically came back to standard VHF channel reception.

With the PC units, you are converting your UHF channels (400-
450 MHz) down to say channel 3 or 4. When the customer/viewer
wishes to return to normal (local) VHF channel reception, you have to
provide a switch ('A/B switch') to allow them to 'pass around' the
converter box and to connect their standard VHF antenna to the TV
receiver, direct. The switch is another of those $8 (up) items and it
requires cable jumpers and more fittings; all totally unneeded if the
switching function was built into the down converter proper.

4) We wanted a bandpass filter built into the output channel and
we wanted the output channel on channel 6 and only 6.

Channel 6, is by design, not in use and i t  wi l l  never be in use local ly.
That is part of the reason why we selected channel 6. We also lound
that with the PC units, it was possible to set the PC tuning control to
say the 427.25MH2 channel and put that channel on the TV set's
channel 4. Now we had 415.25 appearing on channel 2 and 439.25
MHz appearing (more or less) on channel 6. This allows the viewer to
set the UHF converter for one output channel (427 .25 equals channel
4) and then use his TV set remote control lor stepping through the
three microwave channels on channels 2,4 and 6. That seems like a
p lus .

It is not.
First of all, the 12 MHz spacing between 415.25,427.25 and

439.25 does not precisely align with the spacing between channels 2,
4 and 6. Channels 2 and 4 ARE 12 MHz apart but because of the 4
MHz wide guard band between channels 4 and 5, the space from 4 to
6 is 16 MHz. Try explaining that to a customer who INSISTS their new
$800 color remote controlled TV receiver does not work properly on
channel Z @39.25)l

Second of all, and this is the important one, we have found that we
want to 'tier' (as in make something less than the full complement of
UHF channels available to ALL subscribers to the system). With a
tuneable converter, the customer retains control of which chan'
nels are tuned in and you cannot 'tier' service. They can always
change their TV set lF channel (such as from 4 to 2 or 4 to 6) and 'tune

in' anything you have in the air in the same general transmit f requency
block.

By placing all channels so that they come out of the down conver-
ter on channel 6, and then by building a bandpass lilter (actually a high
pass filter) in the (channel 6) lF output, you roll off or stop any
reception below channel 6. That means they cannot set their con-
verter to channel 6 and tune in the highest channel (439.25) and then
tune their TV set 'down' to channel 4 and find the next lowest channel
(427.25\ and to channel 2 and find the bottom channel (41 5.25). That
puts control of tiering back into the hands of the system oper'
ator.

5) We wanted a very stable unit which having been frequency/
channel set by the system operator, could be placed inside a
subscribing/viewer's home and forgotten. Service calls are not
cheap and re-setting the 'secret pot control' inside of the con'
verter is not a desirable use ol one's time.

6) We wanted additional system sensitivity since we were
tinding that while the ten watt UHF transmitters were delivering
excellent coverage out to 7-9 miles when coupled to suitable
'gain transmit antennas' (which are also available through PC
Electronics), we were finding situations where we would like to
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Satellite Total Gontrol Gable
T Y P E .  1
2 CONDUCTORS #14 GA.
3 CONDUCTORS #22 SHIELDED W/DRAIN WIRE
3 CONDUCTORS #20 SHIELDED W/DRAIN WIRE
3 CONDUCTORS #18 SHIELDED
1 RG-59/U-20 cA.-60% BRATD_100% FOtL
WITH TYPE 3 BLACK POLYETHYLENE
JACKET FOR DIRECT BURIAL

T Y P E  . 2
2 CONDUCTORS #14 GA.
3 CONDUCTORS #22 SHIELDED WDRAIN
3 CONDUCTORS #18 SHIELDED
2 RG-sg/U-20 GA.-60% BRATD
100% FotL
WITH TYPE 3 BLACK POLYETHYLENE
JACKET FOR DIRECT BURIAL

AVAILABLE IN 33O'G' IOOO' SPOOLS

Motor Arm Voltage
149a.

Polarotor
189a.

Signal Line RG-59/U

Down Converter
209a.

Motor Arm Sensor
229a.

330 FT. SPOOL
1,00G5,000 FT.

@ 54c FT.
@ 48c FT.

5,00G10,000 FT. @ 44c FT.
10,00G50,000 FT. @ 42C FT.

COAXTAL CABLE
RG-6/U (rotr & BRATD)
RG-8/U (957" BRAID-FOAM)
RG-se/u (96% BRATD_PE)
Rc-sg/u (75% BRATD-FOAM)
Rc-sg/u Gotr & BRATD)
RC-59/U DUAr (FOtr & BRATD)
RG.l1lU (95% BRAID-PE)
RC-213/U (e6% BRATD-PE)
RG-214/U (TtNN. COPPER BRATDS)
RG-214/U (StrVER BRATDS)
RG-217 /U (96% BRATDS-PE)

TYPE 3N' CONNECTORS
VG-2T/BU (MALE)
uc-21/DU (MA|-E)
uc-s7/BU (DOUErE MALE)
UG-29/BU (DOUBIE FEMAI-E)
uG-27/CU (RICHT ANCrE)
uG-23/BU (FEMATE)
uG-s8/AU (CHASStS)
,N'CRIMP MAI-E

$ 6s/M'�
$210/M'�
$ sglv'
$ 6s/M'
$ 4e/M'
$10s/M'
$210/M'�
$zqo/u'
$ss0/M'

$1300/M'
$600/M'

$L25/each
$200/each
$3.10leach
$3.tOleach
$4.45leach
$3.00/each
$1.60/each
$2.rOleach

MULTI CONDUCTOR CABLE
2 COND. #20 SHIETDED
2 COND. #18 SHIELDED
3 COND. #22 SH|E|_DED
3 COND. #18 SHIETDED
2 COND. #16
2 COND. #18
2 COND. #20
3 COND. #22
3 COND. #18
4 COND. #22
4 COND. #20
6 COND. #18
8 COND. (2-15/G221
8 COND. (2-16/G1S)

.F' CONNECTORS
F-59 W,//r" R|NG
F-59A ATTACH.
F-59 AIM TONG ATT.

-1555 Y.

@,flobg
P.O. Box 95-55 Railroad Ave.
Garnervi l le, New York 10923

10 Feet $ 9.s0 $ &8s $ &s0 $ z.gs
12 Feet $ 9.8s $ 9.3s $ &8s $ &35
15 Feet $10.s0 $ e.9s $ 9.s0 $ e.00

$11.75 $11.s0 $11.00

TOtL FREE
ORDER LINE -

(too) 423 2t22
(9r4) 947-1554 r. COMPLETELY WEATHERPROOF WITH SHRTNK TUBINC

9C each or 69/M
10C each or 7B/M
llc each ot 99/M

$ 6slM'
$ 7e/M'�
$ zs/M'
$tosll,r'
$ 8olM'�
$ qg/u'
$ tg/u'
$ 4o/M'
$ 7e/M'�
$ qg/u'
$ ag/u'
$13slM'�
$rzg/u'
$230/M'

COAX CABLE JUMPENS
TYPE 'N' CRIMP PLUGS EACH ENI'

20 Feet

- ALL LENGTHS AYAILI\8LE -

$1(I75
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is priced right for the budding entrepreneur who cannot afford
to lay out upwards of $100 lor each subscriber location receiv-
ing equipment; you will do it for about half the (total) price with

SATELLITE DICEST

the Sat-Tec units and eliminate a bunch of peripheral wiring
and switches as well.

**/ Sat-Tec Sales, Inc., 2575 Baid Road, penfield, New
York 1 4526; 71 6/586-3950.

SCPC a( ,-o* cosr FM/scpc

ACTIV|TY 
)

REPORTS 
y'\ o, Marshar Foires, vPSM

^ The concept of extracting non-video information from the many
Clarke orbit satellites pre-dates the use of video since all of the early
experiments were actually'narrow band'or'non-video' based. What is'new'is the tremendous proliferation of non-video material, much of it
informational of educational in content, now being fed via satellite
worldwide on a routine basis.

Ours has become an intensive 'information based' societv. part of
the proof of this is your own reading of CSD twice per month; we
depend upon and often profit from the information which we find
relevent to our business activities or lifestyles. The transfer of data, or
information if you are not quite up to 'computer speed' yet, is becoming
as important as the creation of data. In some quarters it has become
even more inportant. And the satellite connection makes it all possi-
ble, worldwide, for exceedingly low cost.

Further proof of this can be found in the latest Intelsat proposals
where they are now offering complete 12 GHz receive-only ,data
terminals' using two foot dishes for around $2500 (US). They claim
that if the terminal is used within the hotter boresight footprini of the
latest Intelsat V birds, such a two foot dish propped up on a table and
pointing 'through'a glass window will spit out high speed data informa-
tion relayed via satellite. What all of this has in common is that virtuallv
all data of interest is transmitted using one or another'narrow band'
methods.

Our TVRO (video) terminals are all wideband svstems; that is. we
require between 15 and 30 MHz of information'fo recreate on our
screens a television picture (and the companion sound). On the other
hand, a narrow band system requires only a f raction of this ,bandwidth
window' (measured in mega-hertz or MHz) to transmit all of the
contents of the message. The message contents may be audio (voice
or music or both) or it may be some type of computer data code such
as ASCII (pronounced ASK-KEY). Our concern at this lime is not so
much how you make intelligence out of the various codes as it is in
equipping you to receive the basic transmissions in the narrow band
format.

In our first column, in the May GSD, we talked about the various
audio-nanow-band (FM/SCPC) services which are cunently found on
US domestic satellites. And we listed a 'starter set' of some of the
services tuned in and identified to date using our Hero SCPC-66
receiver as diagrammed in our May column. We also noted that there
is a shortage, at this time, of adequate receivers for narrow band
FM/SCPC service and we guessed that not many would be willing to
lay down lhe hard cash required to acquire one of the sehi-
commercial SCPC-66 receivers. In a way that was unfair since we are
listing here, each month, a representative sampling of the services
which we are tuning in, knowing that not very many reailers will be
willing, or able, to invest the kind of dollars required to enjoy the same
receotion.

This month we are showing a couple of ways you can ,explore'the
world of FM/SCPC without investing your TRVO system equivalent in
the project. For well under 9100, you can be enjoying FM/SCPC

reception this evening!
Naturally there are some trade offs involved if you are going to'sneak into' FM/SCPC for less than the cost of a first rate FM narrow

band demodulator, The primary trade offs are as follows:
1) You will have to tune the tuning dial far more carefully, even

slowly, to separate the many station services listed here and
found on satellite;

2) You will probably have lo 'touch up' the tuning of the special
adapter we will be describing, every 15 minutes or so, to
compensate for the'drift'of the adapter and the balance of the
system;

3) You may not be able to 'separate' (as in pull-apart) all of the
services when there are two or more which are located fairly
close together within a transponder.

Still, for less than $100 (and as little as $25) you will in short order
be listening to these wonderful and elusive narrow band audio type
services and you will be well on the way to an entire new level of'satellite exoloration'.

BASICS First
Most of us have a good grasp that when a TV signal is kansmitted

via satellite (relay), the video carrier has a certain frequency and that
the video information (detail, color, et al) 'spread out'from that carrier
frequency. This is the primary reason why a video signal utilizes so
much of a transponder; there is so much information being transmitted
that it cannot all be 'crammed into'a tiny or narrow bandwidth. We are
also aware that an audio signal, such as a sub-carrier, occupies a far
smaller'width' in the spectrum because there is far less information
present. In fact, many audio sub-carriers can be crammed into a
relatively tiny portion of the spectrum as anyone with a sub-carrier
luning system can attest to by tuning across the sub-carrier region of
F3R's TR3 (with WGN video). As many as 15 separate audio sub-
carriers have been found there at one time, all without interfering with
one another nor ostensibly with the video carrier they companion to.

lmagine for a moment that you had a transponder filled with just
audio sub-carriers. lf they can have 15 (or more!) share the video
transponder with WGN, how many do you suppose could be there if
they took away the WGN video and filled the WGN video area with
just audio sub-carriers? Hundreds. And that basicallv, is what FM/
SCPC does. This is NOT how it works however, beciuse the audio
sub-carrier system depends totally upon the presence of the video
canier in the first place. We cannot simply 'take away'the video carrier
and fill in the space vacated with audio-sub-carriers because the SUB
carriers are 'sub' (as in 'attached to') to something;that something is
the video carrier. The video carrier is the vehicle which the audio
sub-carriers ride into space and through the satellite.

So if the system designers want to stack hundreds of 'sub-carrier-
like' audio (or other narrow band) signals into a single transponder,
without a video carrier present for them to 'ride along on', they must
use a technique which allows each individual 'sub carrier' to stand
alone; all by itself. This is not such a bad deal since it means that you
can transmit one of these narrow band channels from an uolink in
Charlotte (NC), another from an uplink in Minneapolis, athird from an
uplink in Dallas, and so on; each slands alone and each occuoies a
tiny portion of the spectrum within a transponder.

The bad part,  foryou, isthatyourTVRO receiverdepends upon
the video carrier's presence to 'lock onto' a signal and stabilize your
receiving system. That transponder you tune in is actually a ,signal
reference' which the receiver latches to, to insure lhat your recetver
does not 'drift away from' the signal. lf the video is present, and the
TVRO receiver has 'locked onto' the video signal and is holding it
stable, then the audio sub-caniers that ride along with the video carrier
will also be stable. In short, you can set your receiver to F3R's TR3, it
will lock up on WGN, and then with your built-in audio sub-canier
detector or an outboard unit from Arunta, Drake, Maspro (etc.) you can
tune in any TR3 audio sub-carrier you wish and it will also stay,locked
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When you establish a system to tune in an FM/SCPC signal, on a
transponder where there is no video signal present, your FM/SCpC
receiving system has nothing to 'lock onto'; the FM narrow band
signals are very complicated to 'lock to' and so far there have oeen no'low cost'techniques developed to overcome this problem. And in fact,
that is a significant part ol the cost in the (Hero) bCpC-66 dedicated
FM/SCPC receiver; the 'locking system' that allows you to set the
receiver tuning dial to one particular FM/SCPC signal, and come
back hours later and still find it 'tuned in'.

The two techniques to be described here are minus this 'lock'
funclion. How stable your reception will be will depend largely on the
stability of your TRVO receiver's down converter. To the best of our
knowledge, no exhaustive comparison testing has been done be-
tween different brands of down converters to determine which of those
presently in the marketplace are 'stable'and which are not, given no
video carrier being present to 'lock onto'. Perhaps as a tew hundred
people try the system we are about to describe, we will get reader
leedback on which down converters seem to function best in this'service'.

TUNING The lF
Your down converter, whether a stand alone unit at the antenna

(ie. Drake) or an LNC package (ie. USS/Maspro) will send a 70 MHz
(centered) lF signal indoors through the connecting (typically RG-59/
U) cable. We will place something at the indoor end of that cable to
allow us lo feed the 70 MHz (centered) signal into a secondary tuning
unit; one which will allow us to tune in the FM/SCPC stuff. We will
spend less than $100 to do this.

ln our first diagram we have a typica, system with an addition:the
antenna plus LNA feeds signal to the antenna mounted downconver-
ter. lf your system uses an LNC, they would both be together at the
feed. The important point is that you have a 70 MHz signal coming
indoors in the cable. Note that this diagram shows a system which
does NOT send DC operating voltage for the LNA (LNC) and down
converter through the same cable. There are still some receiver
systems in use that send the outdoor voltages through a separate line
or set of wires.

Indoors, we install a two-way HYBRID splitter. The input faces
towards the 70 MHz input side or the antenna. We have two-outputs;
one of which we connect directly to the TVRO receiver, and the other
we connect to the 'FM/SCPC Interface Converter'.

The 'lnterface Converter' is nothing more than a $24.95 (last
price shown) Radio Shack (Automotive) VHF-TV Sound And Weather
Converter. This is a device that tunes two bands, the VHF (TV) low
band and the VHF (TV) high band. The low band tunes from approx-
imately 50 MHz to approximately 90 MHz. This means it tunes
through our standard TVRO 70 MHz lF.

Remember that a 70 MHz lF is only centered on 70 MHz; it
actually is wider than this, covering from 59 MHz to 81 MHz for a
TVRO receiver with a22MHz wide lF and so on up to as much as 40
MHz wide. As the 70 MHz lF signal comes indoors from the down
converter, it will be plenty wide enough to cover the entire 50-90 MHz
spectrum we have an interest in here. Also remember that a full
satellite transponder is 40 MHz wide, and the center of that 40 MHz
width falls at 70 MHz while the low end falls at 50 MHz (70-20) and the
top falls at 90 MHz (7O+20). Yup; 20 plus 20 still equats 40.

lf we have a receiving device that will tune across the 50-90 MHz
band, we have an instrument which will allow us to tune in the indi-
vidual FM/SCPC carriers! We'll return to this shortly.

_ _ In the second diagram, we have a system which also sends the
DC operating voltage to the LNfudown ionverter/LNC via the same
coaxial cable. That means we have 70 MHz (centered) signals com-
Ing indoors from outside, and we have a DC operadng vollage
coming outdoors from inside. One good way to blow up everytniig
would be to connect the DC operating voltage intended for the outdooi
equipment directly to the Radio Shack (or equivalent) ,lnterface Con_
verter.' So we need a system to keep the DC voltage going to the
outdoor equipment, but not to the 'lnterfacing Converter'. ThJ device
is called a 'directional coupler' and you will iind them at the nearest
MATV type store or wholesale house. you want one that is ,10 dB
down'or in other words, one that attenuates the incoming signal going
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lF 70 MHz LINE DOES
NOT CARRY DOWN CONVERTER/
LNA VOLTAGE(S)

OUICK SOLUTION TO TUNING.IN FM/SCPC
SIGNALS OFF OF SATELLITE.

to the 'tap' output side by | 0 dB while allowing the main signal to pass
throrgh essentially unattenuated to the TVRO receiver proper.

This directional coupler allows the TVRO lF signal from the down
converter to pass directly to the TVRO demodulator; it allows the DC
operating voltage to trace the reverse path back to the down conver-
ter (etc.) outside, and it isolates or prevents any of the DC power from
getting into the 'lnterface Converter'. Cost? Under $5.00.

Now the Radio Shack model 12-1354 is intended for automolive
use; it is supposed to allow you to sit in your car and tune in the audio
portion of local TV broadcasts. That means it is an 'FM receiver'of
some sort since your TV audio broadcasts are FM. Here is how it
works.

The FM signals, tuned in from the local channel 2,3,4,5 or 6
stations, are down converted inside of the box to an FM-lF. Then the
signals are amplified, and detected. That is, theV are turned into audio.
But the object of the 1 2- 1 354 is to allow you to tune in the FM TV audio
on an AM radio. So they take the audio and connect it to a low power
AM transmitter inside of the box. Yup, that sounds just like a TV
modulator built inside of a TVRO receiver!

Then they tell you to connect the output of the 1 2- t 3S4 box to a
standard AM radio; any standard AM radio. Tune the AM radio to
around 1400 on lhe dial (1400 kHzor 1.4 MHz) and lhere you will find
the carrier from the 1 2-1 354 box. lf you have a local station near 1 4OO,
they give you a slug to tune to move the output AM signal coming from
the box away from 1 400 so you can find a clear, local, spot on your AM
radio dial.

To operate the system, you tune the master TV tuning dial on the

SCPC CONTINUES/ page 78
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Snrellire lndusrRy Lendens Zeno-ln On Ouesrions
Corcenrinq rlre TVRO Businesst
(Serd Youn Ouesriols Iil Now)

Experrs Wilt Be Covenirq: Terrestrial Interference, Scrambling, Electronics, New Legislation
and other topics concerning the industry.
There'll also be reviews and previews of Industry Trade Shows, SPACE and STTI Plans.

SATEIIITE SHOWTIME is desiqned fon rhe nmufrcrunen,
disrniburon, delleR Aild coilsuirGR.

EMGEE: Chris Schultheiss, Editor of STV and OnSat Magazines.
GUESTS: David Barker, Electronics Design

Mike Gustafson, President, Satellite Receiving Systems
Taylor Howard, Co-Owner, Chaparral Communications

Bil l  Johnson, Chief Engineer, Microwave Filter Co. Inc. discussing Tl.
Dave Beeching, Director, Marketing and Sales, Oak Satellite Systems cover-
ing the ten questions you've always wanted to ask about scrambling.
Rick Schneringer, President, STTI, reporting from the next Trade Show at
Niagara Falls.
Chuck Hewitt, General Manager, SPACE with information on new legislation
and organizational plans.
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SCPC/ continued lrom page 71

DC
OPERATI

T0MHzL|NE
CARRYDC
rING

DC POWER BETWEEN DEMOD AND DOWN CONVERTER
MUST BE'BLOCKED'SO AS TO NOT GO TO FM/SCPC
CONVERTER. RECEIVER.

12-1354 to the correct operating frequency of your desired FM/SCpC
signal. The audio from that signal will appear on your AM radio at or
near 1400 kHz. That's it. Not very complicated although since the
12-1354 was intended for automobile use, you will have to find 12
VDC from your TRVO receiver as well (such as the often-provided
optional voltage line of the back of your receiver; CAUTION...be sure
the voltage here does NOT exceed 1 3.8 VDC or you could blow up the
Interface Converter!). Complete installation instructions for the 12-
1354 are included in the box.

There is one other possibility here if you are into the big bucks
(such as spending $69.95 or so) and you don't wish to foolwith finding
1 2 VDC for the 12-1354. Go to the same Radio Shack store, or Seari
Roebuck or some other 'high quality' electronics emporium and ask to
see their'Multi-Band/TV Sound' receiver. Most stores now offer you a
portable receiver with built in power supply, speaker and batteries
which tunes directly the TV band signals for channels 2-6 (that's the
band you are interested in), and, channels 7-13. One caution here;
you will need to purchase such a high quality receiver with a built-in
connection for an outdoor antenna. Your 'outdoor antenna' will be the
piece of RG-59/U that comes from the directional coupler or signal
splitter output side, and if you want to be very pure about it, put a small
matching transformer on the end of the cable before connecting the
coax to the typically 300 ohm antenna terminals on the 'multi-band'

receiver.

Operation
The Radio Shack 12-1354 or the Multi-Band receive(s) is de-

NEW
POWERINSERTER

DG BLOCK

MclElEL ElC.1

The Mer r rmac DC-1 rs  used as  a
Power Inserter lor supplying exter.
nal Bias to an LNA, Independently
o l  the  V ideo Recerver .  l l  i s  a lso
employed as a DC Block tor multi-
ple receiver installations where the
LNA is being powered by DC Bias
on the RF feed line f rom one Video
Beceiver.

1 , 1 . . . , ,
i l ) l i l )  r r r ' r r  1 l l 0 ( l

. Bandwidth 3.7-4.2 GHz

. lmpedance 50 ohms

.  Low  Inpu t  VSWR (<1 .25  1 )

. High lsolation (RF to Bias)
(40 dB min)

.  Low Insert ion Loss (<0.3d8)

. Ruggedized Construction

. Connectors - Type N Female
(male-male barrel, shown in
photo, optional)

Yl\4"rimoc
I NDUSTFIIES. I NCOFTPOFATED
P O BOX $6, 41 FAIRFIELO PUCE, WEST CALDWEIL. N.J. 07@7{986 USA
201.575.13m .  TWX 710.794314 .  CABLE:  MEARTMAC W CALOWELL NJ
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signed to recover FM signals that are typically around 150/200 kHz
wide. The narrow band FM/SCPC signals, on the other hand are
closer to 60 KHz 'wide'. That means you will be getting lots of extra
fidelity but you also may be getting extra noise with this system. And if
you are tuning in an FM/SCPC signal which is close in frequency to
others on the same transponder, you may experience some problems
separating the two (or three) signals. But then again, the price is right.

Shown here is a diagram which perhaps will assist you in deter-
mining how my monthly listings correlate to where you should tune in
your receiver dial to find the same signals I am reporting about. The
top line is the (as marked on the unit) Radio Shack 12-1354 tuning dial.
The next line down is your 70 MHz lF, which as we know really is a
50-90 MHz lF as the signal comes indoors from the down converter or

SATELLITE DICEST

LNC.
The third line down is my own 'dial', the digital frequency tuning

system we use with our CSD modified Hero SCPC-66 receiver sys-
tem. lf you see a listing of some service you want to tune in from our
tables, and the listing says 25, that means you would tune your 1354
tuner to the region just below where the 1354 has channel 2 marked.
(Note: The dial calibration on the 1354 units we have tried is not great
so you may experience some variation here).

The bottom line is the reference foryou;a typicaltransponder at its
original 'GHz' frequency, as that would compare with the above three
reference lines.

(Note: A multi-band receiver, tuning in low band TV audio, would
have the same dlal callbratlon as the top line since the 12-1354 and

RS-1354D|AL fu """""" "

T0MHzlF  *

MARSHALL'SDIAL *
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HOW TO RELATE YOUR TUNING DIAL TO THE RECEIVER SYSTEM YOU ARE USING. RS-1354 DIAL MUST BE PRECISELY
SET FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL SIGNAL(TOP LINE). TV AUDIO RECEIVER(SEE TEXTITUNES DIRECTLY ON'70 MHz lF'OR
SECOND LINE. HERO SCPC-66 TUNES LINE THREE. LINE FOUR SHOWS TYPICAL 40 MHz WIDE TRANSPONDER AND RELATION
OF FREOUENCY TO TOP THREE 'SCALES,.
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is our service. . .
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603-895-3I82
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800-242-3860 PA only
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In our ongoing effort to better serve our
dealers, SATELUTE SALES INC. has opened
its second office/warehouser centrally located in
Columbus, Ohio. With warehouses in Cleveland
and Columbus, we're now no further than a two
hour drive from anywhere in Ohio, or, OpS one-
day delivery to any location in the region.

Both of our locations will continue to offer
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and complete warranty service centers.
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hour) and if the newscast lasts five minutes, then that particular audio

lnirin"f SCPC service would be active from Oo to 05' 15 to 20' 30 to

35, and 45 to 50'
the TV audio tuner/receiver are essentially the same type of gadget'
The TV audio receiver is simply more complete, and ultimately
perhaps a tad higher in qualitY.)' 

There are alternate methobs to accomplishing this 'trick'' Some
people have taken high quality FM tuners.(tuning 88-108 MHz) and
if,-"li h"u" modified thle oscillator so that the tuner now tunes 60-80
irlX'z ltnai's part of the'band'anyhow). You also must modify the input
RF siaoes of the tuner as well, when you do this, since they were
O"riondJio trne 88-108 MHz; not 60-80 MHz' Overall, the quickest'

.n""-p *iV to get into FM/SCPC is as outlined here' You will discover'
as we have, tiat there are considerable performance variations be-
tween different down converters in this service (the Drake seems to
work very well, for example). You will also discover that while our
listinos aie considerable here in this column monthly, that we are In
ii.r" it"l" monttr Uaretv scratching the surface of the hundreds of

;;.'"1 ;udi" networks which are aviilable on'the bird'' Which brings
,iio tniJ tont|.''s new listings as well as some updated changes from
last month.

fhis Month's Listings' "in"loffo*ing 
listiigs show you where you can tind the (typically)

oo fHi *ioe frivsCpb servic6s with a narrow band FM receiving

svstem such as either the Hero SCPC-66 receiver' or' the 'home

;iil';G6Jesiriueo in this month's cotumn. Not ail services will

6" io*io op"rational 24 hours per day and many maintain irregular

hours withih the 24 hour Oay pirt' Oui designations are as follows:
1l N : known to be less than full time
2i MN = MAY not be transmitting full time
3i S = schedule times, examples given .
4i SE = special events, such as baseball game coverage only
5\ 22.g : example oniy; shows tuning system indication for

Scib-ooi"celver pdr the explanation and table appearing in this

month's column. See table lor clearer understanding'

Many transponders have one or more unmodulated carriers pres-

ent; i.e. these carrlers are always (or nearly alwlVs) 'up' but no audio

or data has ever been noted. illost services that are not full time will

xeep in"ii ca"iers operational between the actual 'broadcasts.' When

vou tune across an unmodulated carrier, you simply find .receiver
ffi"il;: 4". in" tt"ii. noise disappears'and the sound trom the

#;k;;d;tes 
'quiet'), which will abruptly turn into programming.at

ttie icheduled time. An example of the latter would be Mutual Radio

f.f"*. *ni.n t"y send news at OO, t s, 30 and 45 minutes (past the

NEW ENERGY SOUBCE?
i t on" of those guys who's been voicing that "oft-repeated tale"

about screen disnes-not otfering much in the wind-resistance depart-

ment when windspeeds increasb over the mid-30's region' That's wtry
yoir ';aside" as part of you, "ratuation ot the Hero antenna (see CSD

fularch/84 - page qq on the recent tests conducted by Paraclipse was

so interesting io me. Like you, I had tended to believe that at a certain

speed, the h6les in the mesh "filled up", resulting in an equivalent to a

solid surface.
I sort of had this idea reinforced a few years ago while building a

McCullough (or should I say Swan?..'why don't ljust say McCullough-

scPc-66
Seruice/ Tuning

f f i M u t u a l R a d i o  1 ! ( . )
itvi N Alalama Inlormation Net 22 6 (\

N Minnesola Radio News 27 q (-)

13 44lt') tr ffil;fi,'rlfi,iil,I,i'f ii
N Atlanta Brav6s Radio Net 3 3't'i 

Otlatroma l{ews l{elwork 3.8
iii Aooie's Net (shared) 3.8
ru tianstar Radio Net 12 4'tii 

Transtar Radio Net 12.7
t',t Upt t'tews 28.5

3(5XH) MN w!A-L (Raleigh, NC) ,. 10 0 (.)

MN WFBR iBalt ir i rore' Md) 11 q (-)
N MissisiipPi Radio l{et 12 g (.)
N Louisiana Radio Net 12 9 (.)
t't Souttr Carolina Radio l{et 13.8 (-)
iii siowntield Radio Net 14 8 (-)
iri Louisiana Radio l{et 19 q (:)
SE KC Royals Baseball Net 21 1 (.)
N- 0klahdma Radio l{et 22 8 (')
t't GeoroialBraves Radio Net 23 5 (')

4(7)(H) \- lll;lgx1"['fT]and' 
0r) ili

tl Honn Carolina Radio l{et 27 7
N Mississippi Radio Net 29 5
t'l Louisiana Radio ]{et 30 0

MN UPI Total Radio 31 7

i(13XH) MN QQN lelrgion Net 1e 7
MN BBN Reli6ion Net 19 9

Next month; this list grows plus a special look at some truly
'unusJal SCPC signals' anl services which show up in the strangest

olaces!
i1 Indicates new service during last 30 days'

Satelite Tlansponder Designation .. Descliption .- V0ltage

ffn tS(V) VoA reported here last month now m0ve0;
locatlon unKnown

<

Swan?) spherical. lt happened about 30 seconds after we finishitd

spending 2 hours truing up the dish in ahot sun and hadjust raidedthe
fridge foia cool brew. We always thought it was just a little gustotli

thai reduced our prized handiwork to little more than kindling'
thanks to the recent results of the Paraclipse tests, well, now
for sure that it wasn't.

Afler all, if (as reported) a 75 mph wind can hit the front of an
antenna and exit at the back at no less than 72 mph, we know that
really the antenna was only absorbing the equivalent of 3 mph winds'
right?

From what I can gather, what we've really done is discovered a

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DENCE,  NOTES '
REBUTTALS AND

CHARGES .  .  .

CSD provides this Industry Forum with the underslanding thal opinions'

tt ougf,t" ana "facls" published are from the writers; no liability lor statements

exteiJs to tne puorishers. Address letters to Cso/lndustry, P O Box 100858'

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33310.
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electoral platform, and allhough you could.see through both' I didn't

;";-d Eiiner couto hold up wh'en the going got rough Most mesh

dishes have mounts you could practically bend with your bare hands'

and this told me that the maiority of manulacturers were actually

Jeludinq themselves (and theiicusiomers) by their assurance that the

;;;;;;"le;;s on througn. of course, 2 minutes after the start of lhe

t"tton;. fitit i"e storm th[s all changed' and I'm sure' so did the status

o |a |o to fmeshantennasat thesamet ime.ThewayI f igured i t , i t you
* e r e o o i n q t o b u i l d a m e s h a n t e n n a , t h e o n l y t h i n g y o u r e a l l y h a d
;;;il;;;J;is itre tact tnat visibilitv was considerablv reduced' For

:ll ;;1";t;;fu piupo."., I tolcl them' the "wind thing" was a mvth'

lndeed. I also said that mesh had other disadvantages:
1) lt hacl to tre somewhat larger than a solid-surfaced antenna' '  

o""uutl l i tackeo ref lector integri ty because 
"f lat spots" '

;fucfering", and other inegularities deviated. lrom the true

plraOolicior other) shaoe it was intended to tollow Jor max-

imum efliciencv. Most of the time when you find a mesh anten-

na that performs as well as a solid-surfaced antenna you know

tnat wliat you really have is iust a lousy solid-surfaced

antenna.
Z; itotd people that microwave interference was not always totally-' 

atLnlateO by the holes in a mesh anlenna (of course this is

also true wif frcertain fihergalss or thermo-plastic antennas that

also use mesn or screen as a reflective surface!)'

S) isaiJtnat people who buy mesh antennas had better consider

whether or nol rhey ever wanted K-band reception That's

because the holes in a mesh antenna, while just barelv adequ-

ate Jor C-band reception, would yield only one thing at 12 GHz'

Praclice.
aut t;m getting a little off{opic, aren't l? What.we really need is for

,ot"on. td sned' some light on this subiect and to try to track down

ini. tytt"ry "fnrce" that vie've now discovered that attacked all those

mesh antennas at Vegas
There are a lot of unanswered questions that are crucial to the

survival of fhis industry' Such as: 'Was it f he same force that attacked lhe

iolid antennas there or are we dealing with another alien in this

0 , C
whole new "force", and one that preys particularly on mesh antennas'

f.fo on" n"t yet been able to see il, but apoa.rently it is most often

"..o.p"ni",i f,y high winds, f lying pieces of your.neighbor's tarpaulin'

"nO otii"iit.orted bebris. Which is a nice thing, because it makes it a

lot easier to tell when you might be "in for it"'
I've seen this torce exerted on a few other antennas (a lot oI them

..r""n; in tn" tew vears I've been in this business, the latest being at

in"-i"J"m STTI show at the Riviera in Las Vegas' Actually' it hap-

oened orettv quickly. We didn't really notice it at first' bul suddenly' and

iriinori*"riring it nit. 1l guess there was a little wind' but it seemecl to

be quite low - in more than a 30 mph gust!)' All of.a sudden we saw
"Brand P's" antenna keel over and go crashing headfirst onto the

oarkino lot. In succession, and quick as you could say "Mesh anten-

nas do*n't catch the wind!" no fewer than a dozen olher antennas were

subjected to the same lorce and bil the drlst'- - 
i tignt "Oa, sir, that not all of the antennas were mesh (about halt

of theri were), and it now appears that the "Force" does not prey

solely against that type of prodtrct alone!- - 
Ai "n "nt"nna builrler myself _ and one with a conflict of interest,

since. we build a solid-surfaced dish spun aluminum dish - | have

ai*ay. ne"n intrigued by this wind problem Mostly becatrse I've seen

wrt"ifin.f of clamige the wind, uh ;'Force", can do when it gets a little

anorv! The oeople I turnecl to (some even called themselves 
"en-

"i"i6i.;r oJ* i"" that "holes-iiling-up" routine Boy' am I mad! |

i"."ir on"Lr them even laking me to a "snow tence"' a wood-slatted

fence they erect during the winter to keep the snow from drifting out

onto the roads. Even though in this case the slats were an inch or more

aoart. t coutC see that in front ol the Jence there was actuallv no snow'

iri.l"iO t-n"L *as a big pile ol it several feet high a few teet to the

oooosite side. Foolish me. letting this guv con me into thinkinq lhat the

.i"'i. ""irif fu Otoke up the force of the wind Come to think of it' that guy

was from the government, and you know how.those guys can lle "

Boy do I have a lot ol apologizing to do! ,,
io,]  i"".  I 've heen going'arotrnd tel l ing Deople al l  this t ime that

most ol the people whotrui l l  screen cl ishes bui ld them wrong Most

screen dishes I've seen seemed to b about as flimsy as Gary Hart's
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instance as well"? What, if any, are your suggested remedies (long
term and short term)? ls this the type ol thing we could get a technical
committee at SPACE to tackle? Could we perhaps get Rick Brown to
lay a multimillion dollar lawsuit against it?

Please help.

David Brough
COMMANDER SATELLITE SYSTEMS
1676 Britannia Rd. E.
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 1J2

Brother Brough speaks with a straight tongue. The PA system
announcements on the Riviera Hotel speaker repeatedly warned
"The weather bureau is torecasting winds to over 50 miles per hour and
all STTI Show exhibitors are warned to tie down their antennas in the
back lot." Alas, many were too absorbed in the early evening festivi-
ties to take the time to secure their dishes. lt was a fun 15 minute
show; antennas and pieces of antennas blew across the lot like the
soccer ball in World Cup finals. Mesh antennas, solid antennas,
and pieces to both littered the sky and the landscape. The force had
sooken and those who suflered its wrath could but wander about
the strewn parking lot looking for the pieces to patch their systems
back together again. There had to be some great'video' in 'the show';
anybody catch it on tape?

DIRTY Boards?
I cannot believe that many of our industry receiver manuJacturers,

including one in Ohio, do not take the time to clean the solder flux f rom
their downconverter boards. Aren't we dealing with microwaves
here!!? Would it not also be nice to see some kind of conlormal coating
on all boards? Let's at least make it'look professional' and clean up
our act!

J.B. Pratt,  l l l
President
Satellite Trackers N.W.
P.O. Box 357
Silverdale, Wa. 98383

Boards left with a residue ol flux and other assembly 'aids'

may not perform any worse than those cleaned in a hydrosonic
tank, but at least the clean boards tell the user/technician that
somebody has taken the time to do a close visual inspection of
the product (it is difficult to visually inspect a board that is so coaled
with assembly gook that you cannot see lhe correctness of solder
joints nor follow microwave-etched traces), Certainly, such pro-
ducts would not earn a'mil-spec'passing grade. What say manu-
facturers; what are the arguments for leaving boards 'dirty'?

ROHNER Update
I thought CSD readers might be interested in learning of the latest

legal status of J. P. Rohner & Associates (plus the other firms oper-
ated by Rohner). The lowa Department of Justice filed a Consumer
Fraud lawsuit against Rohner in May of 1983 (as reported in CSD).
Negotiations for settlement continued with Rohner and his attorney
during the summer of 1 983. Late in the summer Rohner's attorney quit
the case and the negotiations with the state legal people came to a
halt. Subsequently Rohner appeared in court acting as his own attor
ney and a hearing held January 1 gth of this year considered several
motions prepared by Rohner. Early in February Rohner received a
far,'orable ruling from the court concerning his motions (not his case,
yet) and the Department of Justice for the State of lowa is now
preparing to pursue the case once again. Anyone who has claims lhey
wish to take against Rohner for faulty (TVRO related) merchandise
should IMMEDIATELY contact Ms. Onita Mohr, Consumer Prolection
Division, Department of Justice, Hoover Building (Second Floor),
1300 East Walnut, Davenport, lowa 50319. Those ne.eding to seek
additional information should call 51 51281 -5926.

Wil l iam Oakley
709 W. Madison
Herrin, l l .  62948

Rohner's activities have been perhaps'over-reported' in CSD.

SATELLITE DICEST

Basically, if you were part of the customer base for he or his
firms, you already know how to have the State of lowa represent
you in the on-going legal matters. ll not, you are unlikely to be
'affected' by this notice since you are not apt to encounter him nor
his products in the marketplace again, anytime soon.

OUADRALITE Problems
I have had several lelephone calls from dealers who, like me, have

experienced problems in getting delivery of QuadraLite dish products
even after submitting pre-payment for the (4.5 foot) antennas. I re-
cently talked with an executive of the firm who advised me that the firm
received enough new orders in Las Vegas to'get back inlo the swim'
of things. Thank you for your efforts on my behalf and please continue
to keep the industry on an even keel.

Tom Arkfeld TV Co.
16233 Camelback
Victorville, Ca.92392

This gives us an opportunity, without making a BIG issue of it,
to talk about the 'status' of Quadralite. The firm has all signs of
owning a'winning product';even Taylor Howard recently agreed to
us, privately, that the antenna test range evaluation of the
QuadraLite 4.5 toot dish, which was done at Microwave Specialty
Corporation in San Diego and which showed the antenna could
rightfully claim "80o/o efficiency", was accurate. That there may
even be 'another few percent in etliciency' available with a finely
tuned leed (tests were conducted with an essentially stock-model
Chaparral teed) is also likely. Unfortunately, the firm has suffered
lrom considerable internal problems apparently caused by a
gentleman who claims to own certain rights for the antenna's
'mold'. Without sticking our nose into an internal corporate, legal
battle, we can report that firm lounder Rich Eye has been attemp-
ting for several months now to straighten out the mess by raising
upwards of $1 M in new investment or banking capital. To clear up
the in-contention ownership of the mold and tooling apparently
would require an infusion of approximately $200K. At that point,
the firm also needs a considerable amount ol re-start-up capital
to get production really rolling on the small 'wonder dish'. That's
where the $1M total comes in. On the more positive side, repre-
sentatives of HBO (both engineering and managemenl) have par-
ticipated in tests of the 'wonder dish' and have shown more than
casual interest in helping whomever ends up owning i t  put
together a 'marketing package'for the dish plus suitable electro-
nics, as a low-end Galaxy-l (CBD) direct broadcast service re-
ception system. And Ted Turner, who first saw the dish perform-
ing at the Orlando SPACE show this past November, ordered a
number of them and has tried to help lirm founder Rich Eye get
his affairs in order. Turner's eflorts helped get HBO to take a
close look at the dish (they were, understandably, skeptical until
Turner pushed on them a little). At the presentiime, efforts to getall
of the problems straightened out have been concentrating in the
investment banking world headguartered around New York City.
There is a'sleeper' here; a not inconsequential investment oppor-
tunity ($1M we estimate to start, with another $1M likely before il
really turns the corner by the first quarter of 1 985) and perhaps some
CSD reader, unlike the New York investment bankers who are
excited but cautious, is in a position to 'help'. Calls should go to
Rich Eye a1 2141675-1436, or Ken Schaffer a| 2121371-2335.We
are NOT in the business of recommending investments, but
properly handled this one has all ol the potential of becoming a
barn burner.

PIGGY BACK LNAs?
The short note and photo concerning the low (low) noise MSE LNA

and piggy-back downconverter appearing in CSD/2 for April 1Sth
caught my attention. This is far from a complete report but these are
my observations to this point. l, too, was intrigued by the MSE 70'LNA
which I saw demonstrated against a competitive brand 100'degree
LNA at Vegas, using a pair of Quadralite 4.5 foot dishes and a 4 GHz
A,/B switch. I returned home and purchased four of the units from
Star-Com of Oklahoma City. The improvement over our (name brand)
100 degree LNAs was, in some cases, dramatic. Of the four MSE
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LLNAs (low{ow noise amplifiers) | purchased' tt/vo w-ent down to 55'

iliL'nd"" was spec'd at over'o+J' Still' on three difterent systems'

Satcom F3B had sparklies on anumber of transponders' Galaxy 1'

and most of the Westar 4 "nd 5 i'"ntponders were very-clean' Two ot

mv Sat-Tec receivers n"u" iiJ n"*"i ;.orp""t downconverter' and I

il";;;;;";;;ctins tnem'io-tne iNn oit"cttv usins a uGise/u Male

ilitilil;;;i .onn".to'' nesutts' this way' have.been sood since

il;il;iiy t#;"pl^."i tz teet-oi'caote between the LNA and the

downconverter to the rear'* "$;ly 
ih;teaft er I received my. Ii rst. Rege-ncy -SR-3000 

recelver

(on order since January; "nO tii"O'it out lt'i a nice receiver and the

!"J"iirLJ on 
-rsn 

usni'tneimariouaoraLite antenna were 'softer'

than the Sat-Tec Rsooo sysi#' Howeue'' *nen I direct-connected its

il;;;;";;;1o in" rvr6E LNA, I found unstable tunins on some

;##';;; oLnitg lreceiver going into oscillation) on others'

ililiil;t; tnott I"i'Oln oit"'or""to iitn"t RG-58/u with tvpe BNC
fittinqs and N adapters) o"i*"L'' tn'j LNA and the d'ownconverter did

ili;i"il"i;;iin,jpi.i"" q'ilitv (ie'.sparklies) but it did elimin-

ate the unstable tunlng on ioni" tni'inels'and the 'blanking' on the

others.-- 
I n"u" a pair of theories for consideration: ...
1) Direct coupling oetween the MSE LNA and the Regency down-

converter resutts in' iome erratic imped.ance^mis-matching to

th6 MSE r-run' f tti"i" b"lifornia Amplitier 100'LNA and with

direct coupling to til-a"g;"ty DC' no problem' I repeated it

with another car nmp iob: ur.rn and again no problem. I did not
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trv another MSE unit' howeverrr v qr rvu 's' ' 
inan sutticient gain to handle a 40 dB

2) The Regency has more , r -_^L^LL, ̂  u'tak nc we1\ and.lfi,::,H;l ffi ilsi i""o pi"n"nry-" Hvtgl ?:-Y"ll:3"1

SATELLITE DICEST

aniso|ator to.marry, theLNAtothedish(asCsDhas.pointedout in
earlier articles), you can r.un into LNA frbnt-end stability problems'

Those same problems can'in turn adversely afiect the noise figure

o#;;niir;; [i tn" ur'rn *n"nlt it moved irom one model dish to

;;il;;, ;;;";niwo disnes ot the same model.but.in'ditferent loca-

tions. In particular, Oan reierenced the flat.(circular) plate on the

center pedestal of the HastinJ " lolp PF dish which is closer to the

iiili th;il;;";tei or the iiin H" wondered.ir that-plate misht not

reflect energy bacx into tne tlJoiiGiwitnout it' signal bounces back

and forth and presto . . . rt"Jing *aves, frequency sensitive 'hot'

and 'cold' spots and f-orO rno*s-vnnat else l have not noticed this

;iil il;affi;iite smatr oisnes' out tnev are cuwed right to.theverv

#d;;i#'ilri. Witn tt" ouaaraLite' sensitivitv throushout the

band appears unilorm "nij n"* Ji"ioy 'raveo about' the quality

imDrovemenl.' 
Stan Jeffcoat
Jeff's Electronlcs
612 S 10th Street
Yukon, Ok' 73099

;fi"* oJtu.n tot aiiLct bouprin! Coaxial lines' even 6

i#nJJir'n-e-se, at + cHi ;re grbat 
-devices 

tor isolating and

smoothing out impedance mis--match causedretle.ctions'

wnir"'i*". i.li. vbgas riarx;J at lensth *'th D,:iI:J::Ifi

Jeftcoat, a lrequent 
'technical conespondent' to CSD started

with the industrv "t ttt" iii"i'siis "ho*.P"91' in 1e79' More

recently, he has contra"t"i *-itft Sffl to 'police' the antenna lots

at STTI shows. Stan is "-Oiighit"n with plenty of practical

experience as the aoove sfroi"' f-flm still 6o'ther us' We' like

Din Hopson, worry that "'-rtl]l- Vo' t"r" away the isolator in the

il;i;il;;"Lrll, vo' "r'im'ina'te a 'satetv ualve between the rirst

GaAs-FET amplirier stage'anJi""O ot tn6 aish'That'safety valve'

insures that no matter rrowliiang" tn" di"tt surface.may seem' to

the LNA, the LnA's gain ani'iow"noise cnaracteristics will not be

adversely affected. ff yoti manutactured !ll".1nd 
you also

manu'acturedthe|eed"notr."oi"n,youcou|dinsistthata|lthree
ffdH;ilt"glih"' rtren iou c6uq 99fl91-'L1? the isorator-
less LNA what"u"' 

..orp"ira'tion' as might be required to 'smooth

out' the LNA performan"", in in" feea-anOl9r,1tr,9.dish surlace'

ffifi;;iiJJanltlA inib.it'" *otro without an isolator and vout"J#?i"ffi 'li"!i,si""",'*'i;;T'.?1lil:l"J-?':*"iT:::m
:;n""H 5ffi ffi: i ;' il ; il t". +l tr.' 1t l': 9 :.'1" ::I: jlll'11:
::fi:"J;'ilJl ilfi;;;;;';hoot at that' He pointed out that rackins

xL10A - THE ROOF qo-u-ryT
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMP!

Mlcrosat's versatile 3 meter screen antenna is at home on

iHl#;;; tn" stouno, and its light weisht makes it easv

iolnliari rn" refl6ctor a'nd mount-weigh just 80.lbs' each'

;"d'il;bi;sln unoer g nours' lt comes complete with a

F;i;1;il;"d ano a remoie control lor antenna position

L"o- r"Lo polarization. ilion witt remotely- scan all the

lljrJJti" Jat"riit"" quict<iy ino accurately, with higher c/N

ratios than manY larger antennas'

THE iIICROSAT ADVANTAGE /r. Lowesi Instellailon Cost
. HelPs Clear Obstructlons

o No Gemenl Work
. No Gable Burlal

So why not let Microsat's experience with roof mount

"it"nnl" g"t You off the ground'

Now available with
optional Push button
piogrammable control ' .
Featuring Programmaole
skew comPensation and
linear antenna Position
displaY.

ticro$rt
Route4T.Washington Depot,connecticut 06794 203/8680503
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expect it to be used on any dish in-any location urrder any condi-

tii,i , iiii " tittl" Uit like sending a 21 year. old into.th€ world after

ii""ii"" rtit locked in a dark rdom since birth and expecting him

i;6; tniin tn" world' He might d.o fine;.or he-might not''- 
i/-ht an MSE LNA directly ittached to the R.egency SR'3000

ao*n"6nu".t"r should cause erratic tuning of the receiver' and

Jo,nn"onu"tt"r oscillation, bothered us until -we-deduced 
that

;;i;ti;h;inlut rnitt out "n isolator on the LNAs in question'

i i ' "  or iprrmay i lso not be perfect ly 'backmatched'; that is '  i t

ru"t-nbi have as good an impedante match across the full 500

liii uana as the Rlgency downconverter would like to see' we

;;id i;csDl"st fall,Ahei the subiect first came up' that MSE "is

o"io tot"tning here'iand 
"what they are doing-certainly bears watch-

ingi' 
-it 

"i, aiproach to provide.ih.el.9.Yl.ils..q back down-

co'nverter to'mate directly with their owN LNA is possibly their

.ofriion to the problems reported and we look forward to the

opportunity to iest some oi theit system.s. here. in the islands'
plitt.o" Di. Konishi of Uniden/Unisat would like to comment on

;;ffi;y;" h;fleninsttere with the LNA devic-es that set their

urtii roti noi"e by etiminating an input isolator?

ADDITIONAL Lowrance BDC Data
Here is some additional data for the new Lowrance Model BC 70

block downconverter system' as tirst shown in Las Vegas' The system

f"t". in in"lrrr 3.7 to i.2G1zband and outputs in lhe 950-1450 MHz

6""J. in"i" is 12 dB ol BDC system gain overall' An internal DC

Uyfass attows powering the LNA through the BDC-' The oscillator is a
'dielectric stabilized' unit with an LO stability of * 0'9 MHz maximum'

i;;l-o t;; th" nigr' .id" (51s0 MHz) and input and output VSWR
(worst case) is 2:1. bperating voltage is + 15 to I  20 VDC with 100

mA ol current required The hoise figure is 15 dB 'typical"

Michael Render
Product Manager, Satellite Communication
Lowrance Electronics' Inc'
12000 E. Skel leY Drive
Tulsa, Oklahoma74128

There is at least one receiver manufacturer in Europe who

lnio'rri lo rn"ti to t"tr with Lowrance about allowing.Lowrance to

ffiily trre.ri�;ittt eoC units! (The long expected Birkill receiver'

tiJt'shown last September in eirmingtram, England has been
:i"i io' jrfiins inio'proauction at leasi in part by some produc-

fi;; il"61d"'telating to.ttre BDC portion') Lowrance has a verv

interesting new approach to home receiver systems; you can

lili"i,s,;;"in"ii diite. 70 p€ckage so that vou lrave a sinsle

"o"uE[iln "vstefi (70 MHzir), or,-you cansell it that way initially

."1-n"" g"'Uack in later anl 'up-graOe.'the system to a BDC

svstem so the customer can connecl additional receiver(s) to the

;il;;;;;;;. we rire tne iaea and we sugsest dealers who have

u""n toin u"tt"een single conversion anO BoC take a close look

"iir," Lot"r"nce package; we expect others to lollow the Lowr-

ance lead in this area in the future'

I FOOT/ Not 9 Foot!
Reference is made to CSD/2 for April 15th and the photo appear-

ing on p;ge r Z. The B.E.S.T. (square) antenna which you reported as

O"lng 9 ti"t in size was actually an 8 foot srl^t'are.model!True' it may

*"tt 
-n"u" 

the equivalent surface area of a 9 foot round dish but the

o"ttort"n." we measure is at least the equivalent to a 55% efficient

10 foot round dish (39.5 dB)' This was done at a St Louis test range

where at 4.0 GHz tirey actually found the gain to be 39'6 dB' lf Coop

was impressed with the performance ol the dish and he thought it was

a 9 fooi square, what does he think now that he knows it was an 8 foot

souare?
Jim Nease
Nease Construction Co
5 1 6  W . 3 3 r d
HaYs, Kansas 67601

Coop is 11.1% (1/gth) more impressed than he was original ly '

TELEtext Decoder Kit
Readers who are interested in getting started in the Teletext era'

Horizon to Horizon

%
':il

i

/;'
t:,

New horizon'to'horizon
motorized polar mount

available. Rugged reliability
with fail-safe chain'driven

performance,
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using a kit of electronics which requires about six hours of assembly
time, should investigate the No. 3005 system from Bradley Marshall,
Ltd.,325 Edgeware Rd., London W2 1BN, England. The price ( in
pounds) is about €130 plus postage and handling (editor 's note:
about $200 US). And this observation concerning the AFRTS service
at 1 degree west; recently the signal has increased here in England by
about 1.5 dB on video and as much as 10 dB on the auoro.

Michael Stone
Baugh Farm
Church Lane
Downend. Bristol.  U.K.

We would expect an even more dramatic improvement in
AFRTS may be just around the corner with a new Intelsat V bird
scheduled for 1 west before August. We hesitate to warn readers
AGAINST ordering via mail  from the U.K., from North America,
but do suggest that a letter of inquiry in advance of sending off
dollars or pounds to the U.K. might be adviseable. How about
some sources lor Teletext kits in North America? Anv out there?

REPRINTS Wanted
I recently became interested in purchasing a home TVRO system

and was sent a portion of a reprint from Coop's Satellite Digest for
June 1983 in which CSD rated the various antenna dish mover and
control systems. In that review, CSD rated the Houston Tracker as
being 'one of the better' control systems. Would it be possible to
purchase reprints of other articles which review and rate other por
tions of the home TVRO system? | am interested in having a full
opportunity to carefully select the best of what is available and feel that
your equipment reviews would be an excellent sl6;lipp nbno

Gene Van Orden
4336 40th Street
Grandvi l le, Mi 49418

CSD reprints are created by the firms whom we write about,
not by CSD. Naturally we do not expect lirms about who's pro-
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ducts we have little good to say to make reprints, so when CSD is
reprinted (with our permission) it is usually because some pro-
duct has 'worn well' in our testing and review process. More
important, unlike other publications in the industry, we do not
encourage readership by 'consumers' and the material in CSD
and CSD/2 is intended for'our trade' and not for the ultimate-end-
users. We end up with a 'smaller' total circulation that way, but
those who receive CSD are 'serious dealers/sellers' of equipment
whom (we hope) approach their day to day business activities
with a professional ism that wi l l  continue to make our industry
one of the fastest growing industries in the world today.

COUGH UP Your 2 Degree Specs
I sent the fol lowing letter to M/A COM regarding the manner in

which they seem to have decided to handle the '2 degree spacing'
controversy with their '10 foot (Prodelin) dish. lbel ieve that i f  more
dealers would write similar letters to f irms such as M/A COM, we might
as dealers ult imately be more sure of our'2 degree ground'when the
birds begin to bunch up on us.

M/A Com, Inc.
Mr. L. Gould, Ghief Executive Officer
7 New England
Executive Park
Burl ington, Ma. 01803

Re:2 degree spacing on 10' Prodelin dish
Dear Mr. Gould:

My husband informed me that M/A COM did not make a statement
on the matter of 2 degree spacing while he attended the Las Vegas
show. As satellite dealers, and as M/A COM stock holders, we are
very concerned that there was 'no slatement'.

Mr. R. Raybon, in a telephone conversation of March 23, 1984,
intormed me that there is no statement regarding the 2 degree satel l i te
spacing forthcoming. Mr. Raybon stated that M/A COM has no control
over the instal lat ion and accuracy of the polar mounl, etc.,  and there-
fore could not stand behind the (spacing) integri ty of the 10 foot
Prodelin dish.

)
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We feel that a 'conditional statement' could have been provided
and we understand there is a statement for the 12 foot Prodelin and its
use with 2 degree spaced satellites. We need an explanation on M/A
COM policy because we feel the 2 degree spacing is very important as
a sales issue to our TVRO business.

Trudy de Blok
SAT LINK, Inc.
Star Route B, Box 990
Orange Beach, Al. 36561

M/A COM may be 'more honest' than some of the competltlon
when they are reluctant to put forth a written stalement that their
10 foot dish will produce unconditlonally Interference-free plc-
tures when all satellites end up spaced 2 degrees apart and there
is no inter-leavlng of opposite polarlzation match-ups between
adiacent satellites. Careful studies, done by careful people, over
several years suggests that very few, if indeed any, 10 foot aper-
ture dlsh antennas will be capable of 'unconditional interference
free reception' when satellites are 2 degrees apart and uslng the
same polarlzation scheme. Those statements probably cannot
be made for dishes ANY smaller than 12 foot in diameter, and
even thete, the type of feed and the surface accuracy of the dish
wlll cause some dlshes even this size to be a problem. We wrote
one year ago that 2 degrees was going to be bothersome, No-
thlng has changed and those maklng clalms for'smaller dishes'
lunctlonlng at 2 degree spacing are elther'adjusting'test results
to sult thelr needs, they don't understand the nature of the prob-
lem, or, they have some newly dlscovered magic whlch they have
not shared wlth the rest of us to date!

NORTH To No Look Angle!
How does the enclosed photo look to you? This is a photo off-

screen of reception on The Movie Channel (TRS, F3R) taken at Mould
Bay in far northern Canada. How far north? Try 76.2 north (and 1 1 9.3
west) for size. The antenna was one of our Paraframe Communica-
tions 4.85 metre dishes and the look angle was 4.4 degrees. The LNA
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was an M/A COM 100 degree, the receiver a Standard Communica-
tions unit and the outside temperature was -38 Fl

Jim Vines
Paraframe Communications
61 1 Farmview Rd.
University Park, ll 60466

You were cheating, Jlm! The M/A COM LNA may have been
rated at 100 degrees K at 70 degrees F but at -38F we calculate lt
would have an equlvllent nolse temperature of around 89 de.
grees. That's a tough way to get an LNA cooled for lower noise
performance. What's the record for'furthest north'TVRO? Anyone
beyond 80 degrees north (for a bird that had better be almost due
south!)?

DH SR'il PARABOTIC AilTEililAS
l{OW WITH A SUPER EFFICIEilT 9'

OVER 45,OOO ANTENNAS INSTALLED
TESTED 73o/o EFFICIENT

A spun aluminum antenna
is the finest you can buy,
DH is a national leader
producing 4000 antennas
a month. We have more
sizes and choices of F/D
rati0s.

Distributors and Manufacturers, contact us
for quotes on quantity purchases.
Most sizes in inventory. Low Delivery cost
with oool trucks.
Available in focal lengths of 43", 36" 0r 31 .5"
in sizes from 9' to 6'.
Polar mount with ball bearino includes feed
and plated iack.

DH SATEILITE '0, Bi',3l%;!:ili il,?i.?t Pf ?3361 : !1il8, [?ii 3?9.3133
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HARD to f ind a 12 GHz DBS system'off-shelf in some segments
of Europe and Middle East since German ZDF-Il service cranked up
on ECS Spotbeam East April 1 . 'Mad scramble'for 4 and 6 foot dishes,
11112 GHz hardware resulted from lsrael to Moscow when beam,
centered on Bulgaria, began delivering typical 8 hour program day.
Many countries, such as lsrael and Egypt, have such limited local
television fare that quality service from Germany is highly desired.
Equipment suppliers in Europe were caught unprepared and unable
to meet demand even though it probably totals less than 1,000'instant
terminalsl

RCA has asked FCC lor permission to modify still-being-planned/
constructed SATCOM 6 to increase power to len watts (from 8.5 watts
max now), extend operational life to 12 years from present ten year
forecast (thus reserving their orbit spacelor 12 rather than 10 years).
RCA has also asked FCC to approve F-6 beaming six of the 24 C band
transponders to northern Africa and Europe. Ten watts versus 8.5 is
not significant; relatively modest 0.5 dB increase in on-ground sig-
nal strength.

BLOOM may be of some segments of 'satellite rose'; analysis in
recent high-level industry meetings suggest wholesale development
ol 'space segment' may have matured laster than need. Ground
segment, meanwhile, is 'rosey'with some forecasters even sugges-
sting home TVRO industry will account for $ l ,600,000,000 ($1 .68) in
retail-level sales during 1984.

FCC has settled squabble over us of Westar and Soacnet orbit
spots. Spacenet, if it flies as scheduled, will be located at 1 20 west (it is
both C and Ku band bird) while Westar V will shifl slightly from 123
west to | 22.5 west. Before decision, W-5 was scheduled to move this
summer from 123 to | 1 9.5 west.

HIGH level segments of US government, including Department of
State, are proposing that 1 963 lntelsat accord giving Intelsat (Comsat)
certain competition-free-'rights' be re-examined. Similar proposals
years ago resulted in break-up of AT&T terrestrial communications
monopoly.

LATEST Intelsat V series bird, F-9, was scheduled tor launch May
24th via Atlas-Centaur rocket system. After check-out, the bird is
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presently scheduled to perch at 1 west where it will replace much
older lV-A series bird. On the present bird is much-watched AFRTS
feed going to Europe and Africa plus Middle East. lf it all works, users
of AFRTS in those areas may see 1 .5 to 3 dB improvements in signals
by mid-July.

OKURA COMPANY, well known Japanese trading tirm, is talking
about purchasing 'interest in' U.S. Satellite Broadcasting DBS sys-
tem. Dollars being discussed are in $40M region. USSB is one of FCC
approved DBS systems but to date has shown it is having difficulty
f inding funds needed to get system operational. They original ly
planned mostly non-scrambled '4th network' approach to program-
ming, hoping to serve a loosely inter-connected (via satellite) network
of TV stations coast to coast. and. individual home terminals.

RECENT European economic studies of cable TV, given wide
publicity in UK and elsewhere, paint 'gloom and doom' forecasts.
Many who had serious thoughts about investing in cable's develop-
ment in Europe are now backing off. DBS in Europe, meanwhile, looks
not so good either as two leaders, France and England, continue to
experience budgetary and political delays that threaten 1980's start oJ
effective systems.

U.S. 1985 FY budget shows no let up in military spending on
satellites and sub-systems; DOD wants to acquire 6 new birds in 1985
with start-up funding for 22 morc.

SLIGHTLY more than $1M has been awarded in contracts fortwo
firms to study 'feasibility' ot VOA (Voice of America) adopting DBS
delivery techniques for both radio and television services worldwide.

TRANS-Atlantic videoconferencing, via underseas cable rather
than satellite, given green light via AT&T. Using compressed video
techniques (essentially a form of 'slow-scan TV' interconnection),
service from New York City to London now possible.

SPACENET 1, 24 transponder satellite scheduled lor May 22nd
launch via Ariane, is for sale. They are asking $350,000,000 for total
bird; anyone seriously interested will undoubtedly await final position-
ing and check-out of bird before taking possession!

FIRST video on routine basis on Galaxy 2 (72 west), AFRTS for
Europe, Middle East destinations seen there, apparently to feed US
military installations in Caribbean and Greenland. Transpbnder is 20,
is 20.

TELECOM Canada offering videoconferencing between 8 Cana-
dian cities and alotal ot 22 US cities. Rates around $1 ,200 for an hour
are exoected.

FCG study for most recent quarter of 'bird loading' shows some
gains, some losses in transponder use. RCA added 15 active trans-
ponders from end of '83 study while COMSAT/Telestar was biggest
loser with onty 40% of their transponders in use. Overall average of all
birds has 56% of all transoonders in use.

FRANCE, on-again about French language DBS, now says they
WILL launch TDF-I late in 1985 and the TDF-2 bird in the f irst six
months ol 1987. TDF-l was too far along to stop some months ago
when questions arose about French commitment to DBS (they have
been leaning towards a 'national cable system') but TDF-2 seemed'stoppable.' Now France says 'Yes, it will fly.'

RECOVERY of WESTAR Vl and Palapa B, imagined but not
seriously considered, may happen afterall. Technical aspects are
being carefully worked out but legal questions raised now seem

TRANSPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
OF ACTIVITY ON

DOM ESTIC /  I  NTERNATIONAL
SATELLITES

Send your reports to CSD Transponder Watch, P.O. Box 100858, Ft.
Lauderdale. FL 3331 0. For late news. call (305) 771 -0505.
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TRANSPONDER WATCH/ continued from page 94

almost as insurmountable as did the technical problems three months
ago. lt will be a 'first,' if it happens.

CHINA now seems sure it will launch ,DBS' bird, probably with two
channers nationwide and designed to serve dishes'down to 6 feet insize, before 1988. Serious finil planning unOerwayinO takely pros-
pects for satellite hardware do not include any US firms.

WEST GERMAN sateilite, scheduled for launch in mid_87, mayhave five channels of 20 GHz television Oowntint<ing on board for useas e;g3rime-ntal relay service for Germany,s ne* bAtV systems.
!l lt nas announced last three show dates for 1gg4 year; June

j?-!!il Niagara Fails; September 2-5 in Nashviile, and, November
18-20 in Dallas. Information from 305-396_2574.

EQUATORIAL'S 2 foot receive-only data_dish-terminals nowgoing in at rate of 100 per month; they rebently awarded contract for
construction of an additional 4,000 terminals ind ,hope, to have anultimate market 'greater than 100,000 terminals.i

USCI efforts to raise moley_lol going well. Firm apparently hadinstalted around 1 1 ,000 interjm-DBS iermlnats usint inieiim ANiK (C)
:gryl:c^e th.rou.S.h 1 May. Their initiat order tot 11t12 CFfi f_ruC units was
25,000 of which half had been detivered by miO_A[rit from Orient.
They recently awarded a contract to trio ot..tapaneseiiims tor approx-
imately 40,000 addit ional LNC units.

*^.99Jsll lggllglo.s{.producrs president Wi[iam perisard, utti_mate boss' at AMPLICA division, reports Amplica's ,attempt to break
into 4 GHz home TVRO market' has ,,contributed 

iubsiantially tofirm's losses." AMPLICA line of LNAs is reporteO running tar ahead ofprojections, and, profitable.

.. SelecTV moved early in May from Westar V to Comstar D4. Firm
ctteo move away from W5 for cable services, and if it is on D4, cable
:l:t9T: gnd SMATV equipped with ,mutti-beam{eed-type, 

aniennas
c.an setect programming from D4IF3R/Gl with greater ease than trom
W5 service.

., ,_tl|flTtS..ryiil-seil you a 2-degree-cerrified 11 meter 60.4 dB gain
11t12 GHz dish for a modest $1 io,Ooo. tf tnat is too rich for you, i'heir
6.1 meter with 54.8 dB of gain at 12 GHz will only cost $20,000.
^ OPERATION Uptink is the name given to the R6puOlican National
uomm.ruee's tundraising effort that is being conducted via sateilite.
Frrsr vt0eo-conterence-to-raise-bucks began at end of April. ,Some
work' for 4 GHz equipped downlink opera-tors may result as political
:31!?j9.T.h:-"t 

up through summer. SpACE is coordinaring a pro-
gram wntch targets 'certified 

downlink operators' for a piec6 of'thepoli t ical spending'storm.'

. CANADIANS will get to watch ,The Nashville Network,on Cana-
oran cabte tV systems. CRTC approved ,TNN' as one of the USprogrammrng services that courd be carried within canada, seeingno competitive service being viable from Canadian program sources.

LOSS ot Westar 6 and palapa birds could have ociurreO becausepart of the exit-cone-nozzle, through which fuel g"r",  p".s "rtremendous heat and pressure, may hlve simply,falle"n off.,Theories
continue to abound as researchers wrestle with issuring that whatev_
er happened, it does not happen again.

COMTECH claims their new 5.5 meter wide and 2.6 meter high
offset-fed antenna WILL meet the FCC's new 2 degree spacing 6_quirements.

,-..-SIY^9-|.ANNEL, English scrambled but commercially sponsored
^:.y!:-:r,:,lol 

Europe began service into new'test CATV system, in
ITlcn, uermany. System hopes to reach 5,000 homes by end ot1 984.

ANIK.-C-1 bird, originally scheduled for launch from Shutfle thismonth' wi i l  now not go untir  around the middre of 19g5. ANrK cited the
p:I9T-3::PlTodute (pAM) probtems that,tost, Westar and patapa
orros eaflrer this year as reason. Entire Shuttle ,manifest, list ior
l3lT::j_fll9ygarlg,y..rych in timbo with tikety p,o"p""t rhat any
orros scheduled for Shuttle launch between now ind September wiil
not go as scheduled.

COMSAT after another $100lrl in funds by going to international'debentures 
market.'They say it will be used'fo=r njw investment in

new Intetsat grade birds 'and other v€ntures' (such as the DBS pro_
gramsli l l  scheduled to begin this fal l) .

PAKISTAN would tike [o ,join satellite technology wortd,by 1987
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and wants to launch their own satellite by that date using own launch
capability.

FRENCH TELECOM lA, bird expected to finally replace long-
ailing Symphonie bird(s) at 11 east, now scheduled for launch via
Ariane early in August. Same Ariane launch will also carry up ECS-2,
second European 11 (12) GHz bird.

MAINLAND China may be shopping worldwide (and specilically
within Europe) for DBS bird scheduled for late 1987 launch, but they
plan to launch it themselves using same launch system that put their
STW-1 experimental 4 GHz bird into space during April. STW-1 is at
125 east and is reported to have a single television channel on board.
Anyone seen it on the ground yet?

LATEST round of announcements for expansion of Russia's Inter-
sputnik (Gorizont) satellite system lists new up/downlinks to be built in
Syria, Nicaragua and Yemen.

NASA has described plans to launch satellite that would 'unfurl'
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giant 300 foot wide reflector (dish) once it was on station over the
equator. Beams would be so 'potent' that personally carried 'trans-

ceivers,' ala the Dick Tracy'Wrist Watch Radios,'would be practical.
No funding yet on this one.

lN case you overlooked it, this is the '50th anniversary' tor the 1 934
Communications Act, which has endured essentially unchanged tor
five decades. Where would we all be if the technology had remained
that static during the same 50 year period!

COOP/ continued from Page 5

theory, before such testing, was that when you had high winds, the
'mesh surface filled in'; that is, the wind struck the small wire strands in
the surface, deflected at an angle and set up secondary wind-eddy-
currents around each wire strand. And those secondary eddy cunents
created a new 'surface' that filled in the holes in the mesh, causing the
dish to in effect'fill up' and become the physical equivalent of a solid
surface at higher wind speeds. That was the popular theory.

Brough's argument may be stretched in Correspondence this
month since nobody took the time to inspect each of the antennas that
were tumbled in the Vegas wind storm to see if those that tumbled
were properly weighted to the ground to begin with. We did hear of
some lhat bent over on their mounts (meaning the mounts were too
flimsy for the wind-loaded-antennas) but here again, were these
regular mounts such as you might install in a customer's home, or,
were these special 'high-gloss-painted' show mounts using light-
weight materials to reduce shipping and handling costs for the show
set-up? We don't know, and it is probably too late to go back now and
reconstruct the individual failure causes.

Even if you dismiss the Brough letter as'cute' but not substantial,
you have to admit that many of the lightweight antennas now being
offered do not'appear to have'good structural strength. For some
time the mesh folks have been concentrating on telling us how their
mesh surfaces will stay-ln-place up to so many miles per hour of
wind; perhaps what they should have been measuring is what
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Dealer lnquiries inuited. P.
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FOB Little Rock
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amount of wind it takes to collapse or damage their rear support
system, or that crucial dishto-mount assembly.

We had two very stormy days here in the Turks and Caicos back
early in March. Our wind speed indicator recorded a peak gust of 72
MPH one day and afterwards we found sections from a 20 foot mesh
antenna ripped loose from the support struts. We fixed them with new
attachments to the struts and then a week laler we got another storm
which peaked at 83 MPH. This time we lost 8 mesh panel sections
from the same dish. At the same time a 12 foot (paraclipse) antenna
didn't lose a single 'clip.' Nor did the mount sutfer any damage. The
same wind storms caused the motor drives on two solid twenty foot
dishes to 'drag,' a couple of degrees otf of the original boresight, but
did no structural damage to either of the solid surfaced antennas.

What does all of this prove? Absolutely nothing! While the
antennas are clustered close together, strong and gusting winds here
on the beach tend to be very sharply defined;get behind a building or
row of vegetation and the wind speed drops drastically. The twenty
foot that sustained the damage both days was totally in the open; the
12 foot Paraclipse was partially shielded by a building. Again, this
proves nothing, except the frustration that goes wilh making 'snap
judgements' about antenna integrity under heavy wind conditions.

I don't think we know all of the answers yet. I do think that firms
designing mesh surface antennas, where the temptation to lighten-up
the support and mount structure is great, would do well to subject their
products to bonafide wind tunnel testing. We need to know more
than we now know.

CORRECTION

_ In the May CSD, in writing about the way that the two new pieces of
SPACE/STIA legislation were inhoduced to the industry (page 72), we
reported that "The twin bills were as much a surprise to the majority of
the Board of Directors as they were to the other 1,680 people in the
banquet at Las Vegas." We went on to note that ',. . . to the best ol
our knowledge, only Directors Dushane, Howard, Behar, Dalton
and Johnson had any fore-knowledge of the bills . . .,,. Strictly
speaking, this is true. However, it turns out that several of these iust

listed were only told about the bills, and the satellite feed topic'contents,'
barely hours before the event took place. In other words, they
did not participate in the decision making process that led to either the
bills being submitted nor to the arrangements for the satellite fed
round table which announced the bills.

Johnson, in particular, is concerned that the industrv be aware that
the decisions surrounding the bills introduction did noi run by him in
advance and that when he did finally learn the details, the feat was
accomplished and beyond any 'discussion.'

HBO UPdate
I would be a fool to tell you exactly when HBO is planning to

announce their 4 GHz DBS program. Because I don't know, and as of
the date I am writing this, they don't know either. However, I can tell
you that the 'signs are' they hope to announce their 4 GHz DBS
program using Galaxy at the National Cable Television Association
(NCTA) meeting over the period June 3-6 in Vegas.

When they actually announce, give or take a few weeks, is not lhe
least bit important. That's a detail we can live with. Some of the other
details are going to cause the fur to fly in our industry.

You would like some insight as to those details, I am sure. And
that's where I have several problems. My'contacts'for this information
are in a jeopardy position; first of all, they work within the HBO
structure. They have certain confidentiality responsibilities to their
employer. I like these guys (no prejudice here, there are simply no gals
involved) and I don't want to see them called on the carpet for confid-
ing in me. The second problem is larger: until the final nail is in place,
the actual format of the CBD service is not in concrete. In fact, I see
enough' loose ends'as lapproach their announcement date that lwi l l
not be surprised to find that they make some fine tuning adjustments
after the announcement as well.

So much for lhe excuses. Now, what is comino?
1) Programming. I 'expect' (that means I am-making educated

guesses; NOBODY has disclosed anything 'inside'to mel) that
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sional handbook on the avoidance,
diagnosis and suppression of
microwave terrestrial interference
(Tl) at TVRO earth stations. This
250 page comprehensive volume
was compiled by an engineering
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President of Microwave Filter Com-
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industry leaders such as California
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exploration of such topics as equip-
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susceptibility, use of natural and ar-
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il.9 19f cs.D Anthology. send via Ups to my USA (zip coded) address(Note: Must be street address; UpS does notderrver to post office boxes!).- 
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Make.check/money order to 'cSD' and mail to P.o. Box 1 0085g, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 333.10. oR, call 305/771 -0505and charge it on your vrSA/Mastercharge card weekdays between 9 AM and 4 pM eastern time; ask ror caror Grabal
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CSD ANTHOLOGY/ Volume One is a true collector's item. During the first year of
the industry, everybody shared their secrets! Can you imagine that the basis for
virtually ALL of today's single-conversion receivers was told to the world by designer
David Barker in June of 1980; he actually printed in CSD his schematic and his ti--

circuit board for the 'image rejection mixer'! He, in effect, gave away a multi-million; 1
dollar design 'secret' and that promptly launched a myriad of receiver suppliers in ), i
the business (including KLM, which Barker later became associated with). Or, can )
you believe that English experimenter Steve Birkill detailed the basis for the
Chaparral 'Super Feed' in CSD for February 1980, telling everyone how to build a
'scalar horn,' and that in June of 1980 Taylor Howard and Bob Taggart introduced a
production model of this same feed design (our first review of the Chaparral

CSD ANTHOLOGY/ Volume Two is everybit as exciting as Volume One. Starting
with the October 1980 issue, we see complete details for building a two-stage NEC
GaAs-FET LNA. The fellow who shared this information was another pioneer;
Norman Gillaspie. The same issue reports on the Start-up of a'new'firm that was 'i- ,
going to revoluiionize home TVRO sales; National Microtech. In.the November, f
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1980 issue Taylor Howard issued a'warning'to dealers who were installing LNAs \

without bandpass filters; something called 'out of band' noise was making the then 7

during all of 1979, 80 and 81; people helping people start a brand new industry.
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we will find Disney, The Nashville Network, WOR, WTBS.
CNN, CBN, Cinemax, HBO and . .  .  Showtime in the Galaxv
One package. That's nine channels and WOR may not make it
i f  Turner raises a fuss ( l  suspect he wil l ) .

2) Equipment. | 'expect' there to be a shortage of equipment for
the descramblers initially. I think that M/A COM'S corporate
people have finally realized that Linkabit (which M/A Com
owns) designs great scramblers and descramblers, but thev
are not up to speed for volume production of units. I further
expect that the descramblers we will initiallv see offered will
ONLY be available in a Japanese built-for-MlA COM 4 GHz
receiver. That means that if you are a distributor for M/A COM,
or are a M/A COM dealer, you may have an inside track for six
months or so.

3) Interfacing. HBO just completed a series of visits with six
home TVRO receiver manufacturers. Thev wanted to know
what the problems were in sending you, ihe dealer, a box
which would descramble the nine channels of signals and
expecting you to interface that box with the various receivers
now in consumer hands or on your shelves. What they found
was that even the'best' of the present receivers lacked at least
one'Linkabit' refinement. Others were not so fortunate. In the
best case, the baseband audio available in a top of the line
receiver required different deemphasis. In the worst case,
major surgical changes would be required to get the required'Linkabit compatible' video out of the box. Thls reallv means
that very few (it indeed any) of the present receivers can simply'plug into'a stand-alone (outside of receiver) box that HBO wiit
supply. That wi l l  make i t  tough on dealers to sel l  the HBO nine
channel DBS service unless they are also selling M/A COM
receivers which will have the Linkabit package built in.

4) Timing. This is the dangerous ground bec-ause when you
publish a date, and you miss it for whatever reason, people
suspect your credibility. Don't suspect; sometimes the best
plans get stuck in engineering snafus. I  l ike the date May 1,
1985. Not to start the CBD program, perhaps, but as a date
when virtually all 9 of the services we are now discussinq would
themselves be 'scrambled' on Galaxy 1. Some will sc-ramble
sooner, of course. The program should start quite a bit sooner
than this (magic) date. But until all nine or so serytces are
scrambled, what do they really have to sell?

5) Together. Which brings us to the obvious devious point; if they
are going to scramble these nine channels over on G.l . whv
would anybody who knew what was happening bother to sub-
scribe to the service it the same service is also available on
F3R without scrambling? The answer is obvious. May 1st, if
realistic, is a date when HBO, Cinemax, and at least Showtime
would be scrambled on F3R. Maybe not CNN or WTBS, but
they are not the 'heavyweights' 

of the package anyhow. What
about The Movie Channel, since leaving even one fulltime
premium service unscrambled might be enough to cause some
people to simply pass by the scrambled CBD offering? lt too
would be scrambled, and there is a chance it could be oart of
the package as well ,  on Galaxy.

This may be a lot of information for you to assimilate all at one time.
Let's recite the basic 'headlines'so you can test your reading compre-
hension.

1) Nine channels in all with the surprise addition of Showtime.
2) A shortage of equipment and M/A COM using Japanese built

receivers that have the descrambler circuits built-in will domi_
nate the marketplace early on (simply because they WILL be
available).

3) Problems with interfacing older or present series receivers, but
expect that to sort out by early 1 995 so that virtually any new
receiver can be connected to an optional outboar-d de_
scrambler.

4) The program will be in an'announced-but holding'state during
most of the balance of 1984. Tests will be made, but don;t
expect any real activity that impacts on you before December
or so of this year.
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SATELLITE DICEST

5) The real kickoff for the program will come when all of the
fulltime premium programming firms have their scrambling
systems installed and operational;on both F3R and Galaxy 1
it that fits their transmission format. We like the date May 1'
1985 but like any forecast, it is subject to the ability ol the
suppliers to deliver the required equipment.'

Now, when the'formal 'announcement comes, we' l l  see whether I
get a passing grade or not. Four out of 5 would be passing in my book.

The most confusing part I have saved for last. Who gets to sell this
package?

HBO is not announcing it first at the 'cable show' by accident.
Cable operators, if they are interested and if they qualify' will get the
lirst right of refusal to sell and install CBD service packages in their
areas. Hey, cable guys send big bucks to HBO every month. You'd do
the same thing i f  you were in their shoes!

Does that freeze you, the little guy selling home TVRO terminals
around the fringe of the local cable system, out in the cold? Maybe
yes, maybe no. Yes if the cable guys are aggressive, far-sighted and
decide they can service an entire rural county or two with their service
trucks just as well as they now service the town with their cable lines.
Maybe no il they are realistic and decide that for a few bucks per home
per month they would be better off passing up the opportunity and
allowing you to do it. Or there may be a happy medium; they will
'market' (as in sell) the service and they will contract with you (or your
competitor down the street) to sell and install the hardware itself.

This is obviously the toughest part of the entire deal. lt is going
to be hard enough on you to' lose'the present ' free premium services'
as a marketing tool when you are selling TVROs. Sure, you'll 'try' to
exolain that there are still 100 or so channels up there and 'who wants
those nasty movies anyhow?', but down deep you know you will be
hurt. Even I sneak a look at HBO now and again. lt will be even
tougher if HBO somehow gets you into a position where not only have
they taken away your movies, but they are allowing some guy down
the street (such as the cable operato0 to sell them in competition to
you. What's to stop the cable operator from selling terminals that
include the premium service channels? Nothing. That will' of course'
put you at a disadvantage. But before we go off halt cocked and start
screaming anti{rust, let's sit back a month or two and watch just
how interested the cable operators REALLY are in selling this add-on
service. I'm betting that most of them will pass it up, having their hands
full 'in town' and wisely staying away from the rural countryside and
the service Droblems that entails.

SPACE's HR.5176? Doesn't that help? No, not at al l .  Al l  the
SPACE Bill would do is force HBO if they scramble to offer their
scrambled service to orivate home terminals. At a fair market price.
And what do you think CBD is all about? lt is HBO otfering their
scrambled service to private terminals at a fair market price'
Wouldn't HR.5176 force HBO to allow you to sell their service,
perhaps along with the local cable guy? No, that is not what it says
and that was not even considered when i t  was drawn up. So
HR.5176? Getting it passed will not help you one bit.

Yes, there are unknowns in all of this. That's what makes our life so
interesting; we don't have all of the answers, yet, and probably when
we do wetl lose interest in TVRO anyhow because the challenges will
be gone!

OFF Again
It seemed l ike one of those'neat ideas'when I f i rst heard i t .  lwas

listening to Doug Dehnert of USS/Maspro as he talked.
". . . and there are around 150 U.S. personnel stationed there

and they have this 30 foot dish which they are using on F3R
to bring in the six hot horizontal transponders that spot beam
into Hawaii." Doug was telling me about an island in the Pacific; an
island far beyond Hawaii where a particular branch of the U.S.
Government maintained a special 'outpost' with a specific duty
assignment. He cautioned me not to mention the name of the island
nor the specitic duty assignment, as he related what they were doing.

". . . and off this 30 foot dish they have some pretty clean pictures
from WTBS, Showtime west coast, CNN, and transponder 22's ser-
vice. I think they may have the feed improperly mounted . . . here, take
a look at this videotape." And we sat and viewed a tape shot by one of
the guys on the base as he took us on a 'video-tour' of the 3 mile long
island as well as all around, through and inside of the 30 foot monster

ffi
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9llI"V h.ad scavenged through some mititary scrapprng program. I
told Doug it was interesting.':. . .."nd !1r9y_ _are presently rebroadcasting the off-sateltite
serytce from WTBS over the island to the barraiks, the officer,squarters and the service clubs. They are using some high power
MATV type amplifiers as transmitteri and som-e five elefient yagi
antennas."

. . He had my interest. Would I like to fly with him to this unnamed
island to install some first class equipment? Oo aucfs like the
water???

. We put the trip otf several times; first we went arounct the world
logether on the Sri Lanka expedition and then there were the winter
:i1.!l'jlS 

shows Finaily Doug eirher had ro go or forget the project.
50 on..May 18th Doug and I flew west out of Los Anqeles bound for
Hawal. tn the 747 hold we had antennas, a nifty new transmitter which
developed ten watts of power on each of three VHF channels (you
connected up a trio of MATV/CATV modulators on channels e, a and O
at the input, and out of the output you have ten watts peak pedestal
power on each of the three channels, all at once!), a slug of LlrlAs and
receivers, and a clever package I put together on Frovo to allow us tore-oroadcast one of the WTBS sub_carrier services over the island onVHF channel 3 so the military anO scientltic luys coud Ln;oy stateside
background music as well
^ .Touching down in Hawaii, we would lay over less than 1S hours.
Dehnert had a busy schedule ananged; sotne guy from Tahiti was to
meet us there. He had been playing around witn i I O foot dish in the
South Pacific and wanted us t6 give him some fointers on getting
better piclures out of Intersat. we ivere arso going'to visit at reast one
12 foot home instaltation in Hawaii before leivini the AM of the 19th
for our secret island."You have to be cleared by the base commander in advance
gj:lgl won't.let you on. the airptane at alt," Doug had exptained...r nere are no tourists on this place; Holiday Inn has n-ot reached thereyet!". We had our clearance, and in fact I expected there would be
lyll^" ̂ ? ygl"gring .commitree since Doug and t were bringing rhese
IorKs tnree channels of television plus a new FM radio service in our'suitcases.'

. Naturally this is being prepared prior to our actual take_off. Those
Ilo,ll" n?T radio operators in the crowd may have caught me ,on the
alr rrom this secret place on May 2O and 21; the calf was K6EDXportable.KH.3. Well, there goes the secret place! Anyhow, lwill be
anxrous to share with you what F3R pictures look like some consider_
aore otslance south and west of Hawaii when we re_join you here on
these pages next month. I have been convinced for a coupte of years
that the Hawaii spot beam on F3R, and perhaps otf,eiOiiOs aswell,
*?.yiq,T pJgrldlng.usefut service over a considerabte region ,beyond
Hawail tn the pacific. Now I will l.ravg had the opportunity to see just
what it looks like first hand. Just a typical' long_il;ife;J launt to a tinyisland half way around the world ib t<eep y-ou intormeO of how ourindustry is exploding!

DEALER Setf-Hetp
,, On19f Jle_q_uickty dismissed pieces of business at the March LasVegas SPACE Board of Directors.meeling Aealt wiin-t'G establishingof..technical equipment standards o, ,aiings. fhe iuestion arose
,1Ty,:::t^oCE doing or going to do aborit estaorisiring srandardsror equtpment performance and interfacing compatibilitf?,. A shorthistory lesson.

Back in 1979 Andy Hatfield discovered, as he set out to manufac_ture TVRO receivers under his AVcoM o"nn"r, in"iir.rn powering
connectors were not uniform. ln those days nobody had yet figured oui
llat yoy could power an LNA by sending OC ub tne toaxiat cable(Avantek, as I recail, was the first to do ihi.llo-*i n"o two ,wires,
golng to each LNA; one was the coaxial cable (through the nowstandard N fittinQ and the other was ,or" typ" oii*o or three wirepowering cable. Each time you wanted to swip oug an LNA, betweensay Avantek and SCI or whatever, you had to ,tob, ,ofo", in a newlype of powering plug, and then proceed with the ,r"p ort. Ctearty tfrli
I.:lo]3 "9r.y Sood way to do business and Andy urged the LNA fotks
p^.99pj a 'standard powering plug.' The suggestio-n was sound butrre pantes Invotvecl never oot around to agreeing on .what type ofptus'shoutd be the standar?. rortunireiv r8;;il;i;;: in short order
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they created the duplexed cable approach (power plus RF in the
same connector) and since we were all using type N fittings (there
being no other REAL choice for 4 GHz) the problem solved itself.

Then in 1980 an early SPACE Board asked itself 'Are there not
areas where cable and connector standards could be adopted to
make equipment interchanging easier?'. Not everyone used 'F' fit
tings, for example; some were using RCA fittings. Audio and video
outputs on receivers used a multitude of different jacks and plugs (this
is not resolved even today) and in that era we also had no built-in
receiver modulators so everytime you installed a receiver you had an
outboard modulator you also had to wire in.

So a 'Technical Committee' was formed and onto it, as I recall,
landed AVCOM's Hatfield, Earth Terminals' Washburn, Sat-Tec's
Ramsey, myself and a fifth who eludes my memory at the moment.
The Technical Committee gol off to a rocky start; at least two of the
members of the committee not only did not see 'eye to eye,' they were
barely speaking to one anolher. Engineers who disagree often carry
their disagreements over to all social contact levels between one
another and we had a classic case of this on the committee. Needless
to say a committee that included two guys that refused to talk with one
another was doomed to begin with. And there were other problems as
well, best forgotten now.

The committee did nothing. lt could not even meet as a group of
five because of the personality differences between at least two
members so we had the strange situation where first three or so would
meet to discuss standards, and then three more would meet to dis-
cuss the same thing. The first three and the second three included
only one common person. Not very productive as you can imagine.

The 'Technical Committee'soon lapsed into a non-entity. In lhe
years that tollowed, when SPACE needed some 'technical advice,'
they leaned on either Taylor Howard or Clyde Washburn lor outside
opinion (outside meaning 'outside of the SPACE office in Washing-
ton'). No further attempt was made to deal with 'things technical' at the
SPACE Board level.

There are real conflicts within SPACE in trying to deal with
technical or equipment 'standards' at all. The first conflict is that the
Sherman Anti-Trust law prohibits competitors from 'conspiring'to set
'standards'which might have the effect of reducing the'options in the
marketplace.' In other words, if there are three guys manufacturing
left-handed-widgets and they get together and decide that all left-
handed-widgets will have a green stripe on them in the future, that is a
violation of the 'Sherman Anti-Trust' Act. You can see how lar a
SPACE technical committee would get if it really attempted to set
'output connector standards'for receivers. (ln fairness, lhere are
'ways around' this sort of problem but you have to have 'cordial

relations' between the participants to obey the letter of the law; we did
not have such relations on the early SPACE Technical Committee.)

End of history lesson, except to re-state that at the March
SPACE Board meeting the matter of establishing technical 'stan-

dards'or even'guidance'for the industry drew negative responses
from the Board.

lf SPACE cannot or will not deal with 'standards,' who might?
SPACE is the only game in town, right? Not true.

There is NASDA, the group headquartered in Salt Lake City which
has been attempting to penetrate the dealers. They want the dealers
to be a strong and vocal group within the industry. NASDA would do
'standards' if they could ever get off the ground.

And, there is NASEM. You probably have not heard about
NASEM; that's short for (the) National Association (of) Satellite Equip-
ment Manufacturers. NASEM was formed with one primary objective;
to establish equipment technical standards. With SPACE otficially
bowing out of the standards mess, this looks like a suitable task for a
group such as NASEM. They claim this is their only interest. I think that
is a suflicient challenge that if NASEM really did this job right, they
would have all they could say 'Grace,' over for several years into the
future. One thing bothers me about NASEM; the word 'manufactur-

ers.' I would rather the 'M' stood for 'merchandisers' or'marketeers'or
something that dropped it a level below the OEMs (original equipment
manulacturers). Most of the people now participating in NASEM are,
indeed, "Manufacturers' with a capital 'M.'

I talked at length with several dealers in Las Vegas and we
wondered how the dealers might be better assured of both the equip-
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ment integrity and the equipment compatibility when they purchased.
The best concept I heard came from an lllinois dealer, Roger Sellers
of TWS Electronics in Roscoe. Sellers asked what seemed like an
innocent enough question:

"lf the manufacturers cannot fairly evaluate the equipment
because they are the people responsible for designing and
building it, does it not make more sense to have the people
who are purchasing the equipment do the evaluation?".
In other words, shift the evaluation process lrom the OEM to the

dealer; let the dealers create a'Technical Committee' and let them
establish the rules of testing and the recommendations for connec-
tor and cable interlacing. I instantly liked the concept.

The dealers are the people who are directly first-affected by equip-
ment that does not perform 'as advertised,' or, 'as represented.'The
dealers are the people who are first-affected when a manufacturer
decides to stick an F fitting on an audio output jack on the back of a
receiver (when lew modulators commonly used have F connector
audio inputs). The dealers have the most to gain, or lose, by being
'surprised'by a piece of equipment which comes out of the box either
defective, or, not readily usable because of some connector problem.

"The first problem is to get the dealers organized," suggested
Sellers. "Don't we have enough organizations already"? The answer
of course is yes, we do. Perhaps too many. "lf SPACE doesn't want to
get involved, how do we get a program like this off the ground?" he
again asked. I had a suggestion.

At the forth-coming Niagara Falls show there will be hundreds of
dealers present; perhaps thousands. I suggested we put together a
'Forum,' for open discussion and debate, during the STTI Niagara
Falls show. I volunteered to 'chair' the session since I have a certain
amount of experience in keeping order in an unruly atmosphere.

"Let's hear what everyone has to say, let's hear all of the
gripes and problems first," I suggested. "Then let's form a totally
non-political (meaning not SPACE, not NASDA, not NASEM) pure
and simple 'Technical Committee.' "We'll set out a list of written goals
between the Niagara Falls convention and the next STTI show in
Nashville, in September. Theq we'll make a presentation to the full
dealer world in Nashville with our recommendations for a totally
independent, non-political,'Technical Committee.' Perhaps, after we
get it going, it may make sense to link it in some way to one or more of
the established groups, such as SPACE or NASDA or NASEM.
Perhaps not. Why start something THIS important and saddle it with
political problems at the outset?" I suggested.

So that is the plan. | (meaning CSD) am prepared to offer'space'
(as in operating room) for creating a small testing lab. At no charge. I
(meaning CSD) am prepared to use whatever persuasive powers as I
might have to get test equipment manufacturers to loan the 'Technical

Committee'the equipment we will need to function. At no charge. I
(meaning CSD) am prepared to publicize the work of the 'Technical

Committee' and supply office time and materials to print up any
literature we need to keep everything properly documented.

I see this as a volunteer effort; we can keep the stigma of
misusing funds out of the'mix' by simply not generating any funds! lt's
hard to misuse something you don't have to start with. I have many
other ideas on how this can work effectively, fairly to all concerned,
and not turn into a 'vendetta squad.' But I prefer to keep my own
prejudices and bias under wraps for now until we have held our Jirst
'organizational meeting' in Niagara Falls.

Two years ago, perhaps even one year ago, we could not have
seriously considered such a project. The first dealers we had, in lhe
1 980 era, were smart guys; they had to be technically smart to make
the early'equipment' plug together and work, under usually adverse
conditions. Then as we matured we went through a stage of people
who thought they were dealers, but who usually had no concept ol the
technical side of the business. Today, as we continue to mature, we
happily have a new mixture of both; those who understand the tech-
nical problems and who have test equipment and operational know-
ledge, and those who are strong on marketing but weak on engineer-
ing. Many of the more successful dealerships today are partnerships;
one lellow handles the technical side, and the other handles the sales.

Out there we must have enough technically minded people to
make up a committee of bright, straight-thinking people. I guess we
will see in Niagara Falls. Regardless of your technical abilities, even if

70MHz l.F. Filters
#47019 Terrestrial
lnterference Filter

This dual notch f  i l ter t raps out 1 0MHz offset inter-
fe rence and c leans  up  unwatchab le  t ransponders

#47022 Threshold
Extension Filter

Perfect for Smal l  Dish Systems to
sharp ly  reduce weak s igna l  spark l ies

#470'|-5 Intelsat
1/z Transponder Filter

This f i l ter al lows receot ion from the Intelsal
Birds with standard bandwidth receivers.
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SATELLITE DICEST
you have.none, you probably do have some strong opinions about
how a well  run'Technical Committee program,mighimake l i fe easier
for you. I invite vou to be with us in Niaiara fatti to netp ,. g"t tni.
off the ground .

EXPLANATION Owed
. Way back last fall when 20 or so representatives of our industry
flew out of San Francisco for Tokyo, on our around the world junket
j$:]i9!rg"d a six day.stay with Arthur C. Ctarke in Sri Lanki (see
uuu ror January, 1984) | had made special arranqements to rent a
reasonably high quality ENG type video camera lo slhoot some video_
tape of the Sri Lanka portion of the trip. lt turned out that Utah
oealer/ instal ler David Lyman had one of the new JVC combo
camera-recorder-on-your-shoulder systems with him as well, and
Mrcrowave Specialty's Carl Grindle lugged along an older styie 1/2
inch video deck and a purportedly portabl-e color cimera. So wb were
well equipped for whatever might cross our paths.

After battling customs and arguing the equipment through numer-
ous stops, we ended up in Sri Lanka ready to cover the installation of
tne twenty foot ADM dish, the 16 foot paraclipse and the 25 foot Hero.
Kevin did. most of my camera work and kept trying to talk me into
trading off some of our own WIV cameras for' just bn j' like the JVC we
lsdJlth 

us.,lt was a very nice three tube camera and the color tape
we ffought back looked very good.

.My original plan was to do a quick edit and then to air the tape as
an industry special, via satellite, sometime late in January. lhad talked
|FPC': Bill Young into 'sponsoring, 

the program by getting him to
aqree to.pay Jor the editing time and the air time. I hid talked Utah,s
George Mitchell into coming down to southern Florida to spend three
days.with me locked up in an editing facility putting the holrs of tape
togeth.er into solet!rng cohegive. lt was all go until-i discovereo, upon
returning, that the STTI/SPACE thing had blown into a full scale war
anl1!?ast:9me of the peopte were trying to put some of the btame
on uFpU and young because he had befriended STTI's Rick Schner_
inger. I didn't want to fuel those fires and felt that anything that SFpC
did€t that lime was going to be gasoline on a fire so I begged off with
DrFU and pul tne tapes away in a file drawer.

. Next I thought about showing the tapes in Canada at the lirst Expo
in Vancouver, but without SFpC's financial backing for the editing
!91: ry:. no.y"t t.couh pay for three or four sotid days of posti
procluction editing plus George Mitchell's tab or expenses. George
was offering to do itjust for expenses because he is that kind of guy b"ut
lcouldn't ligure out where lhe other ,thousands' to put togeth6r a SO
mrnufe program were going to come from. So the tapes, once again,
sat in a drawer.

_, 
Th:n.f.tf.oq9ht I might get the tapes edited in time for Vegas, andplayed with that for a few weeks before I realized that there were twoproblems here; one was 'which show' and the second was ,where

would I find four days to edit them?'. So once again, back in the
orawer. I showed some excerpts to a few industry folks who were
down to.Provo this past winter but it is hard to follow hours of tape shot
randomly when it has not been edited together, and after a few

COOP CONTINUES/ page 112
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WHAT D0ES CHARIIE BR0WN SEE o
IIII GONIFER'S 1a.FOOT MESH DISH?

After 95 Instal lat ions In Just 12 Months,
Brown ls Sold On Conifer!

Out of his quaint shop in Knoxville, ll l inois, Charlie Brown
has become one of the most dynamic Satellite TV sys-
tems dealers and installers in the country. With over 15
years experience in consumer electronics, the last three
years in TVRO, Brown knows how important qual i ty
products and service can be to the success of his
business.

WHY DID BROWN CHOOSE CONIFER?
"When I first saw the Conifer DE-2001 system it was far
ahead of anything else I  had seen. The pr ice point was
better than anything else on the market. I had been sell-
ing comparable systems that offered the same features
as Conifer's but they were selling for $1500 more."

WHY DID YOU CONSIDER CONIFER
THE BEST VALUE?
"Conifer had the features that I wanted to sell. Every-
thing was contained in one unit . . . the dish dr ive, the
Polarotor,  one cable.. .everything. From the consumer
standpoint i t  was very consumer fr iendly. . . f rom my
standpoint it was fantastic!"

WHY DO YOU LIKE THE MESH?
" l t  blends in wel l  with surroundings and looks better
than a sol id dish. You can instal l  a Conifer black dish
(AN-1200C) in a wooded area and i t  blends r ight in.
Plus, the mesh offers much less wind resistance."

WHAT ABOUT INSTALLATION?
"After the base is set we can assemble the dish and
have a good picture in less than two hours. lt really
helps that the aluminum mesh is attached to the petals
at the factory. l 've talked to other installers who use
other types of dishes and installation times range from
2/z to B hours. l f  a guy is taking 7 to 8 hours to instal l  a
dish for the same money as I sell Conifer's system then
he's taking less of a mark-up or he's sel l ing a lesser
qual i ty system."

HOW DO YOU SELL AGAINST
THE COMPETITION?
"We encourage people to go look and see what they're
gett ing for their  money. We have a competi tor sel l ing a
smal ler dish for the same or ice we sel l  the Conifer dish.
There's no comparison in qual i ty or performance. Oncd
the consumer sees the difference for himself, he comes
back to us."

HAS CONIFER LIVED UP TO YOUR
EXPECTATIONS?
"The very first Conifer system I sold and installed l've
never made a service call on. lt works as good as the
day i t  was instal led. I  think Conifer st i l l  has the best
system and mesh dish on the market. No question
i t ! "

WHAT HAS CONIFER DONE TO HELP
DEALERS BE MORE SUCCESSFUL?
" l  highly recommend that a new or experienced dealer
cal l  or wri te Conifer to get a FREE copy of their  new
booklet ZZ_[Lays To Succeed In The Ho
Business. l t 's Great!"

Fill out this coupon or send your business card and receive
Conifer's "77 Ways To Succeed In The Home Salell i te TV
Eusiness"

lvlail to: Conifer Corp., Box 1025, Burlington, lowa 52601

Business Address

FOR OUICKER RESPONSE, CAIL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER 1.80G35&3068
In lowa Call (319) 752-3607

CONFCR
CONIFER CORPORATION . 1400 N. Roosevelt. Burlington, lA 52m1 . 31$752-3@7 (lowa Calls) . 80G358-3058
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COOP/ continued from page 109

minules of each tape it was plain to me lwas forcing them to watch my
home movies. Back into the file cabinet drawers.

Then in mid-April I had a telephone call from Arthur C. Clarke and
he wanted me to send 'the tape' to some people in Washington.
Clarke was here in the states in early May to participate in a ceremony
in the District of Columbia (we were invited but when I found out it was
a'formal 'affair I  instantly said 'no thank you! ') ,  and then to spend two
weeks in California working on the final workups for his new movie
2010. There was no such thing as'the tape'; there were a half dozen
tapes, all as originally shot by Lyman and Kevin. But not'the tape'; I
had live days to get 'the tape' to Washington, and returned to Provo
half wishing I had never shot any tape. lt is difficult to say'no' to Arthur
C. Clarke, so I would give it the old college try. And I'd do it using the
WIV video tape editing gear.

With five days of editing ahead of me ldug in and within 30 minutes
knew I was in real trouble. The Panasonic 3/4" editing gear wasn't
working right. In another sixty minutes I knew trouble had to be spelled
with a capital 'T'; it quit working altogether! | had Marshall dig into it
and he reported back; somehow we had taken a voltage surge and
had blown someplace between 3 and 8 digital-type-circuit lCs. No way
to get them repaired or replaced on Provo. And the editing system was
total ly down.

Wife Susan volunteered to take the 280 pounds ol machines (plus
edit controller) to Florida on the next available flight. I wrote a panic
note begging the repair people to get at least one ol the two decks
turned around in 48 hours. When Susan returned with the one unit 48
hours later, we plugged it in and . . . you guessed it, lt didn't work.

While she was gone I began playing with our WIV news editing
system. We shoot news tape on 1/2 inch because nothing else makes
sense for us here. We edit news on a Panasonic 1/2" editing system
which never previously edited together more than perhaps 4 minutes
of tape at a time. lt is a very neat little system (the 8500 package) but
probably not designed for heavy production editing. While Susan was
away, I had played with a piece of music out of our library written by
English Comedian Benny Hil l .  l t  is a l i t t le Hi l l -dit ty about st icking your
finger in your ear and solving all of your problems. I had laced together
the 2 minute 13 second audio from Benny Hill with some very carefully
chosen extracts from Sri Lanka shot taoe. lt amused me to have
Benny Hill singing in a Cockney accent and Arthur C. Clarke sticking
his finger (or telephone) in his ear to match the music lyrics. I especial-
ly loved Paraclipse's Dbvid Johnson's antics that I found to fit to the
Hil l  music.

With no working 3/4 system, there was no way to boil down the
massive Sri Lankan tapes to something that would suit the request
Arthur C. had laid on us for the Washington reception. So I said'what
the H , . ." and made them a dub on a portable 3/4" ENG machine
f rom the 1/2" master, and fired it off . As I write this I have no way of
knowing whether all ot those big wigs sat around in their black tie
outfits and watched Arthur C. stick his telephone/finger in his earwhile
Benny Hil l  sang, or not.

You, on the other hand, probably did have the opportunity to sit
around in your living room drinking beer and watching the very same
thing. I liked the piece so much that I submitted it to Joe Koelsch at
NOVA Video Productions for use in his May 30th/June 4th Satellite
Showlime 84 program on F3Rs TR22.

Not satisfied with defacing the Sri Lanka expedition with Benny Hill
limericks, I am now finishing up a second piece that is done to the
country and western tune "Wasn't That A Party." The participants in
this 3 minute 24 second musical number get so smashed drinking
whiskey, gin and beer that they steal the local police car and then have
the audacity to drag race the local cops down main street. The video I
have chosen lo go with this piece is straight out of our industry's files
that stretch back more than 8 years. I found one piece of video tape
shot when Bob Luly was underneath his Umbrella antenna in San
Jose in the summer of '80 that is a oerfect fit for the line in the musical
number "Maybe it was the whiskey, maybe it was the gin, but
there under my kitchen table I saw Joe talking to my old Tom Cat
. . . and the cat was talking back . . ."

The Sri Lankan taoes . . . meanwhile
cabinet drawer.
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MAI{UFACTURER OF MICROWAVE COMPOI{EIITS

DEVICES
. ISOLATORS
. CIBCULATORS
o POWER DIVIDERS
. D.C. INSERTION BLOCK
. PAD & LOADS
. POLAFEED - POLARIZER
. COAXIAL RELAY SWITCH

MUTLIFUNCTION DEVICES
. ISO.DIVIDER
.ISO-DIVIDER WITH D.C. INSERTION BLOCK
r TWO-WAY POWER DIVIDER
e TWO.WAY POWER DIVIDER WITH D.C. INSERTION BLOCK
. FOUR.WAY POWER DIVIDER
r FOUR-WAY POWER DIVIDER WITH D.C. INSERTION BLOCK
r EIGHT WAY POWER DIVIDER
r EIGHT WAY POWER DIVIDER WITH D.C, INSERTION BLOCK

O INOUIRIES WELCOME
SATELLITE GROUND COMPONENTS INC.
480 Easy Street, Suite 3. Simi Valley, California 93065 . Phone (805) 583-481 8

FERRITE ISOLATORS
P R OVE N /rcOM h U ALITY-THO USAND S IN

{< CHOICE OF TWO CONNECTOR CONFIGURATIONS!
Femole-Femole with Bortel Adoptet
femole-Mole

* 3.65 to 4.25 GHz
Greoler lhon 60 dB

* THREE ISOLATION VALUES Greotet thon 50 dB
Grcsler lhon 4O dB

* INSERTION LOSS LESS THAN 0.9 dB

AVCOM con olso supply your needs for
* Receivers * 2, 4, ondB woy Power Dividers i< Antennos

*  feed l ines  & Cob le  Assembl ies  *<  D.  C.  Powerb locks

AVCOIII 
o"u*,,nou,nes,nureo

Rood . Richmond VA 23236 .804-794-2500

Source lor Your Eorth Station Needs
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KLM Electronics has expanded the
phenomenal popularity of the Sky Eye
IV & V receivers by introducing several
new technologically advanced receiver
systems & accessories designed to sadsfu
ybur exploding consumer ieed, and
keep KLM on the leading edge of
consumer product development.
Your customers already know KLM
quality, now you can profit from our
complete line of Earth Station receivers,
antennas, & accessories that add con-
venience, performance and new capabil-
ities to any installation. The more com-
plete the installation, the more profit for
you. KLM has consistantly led the furdus-
try in design and marketability n'ith our
unique modular product line. The variety
of receiver price ranges and our upgrade-
able system design adds unequalled

Component
Satellite Eurth Stations

flexibility when tailoring installations to
individual budget requirements.
To top it all off, KLM has implemented
a nationwide advertising campaign spot.
lighting our individual components and
integrated systems thru premium circu-
lation Trade/Consumer magazines and
newspapers, as well as point-of-purchase
support and sales tools to make your
merchandising program complete.
So stock up, the customers are coming.

Cttll ltour distibutar nr tt,ite us for details.

Hectronics
P.O. Box 816
Morgan Hil l, CA 95037




